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This dissertation is an atternpt to explore the dynamics of the thecapeutic process at 

Nechi House, a community residential centre or hdfway house for men of abonginai ancestry. 

1 explore the constmction of an Aboriginal identity among residents at the House as an issue of 

context, where, as Gregory Bateson (1979) suggtxted, "It is the context that fixes the 

meaning". Aboriginal identity among residents at Nechi House, 1 argue, represents an 

intersection of imbricated discursive practices and persona[ namtives of self wifhin a highly 

problematic and conteniious syrnbolic socializing space. Space as 1 am amhg the concept in 

this dissertation is presented as analogous to language and speaks to the larger social order. 

Ce mémoire tente d'explorer Ia dynamique du processus thérapeutique à la Maison Nechi; à la 

fois centre résidentiel communautaire et maison de réinsertion sociale pour hommes & 

descendance aborigène. J'expIore la construction de l'identité aborigène chez les résidents de 

ce centre à titre de composante contextuelIe tel que suggéré par Gregory Bateson (1979) 

iorsqu'il postuie "Ir is the conrext thatfies the meaning". L'identité aborigène des résidents 

de la Maison Nechi représente une intersection de pratiques discursives imbriquées à des récits 

personnels de soi dans le contexte hautement probI€matique et litigieux de I'espace symbolique 

de socialisation. Ce mémoire présente l'espace comme un concept analogique au langage 

rév6lant ainsi un ordre social plus large. 
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Introduction 

"Medicines couId even be powemil words. Wonls that move you. Words that make you feel 
sornething. Those are powerful. That's medicine." [JB 1WIW7] 

Jack, a resident at Nechi House, offered this m e r  in response to my question about 

the meaning of "the Medicines" in group psychotherapy - the Nechi Community Circle.1 

'The House", located in Montreal, Quebec, is a community residential centre, otherwise known 

as a haIf-way house. It is a unique setting that provides exclusive residential and intensive 

psychotherapeutic services for men of aboriginal ancestry on parole £tom the Canadian fe&rai 

and Quebec provincial prison systems. Since it receives a c u l W y  diverse clientele of 

aboriginal men, ranging from Inuit, Mohawk to Saulteaux (as in the case of Jack), the 

counseiiing staff relies on a pan-Amerindian rhetoric to constmct a sense of community among 

residents. in  the context of collective therapy sessions, "group work," is shed at providing a 

means for residents to help each other through the (often intense) sharing of confessionai 

personal narratives. It is hoped that in the process, residents may see themseives in each other 

and learn to reflect more deeply on the problems they face in their lives. Those residents who 

respond positively to this process wi& ideally, leam to control their addictions, stop their 

criminal behaviour and leave the revolving door of prison. 

''The Medicines" are also a criticai part in this process. In the Nechi Community 

Circle "the Medicines" generaiiy refer to the presence of cedar, sage, sweetgrass, tobacco and 

other organic materiai used in smudging, a form of rima1 cleansing with srnoke. Based on my 

fieldwork observations, the rhetoric surroundhg "the Medicines" is a way of cultivating an 

ancestral spirituai presence in the "group" and teaches the residents the precepts that, 

according to counseiiing staff, are fundamental tu every abo@@mi community - caring, sharing, 

honesty and respect. 

But not aii residents hear the counseUing rhetonc in the same way. For some, it appears 

to be largely meaningless and vague. In an intemiew a Mohawk resident from a community 

Nechi House is a pseudonym. The names and initiais of reçidenfs and staff have aIso been changed to protezt 
their identities. Jack however, specificaiiy quested ttiat 1 ase his real name. 



near Montreal, for example, offered a cornparison of "the Medicines" in the House as opposed 

to what he Ieamed at home h m  a cdturally knowIedgeable mentor. 

TM: When 1 go [home to my community] - when I work with my Eider - he'll give me 
medicine. Like. well go out and he?l help me. Hel1 pick it and hell explain it to me - what 
it's for and when to use it. Like, if it's for something when you're sick hell tell you 
everything about it But over here [the counseilorçl don? tell you nothing about it. 
GB: So. generally, when they're caiking about medicines, what do think they're talking 
about? 
TM: 1 don? know. Sometirnes I think they donet even know what they're talking about. 

ITM 10118/97] 

For this Mohawk resident, the meaning of medicines is linked to a specific context of tutelage - 
a set of personal memories of wandering in the country with another community member who 

had more knowledge than he did about medicina1 plants in the environment. But Jack, the 

resident mentioned earlier, did not have such persona1 memories. He had been adopted out of 

his family and separated from his comunity at a young age. This early rupture was a source 

of despair and loss, The House, then, acted as a surrogate aboriginal community for Jack, 

giving him a space of belonging. Not surpnsingly, he was therefore more receptive to its 

rhetonc. As a whole, Jack seemed to respond weU to group psychotherapy and had a good 

relationship with his counsellor. But the Mohawk resident mentioned above was more resistant 

to the therapy. He did not trust the counselling staff and was quite cynicd about the Houe, 

even suggesting that it was like an extension of the prison system. Consequently, according to 

his own reports and those of the counselling staff, he rarely related any personal narratives in 

group or even in the individual sessions. 

The ability of words to move others -the rbetorical force of language - is central to the 

point 1 am m a b g  here. In the case of Jack words are medicines and have the power to heai; 

they moved him fiom his place of suffering and on to a path of recovery and renewal. Yet for 

the other resident, the counselling rhetoric is nothllig more tbaa nonsense. He consistently 

resisted the therapeutic interventions directed at him. The purpose of this dissertation is to 

explore the reasons behind this state of ambivaknce and locaie the points of disjuncture among, 

not only the two residents cited above, but aIso others who reflected similar ambivdent 

responses to the counselling ktoric. in retrospect, the possibie reasons for thk ambideme 



and diversity in attitudes were made apparent to me very early on in my fieldwork - during the 

process of writing my research proposai. While attempting to constmct a proposal thac 

faithfdiy depicted the work of Nechi House, a counseiior and myself engaged in a seerningly 

innocuous semantic argument This struggie over d g  concemed whether the House was 

an "institution" within the bureaucracy of corrections or, as she asserted, an autonomous 

"therapeutic community". Needing to get on with my fieldwork 1 deferred to her wishes; the 

House was depicted in my research proposal as a therapeutic community. But the issue was 

never resoived. As 1 wili show in this dissertation, the spatial identity of the House - whether it 

is an institution or a community - is a matter of subjective interpretation, and critical to whether 

residents resist or subscnbe to the counseliing rhetoric. 

This dissertation is an attempt to explore the dynamics of the therapeutic process at 

Nechi House. 1 explore the constniction of an Aboriginal identity among residents at the 

House as an issue of context, where, as Gregory Bateson (1979) suggested, "It is the context 

that fmes the meaning". Aboriginai identity among residents at Nechi House, 1 argue, 

represents an intersection of imbricated discursive practices and personal nanatives of seif 

within a highiy problematic and contentious symbolic space. Space here is presented as king 

analogous to language and speaks to the Iarger socia.1 order. 

An excerpt from Bmner's (1986) examination of the contextual nature of meaning as it 

relates to historical representations of Native Americans in ethnographie writing sheds some 

tight on my own research into the therapeutic ideologyt and practices of Nechi Houe. 

Stones give meaning to the present and enabte us to see chat present as part of a set of 
relationships involving a constituted past and a lum. But narratives change, ail stories ;ne 
partial, ail meanings incompiete. There is no hed meaning in the pas& for with each new 
telling the context varies, rhe audience differs, the story is r n o d ü i i  and as ûofrain writes . . . 
"retellings become foretellings." We conhuaDy discover new meanings. ( ' m e r  1986: 153) 

' Throughout this thesis 1 rekr to the House's therapy as ideology. Ideology, 1 am well aware, is a heavily 
loûded term with some unsavory connotations. But any therapeutic practice, religious or social movement that 
asks that it members subscribe to a sektive point of view of the world is. in fact, idrological. The defiiition 
of ideology 1 prefer to use coma h m  Ricoeur for whom ideology is a means to social integration: 
"Tdeology is a function of the distance that s e p a m  the socid meaning h m  an inaugurai event which rnust 
nevertheless be repeated Its role is not only to diffuse the conviction beyond the ckle of the founding &ers. 
masmmakeittheehedofthçeiui~pup:iamCDalroropipowerheinitideneigybcyondthe~odof 
effervescence." (Ricoeur 198 1: 225 as quoted in Moore 1990: 100) 



Brunefs article is useful to my perspective in two ways. Fmt of ail, he demonstrates 

chat narratives are products of discourse or "practices that systernaticaiiy fom the objects of 

which they speak (Foucault 1972: 49). Seen in this way, a discourse as a medium of thought 

has overarching economic, politicai and socid ramincations. Narratives, on the other hand, are a 

means of temporalizing human experience in the world and constitute social reality as much as 

they seem to transparently reflect i~ In short, narratives are Linguistic means to histoncizing 

ends (Kerby 1991: 4). That is, narratives serve to constnrct a sense of temporal order over 

human experience and give meaning to the past and direction for the future. But because of the 

tendency of discursive practices to change or be replaced over tirne, narrative constructions of 

reality and the meanings drawn from them can be highly contextual and transitory. 

Bruner demonstrates these points by showing the discursive changes in ethnographies 

of Native Americans over a span of decades. Specifically, the "stories" these ethnographies 

tell about the fate of Native Arnericans differ dramaticaiiy between pre- and post-World Ww 

Two epochs. For exarnpIe, Bruner writes, "In the 1930's narrative it was the past that pervaded 

the present; in the 1970's narrative it is the future" (1986: 140). Anthropological writings of 

Native Arnerican peoples in earlier decades reflected a sense of doom in regard to theu culW 

distinctiveness and the supposed inevitability of their graduai assimilation into dominant North 

American society. in contrast, in later decades ethnographie writing poarayed Native American 

communities and peoples as resisting this process of assimilation and even demonstraiing a 

remarkable culturai milience in the face of North AmericanZiegemonic forces. 

This issue of the contextuality of meaning figures pmminently - albeit at a personal 

leveI - in my own research into the therapeutic practices of Nechi House. Here, the clinicai 

staffs therapeutic interventions reIy on a resident's narratives of self nItered through a set of 

i&as and themes in order to generate meanings directed towards healing and renewaI. 

Secondiy, Brunefs article underscores the point that colonial bistory and 

anthpologicai wrïtings about Native Amencan cultures and peoples have had a powerful effect 

on their representations through history and even today. Since anthropological investigations of 



Native Amencans began in the nineteenth cenhiry they have becom the objects of an Eunz- 

American cultural gaze that "Othetr" and then police thek culturai identities. It codd be 

argued that anthropologicai writings have spawned a type of discome that now encompasses 

and subjugates not just Native Amencans but other worId popuIations as well. The discourse is 

that of Aborigindiiry, spec*cally, that there exists an internaiiy homogenous category of 

peopIes in the world disthguished by having been collecaveIy "Othered" or socio-politicaüy 

rnarginalized from nation-state populations.3 People- denoted as aboriginal, then, are a 

discursive pmduct of anrhropologists, colonial bistory and bureaucratic and govenimental 

policy. What is interesting is how this discourse of Aboriginaiiey has spiiied over into wi&r 

society, including the media and popdar culture, and has been reified to the extent that it now 

appears to constitute a commonly accepted socid fact Within the Canadian judiciai system and 

the discursive practices of Nechi House, aboriginal is an inclusive but hrgely nondescript 

bureaucratic label that envelops a diverse and over-represented segment of the incarceraied 

Canadian population. 

For Nechi House, a vein of ideas and themes within the discourse of Abonginality - 

often reproduced by counselling staff as factual statements - has led to the devdopment of a 

highly generic therapeutic ideology for dealing with a culturally, tiistocicaily, iinguistically, and 

persondy diverse group of men. Bnefly, these discursive statements romanticize Aboriginality 

as an essential, natural and pure source of spirituai energy and primal wisdom. Counseiiors at 

the House fdter nanatives of self through these discursive statements to dtivate meanings 

directed towards personai p w t h  and spirituai renewai in a resident. 

In investigating the therapeutic practices of Nechi House 1 discovered a strong 

correspondence between narratives of seif and these discursive sfatements; that is, many 

residents did articulate their narratives through the ideas and themes presented by coullsehg 

staff. But 1 was more perplexed by how some residents subscnid to the discumve practices 

3 My assertion h m  is not that "aboriginal" peopies do not exist nor that "Aboriginality" is an inauthentic 
source oFidentity. Rather. what 1 am pointing out is hat the !ocalIy consaucled cdntral identities of some of 
the worid's human popdations have been historically subsumed within a larger body of knowledge. In short. 
%original" and *Aboriginalityn are historicai social consmtcaons. 



of the House while other residents resisted it. This matter puzzIed me for a very long time. It 

was only after inte~ewing a group of residents and reflecting upon their views of the House 

that 1 carne to see that one resident's subscription and another's resistance may be explained in 

their 'reading' of the House as a particular kind of social space. T h  is, due to the House's 

bureaucratie location in the regime of the Canadian judicial system, and the persistence of 

criminalized activity (as seen by staff) among some residents, in its character and practices the 

House can be perceived as either a space for healing and anewai, or a space for further 

incarceration and disciplining. Thus, residents read and interpret the House as a kind of spatial 

text - where space "possesses an interna1 stmchue (a sense) as wel as an ability to project an 

interpretation of being in the worid - that is, to refer beyond immediate action and experience" 

(Moore 1996: 87). The residents' spatial readings of the House - as different from or similar 

to correctionai institutions - thereby determine their ceceptivity to its discursive practices and 

their own narrative comrnitment to it. 

in some ways, then, in his focus on historicai changes in anthropologicai p a r a d i p  of 

Native AmeRcan peoples, Bmner has only told part of the story of nanative and discourse. The 

other part of the unfolding of narrative and discourse is their contextual confIuence: space. 

Space must be considered as both the product and the producer of sociai interaction (Pred 

1990.10). In the last two decades, many social theorists have identified spatiality as a neglected 

and under-studied dimension of social relations (see for example, Giddens 1979: 202). For 

example, Foucault writes, 

Space is fundamenml in any form of communai Lfe; space is fundamentai in any exercise of 
power . . - 1  think it is somewhat arbitrary to uy to dissociate the effitive pdce of fkedcnn 
by people, he pmtice of socid relations and the spatid dihibutions in which they ünd 
rhemse[ves. If they are separate4 they becorne impossibIe to undemand. Each can only be 
understood through the oiher. (Miche1 Foucault 1984: 252,246, as quoted in Pred 1990: 4) 

1 will cite an incident from my fieidwotk to illustrate this point. Once, when 1 asked a 

counseiior about the possibiity that those residents who seemed to benefit h m  the therapy 

were only responding to the contea of the House, she responded, ". . . tbat wouid have you 

believe there is some rnagicai quaiity about the House, and 1 don? beiieve tbat We donet cast a 



speii over then" [BL 06/23/98]. However, when examined carefully we can see that the 

House's therapeutic ideology, f o m  of intervention, and tendency to waver between healing and 

disciplining poles4 constitute a spatial economy of imbricated discursive practices and 

statements; their effects are not exclusive to residents. Rather, they are manifested in the 

totality of the structure of the House and di of its mernbers, especidiy the staff. In other words, 

the magical contagion is ubiquitous. 

In this thesis, 1 wiil attempt to demonstrate that a resident's narrative cornmitment to the 

discursive practices of Nechi House is determined by his reading of its spatial text. E use the 

term "reading" quite consciously: for space, as 1 am using the concept hem, is understood as a 

"text," composed of sense with reference, meaning with action. Therefore, residents and staff 

are viewed in this kind of interpetive framework as social actors - agents - who are abIe to 

choose and enact their subscription to discursive practices. Finaily, Aboriginaiity as a 

discursive source of personal and collective identity is cornplex and rwted in a response to the 

hegemony of the Canadian State. Specifically, the personal and coiiective meanings dram from 

the discourse of Aboriginality may be contextudy apprupriate to historical circumstances and 

spatial settings. 

Nechi House & Fieldwork Research 

Between May 1997 and June 1998 1 conducted ethnographie fieIdwork5 at Nechi 

House. Over the summer, between the months of eady June and mid-August 1997, 1 

continuously sat through group psychotherapy sessions (Nechi Community Ciile), took part 

in a week long intensive therapeutic camp off the island of Montreal, and on one occasion 

served as an escort to a resident who 'had to reeuni to his home community for the funerd of a 

1 recopize that the perception of this wavering is a matter of subjective interpretation. CounseIlors 
acknowledged that the House seems CO shift koveen a therapeutic community and a punitive institution. A set 
of opinions among interviewesi residents, as  1 wilI show in a Iater chapter, teflects this vaciiation. 

1 should also mention here th% 1 had worked at the House for nine months the year before 1 starteci my 
fieldwork. 1 was an employee within its administrative onice. fart OF my duties included conducting prison 
visits on behaif of the House. In the course of my employment I visiteci most federai institutions in the 
Atlantic and Eastern provinces. Thus. some of my understanding of the House a d  its relationship to the 
C;uwdian correctiond systcrn stems h m  this experience- 



farniiy member. In the faii, berneen eariy ûctober and mid November 1997, 1 conducted 

stmctured interviews with residents whom 1 had gotten to know fairly weii and who, in tum, 1 

felt had developed a level of hust wieh me. In June 1998 1 finished my fieldwork by conducting 

i n t e~ews  with two of the House's counselIors, both of whom were key and senior members of 

the dinical tearn. 

At the tirne of my research Nechi House was located on the fourth flmr of a warehouse 

style building in a serni-industriai ma within the city of Montreai, Quebec! The House has 

k e n  in operation since 1988, growing steadily in physical size, as weii as in politicai and sociai 

stature over the last decade. Fiirther, Necbi House's custodiai powen over many of its 

residents has increased in recent years; that is, the Canadian Solicitor General's Office and 

Quebec Govenunent's Ministry of Justice have both granted the House increased parole 

supervision responsïbilities - "a golden seai of approvai" a staff counseIlor informed me. 

Nechi House has an eighteen bed capacity and accepts men of aboriginal ancestry who 

have been reteased on parole from a federal or provincid correctionai institution. It aiso accepts 

men who are awaiting sentence or are serving a conditional sentence of which time spent in a 

treatment centre environment is a requirerner?. Individuais requiring some type of sociai 

services intervention, i.e. alcohol, dmg, or substance abuse problems, aiso come to the House on 

a private referral basis. 

The fact that Nechi House exists at al1 is due to a particular niche it fuIfis within the 

mandate of the federai and provinciai correctional systems. The House provides a 

psychotherapeutic service for an over-represented segment of the incarcerated population: 

aboriginai men. The House opened in 1988, the same year a govemment task force, assiped to 

investigate this problem, rdeased its finding~.~ 

Since this research was concluded they have vacaaed this premise and moved off the idand of Montreai. 
Moving hrther into the country. according to what I had been told by and heard discussed among adminimariw 
and counselling staff, was a long-tenn goal of the Hause. 
7 F inn[ knort- rosk F , ~  on . . in F ,  * Canada, Solicitor G e m d ,  Minisuy 

O Secretariat (1988). It is quite passible that the founding of the House was in tesponse or is r e W  to this 
tepon Unfortunately, due to a breakdowu in my fietdwork retationship with the administrative stan f was not 
able to gather any detailed information on the House's history. 



The residents at the House represent a highly diverse composition of cultural, 

geographic, Iegal, Linguistic, personal and socioeconomic backgrounds. Most of the residents 

speak French, English or sometimes both officiai languages. Algonquin, Attimatek, Cree, Innu, 

Inuit, Micmac, Mohawk, Naskapi and even some PI& cdturai groups have been represented 

at the House. Many of the residents speak th& own indigenous language. Occasiondy, 

residents wüi affiliate with each other on the bais of their cultural and iinguistic backgrounds, 

sometimes to the exclusion of other residents. Once in a whiie, a resident from a southern 

community may even hold racial prejudices against other aboriginal groups, as with Algonquins 

towards Inuit (or vice versa). A few midents sometimes even distinguish themselves based on 

whether they came from a federai instihtion. Doing time in a federai institution irnplies a 

"more serious" offence and a longer prison sentence - not less than two years. Finaiiy, most 

residents are strongly affiliated with their Native communities. However, some residents are 

from urban settings and have weaker associations to theû cornmunities. In short, a sense of 

compounded diversity among residenn is the d e ,  not the exception, at the House. 

Some Reflections 

My interest in the Nechi House as a form of space was the result of a disjuncnue 

between what 1 obsewed about the House and what 1 heard in the words of residents and staff. 

My initial knowledge of the House was drawn from nine months of employment in its 

administration office. 1 still recd the first t h e  1 visited the House because 1 wandered around 

the Street looking for it. 1 was at the tight address but the House's identity simply was not 

obvious to me. Eventuaiiy 1 found the intercom, buzzed it, and was let in to my new pIace of 

work. However, over the subsequent months my understanding of the therapy and the practices 

associated with it remained Iargely limiteci and superticid (and stdi does, to a great extent). 

Fuaher, 1 never really got to know any of the residents, unies they did something 

"mernorable". such as when one poor individuai feiI out of his bedroom window and found the 



quick way down to the street four floors below. Amazhgly, he smived and recovered. I stilI 

remember his face and his name. 

When 1 later began my fieldwork, however, the House's administration office became a 

distant and foreign place: some of the staff had changed but the furniture was the same and the 

work was not much different. But it felt very different. There was no continuity in my 

involvement within this space. Over the foiiowing weeks, the group therapy room, the hdways, 

the kitchen and the counseilors' oFFices gradually becarne more cornfortable and famiiiar. Anci, 

as one of the residents told me in an intenriew, the midents became curïous about me: "1s he 

friendly?""He's doing research on us?! " "What does he want?" About a month into my 

fieIdwork, during one group therapy session, 1 engaged in a discussion with a resident. 1 must 

have said sornething that moved him. After "group" he asked me, "Are you a Doctor of 

Philosophy?" I was baffleri, a Iittle flustered and somewhat flattered. 1 told him no, then tried 

to exphin to him who 1 was and what 1 was up to. Then he asked me where 1 thought he was 

on the "Medicine Wheei". 1 was confused but searched for an answer. 1 suggested that his 

healing was not something measurable by some chart. Rathet his heaiing was something self- 

determined and subjective. largely based on how he was feeling about hirnseif. He seemed a 

little dissatisfied with rny answer. Later, 1 told a counsellor about this exchange and she felt my 

answer was quite appropriate. By this tirne 1 had a sense that the House - its ideoIogy, its 

people, its practices, and its spaces - were easier for me to navigate, that 1 had gained a 

familiarity with its "culture*'. 

Pierre Bourdieu (1977) discusses a view of culture that is fitting here. He writes, 

IL is significant that 'culture' is sometimes demibed as a map; it is an anaiogy which occurs 
to an outsider who has to End bis way around in a foreign landscape and who compnsates for 
hi Iack of mastery, the prerogative of the native, by the use of a mode1 of aii  possible routes. 
The gulf between this potentiai abstract space, devoid of landmarks or any privileged centre . . 
. and the pracacal space of journeys acnially king made, c m  be seen h m  the difticuity we 
have in recognizïng farniliar mutes on a map or town-plan until we are able to bring together 
the axes of the field of potentiaiities and the 'system of axes iïnked unaiterably to our bodies. 
and -ed about with us wherever we go,' as Poincare puts it, which structures space into 
right and left, up and dom, in front and behind (I9n. 2 as quoted in Hinch and O'Hanion 
1995: 7). 



However, Bourdieu's topograpbicai anaiogy sugests that culture hm is observa& and 

objective form which makes it measurable. Given the last decade of the crisis of representation 

in anthropology, (for example Clifford (1988); Crapanzano (1992); Marcus and Fischer 

(1986)) a map of culture does not seem to be such a reiiable guide for ethnographic 

experiences. A maxim fiom Konybski (found in Epstein and White (1990:2) who bormwed it 

from Gregory Bateson) States that, "the map is not the temtory." As these authors argue this 

rnaxim suggests that it is not possible to possess an objective appreciation of reality for two 

reasons. Fit, "the meaning we ascnbe to an event" is determined "by the network of 

premises and presuppositions [patterns] that constitute our maps of our world" (ibid.). 

Second, if an event does not fit into our pre-estabiished patterns it wül not survive as memory; it 

wili not becorne "fact" (ibid.). 

1 will attempt to describe the ethnographic temtory of Nechi House in relation to other 

ethnographic territones. Nevertheless, by no means do my fmdings constitute a "map" in 

Bourdieu's sense above. For House staff (i am presuming) it is aiso a temtory thac they have 

had a hand in creating, and now sustain. Their maps for it are the directing ideoIogy and 

practices of their brand of healing, an ideology occasionaiiy made concrete in pictographic 

representations üke the "Medicine Wheei" in which, as mentioned above, one disorientated 

resident attempted to locate himself. For residents, what the House's territory means really 

depends on theu motivations for wandering into its domain. If the purpose was to get of prison, 

enjoy a iinie more sunshine and have few good tokes of cheaper weed, the House cm be 

bothersome and very intrusive. But when a mident arrives at Nechi House in the h o p  of 

Ming  fceedom h m  the seeming inescapable cycle of incarceration and a chance for peace of 

mind, the House can be a kightening and very painful experience. 

Pian and Methodology 

In the foilowing chapters 1 describe Nechi House as a kind of spatiai text, and wül argue 

that a resident's reading of this text determines his receptivity to its discursive practices and 



narraiive cornmitment. Further, 1 wiU demonstrate that the House's aherapeutic ideology adopts 

ideas and themes h m  a discourse of Aborigiaality thai is vital to the maintenance of 

bureaucratic and begemonic "regimes of mth" (Foucault 198 1). 

Chapter One is devoted to theoretical mtters, including the elaboration of the 

interrelation of themes presented in ehe introduction: discourse, narrative and space as text. 

Here I provide an ovewiew of Foucault's concept and function of discourse, discussing 

Aborighality as a discursive practice. Paul Ricoeur's (1984) ideas on narrative and time are 

presented through Anthony Kerby's (1991) views on how narratives constnict the self. The 

relationship between nacrative and discourse, as presented in my inuoduction, is clantied. 

Findiy, theories of space are discussed in dation to the argument that many previous theories 

of spatiality in social analysis have failed to provide a cIear account on its significance in 

shaping social relations, In this regard, 1 have drawn h m  the ideas of H e ~ e t t a  Moore (1996), 

who provides a theoreticdy complex and ethnographicaiiy rich andysis of Marakwet women in 

Kenya, showing how the organization of Face reinforces the ideoiogy of gender des .  

Chapter Two serves to Iocate the reader - and myself as ethnographer - w i t h  Nechi 

House. Zn this chapter 1 discuss the over-reptesentation of d e s  of aboriginal ancestry in the 

Canadian correctionai system, showing bat the House fills a niche within this bureaucratic 

regime. The House's therapeutic ideoIogy and its rhetonc of "community" are also discussed 

in reIation to a particular discourse of Ahriginality. In addition, 1 show how the House's day- 

to-day therapeutic interventions and practices reflect a vacilIation between disciplinhg and 

healing poIes. The direct source for much of my understanding of Nechi House's therapeutic 

ideology and diiemmas is the counsehg staff. 

Chapters Three and Four are primdy devoted to the perspectives and views of 

residents of Nechi House. Chapter Three lwks at ihe area of intertwining of the narratives of 

resideots and the House's discursive practices and statements- Chapter Four exptores the 

House as a "spatial text" and shows how the residents' readings of this "texf' determine their 

decision of how to engage with the House's discursive practices. 



The dissertation's Conclusion serves to draw out some final points in my thoughts about 

Nechi House. 1 wish CO show how the House operates as a IocaIe for the creation and 

sustaining of a coilective and symboiic aboriginal identity - an "imagined community" 

(Anderson 199 1) - in the face of the hegemony of h e  Canadian State. 



Cha~ter One 
Theoretical Considerations 

According to some philosophers, narrative is a way of situating the self in the wodd 

(Kerby 1991; Ricoeur 1984). Narrative is presented in these terms as a means of bringing a 

sense of temporal order to human experience. Further, the hurnan impulse to narrate one's 

experiences is a fundamental, possibly universal characteristic of al1 cuitures (White 1984; 

Mink 1984). But it must also be kept in mind that the act of narration never occurs in a 

political or social vacuum (Bruner 1986). Specificaliy, factors concerning both the audience 

and context influence the direction, intention, and substance of narratives. Shafer ( 1984) makes 

this point very clear in reviewing the Freudian psychoanaiytic exercise as a form of 

interpretation jointly crafied between anaiyst and analysand. He argues that the dialogic 

exchange between reIiabIe (analyst) and unreiiable (anaiysand) narrators serves to constnict the 

meaning of personal narratives within a therapeutic milieu. The understanding that emerges 

from aii this is clear: narratives are fundamenta1 to our conception of the world and our sense of 

place within it; yet, a i i  narratives are shaped by the discourse in which they are located, Thus, in 

these t e m ,  the self can be seen as a product of language. 

if we are to hUy understand the self as a product of language, that is, as produced in 

part tÏom the interaction between narrative and discourse, we must puii these two aspects of 

lanopige apart and understand them as distinct processes. Further, 1 want to suggest that the 

locaie or space where this interaction between discourse and narrative takes place is by no 

means a neutral context. As 1 wil  show in a later chapter, the spaces of Nechi House together 

c m  be understood as a readable text which determines whether residents wili narrate themse1ves 

in terms of the discursive statements found in its therapeutic ideology and pracaces. In a very 

CO!lCrete way, then, rny treatment of space as text extends the view that the self is the product of 

language in the sense that space is analogous to language. AItemating and coficting socid 

practices by residents and staff in the House constnict different readings of its space. Likening 



space to text implies that al1 space is problematic and expenenced subjectively. This 

perspective, then, suggests that the narrated self constructeci in such a milieu may be particular 

to that space and Milnerable to the effects of other social spaces. In brief, a self constmcted 

from lanpage - as presented in its widest sense throughout this dissertation - is contextual and 

transitory. 

Discourse 

The fact that Nechi House exists at di is due in large part to a particuiar niche it fuifidis 

within the federal and provincial correctionai systerns; that is, it provides a psychotherapeutic 

service for an over-represented segment of the incarcerated population: aboriginal offenders. 

But in order to understand how this niche developed and operates, it is important to approach 

and understand "Aboriginality", the correctional system, concepts of crimiaaiity and even 

psychotherapy itseif as discursive practices which form part of a 'regime of truth'. Michel 

Foucault (1980) deveIoped a unique def~tion of power where it is conceived as a positive force 

in sociai relations. in this de finition of power, a 'regirne of tnith' is not merely a form of false 

consciousness. Rather, these regimes teach people to think and act in certain ways. Power 

within these regirnes is an ovecarchhg dimension in ali sociai relations? 

"Discourse" is an overworked term in social *eory. My own use of this term and its 

theoreticai application in this paper explicitly refer to the work of Foucault? Discourse in 

Foucault's conception may be understood as a style of speech and "practices that systematicaiiy 

form the objects of which they speak" (Foucault 1972: 49). However, discourse in Foucault's 

terms is considerably more compIex than this simple definition. Knowiedge and power are 

* My undentanding of Foucault's i k  on 'regimes of mth' is bomwed from John GledhilI's Power and Its . . 
&guses.- Anthniooloczicul Persvectives on Polifia (1994) 
9 My undenmding of Michel Foucault's ideas cornes h m  some preliminary reading of his work, Power / 
Knowled~e (1980) and the Paui Rabinow's abridged compiiation of his work. De Foucwlt R& (1984). 
However. much of my undersmdiing is credited to an exceUent critique of Foucault's work "ïowards an 
Archaeology of Archaeology" by Christopher Tiiiey in Readi h& Culture (1990). White and Epstein 
&O provide a good oveNiew of FoucauitTs ideas in k i r  baok N z e  M&&&J&n>urk F& (1990: 
19-27 & 7 W 3 .  



understood as constitutive forces in society. Foucault sees the relation between tbese two 

constitutive forces to k so close that he refers to them as power/knowIedge: 

We must ceose once and for ail to descni the effects of power in negative terms; it 
"excludes", it "repcesses", it "censon", it "absmcts", it "masks", it "conceals". In fact power 
produces; it produces d i t y :  it praduces domains of objects and rituais of mth. The 
individuai and the knowledge that may be h m  him belong to this production. 
(Foucault 1979: 194). 

This radical conception of power is critical to Foucault's conception of discourse, or 'discursive 

practices'. Power must be conceived as the generative and integrating force in sociai reIations.10 

Through the constitutive effects of the powerhowledge re,@me aii &cursive practices have a 

normaiizing effect; that is, they become or a part of "regimes of tnith" which utilize scientific 

means to produce their discursive objects. For example, social work as a "caregiviag" 

profession has gradualiy widened the circle of the marginal populations it provides care for, i.e. 

the poor and Iower classes, single mothers and weifare recipients, the disabled and refugees. 

What this process demonstrates about the social work profession is that over t h e  it has 

increased the number and range of its discursive objects and thereby expanded its network of 

power. The same argument could be said of any number of academic and professional 

disciplines, including anthropology, psychology and psychiatry. üitimately, discursive practices 

subjugate docile bodies'[, inscribing them by means of discursive practices so that they wül 

I o  Christoper Tilley (1990: 285-86) teduces Foucault's notion of power to the following points: 
1. Power is nota repressive force; it is productive. In other words, without power society would not have 

flourished as al1 social relations are about relations of power. 
2. The subject is historically and sociaily contingent., a creation of power relations. 
3. Power and knowledge are inseparable, operating in symbiotic relation with each other. Together they 

cultivate a system of rationality and will to auth. 
4. Power is both horizontal and vertical, flowing in multiple directions. That is, power is not Io& at 

the top of a hiecarchical social order but is instead diirsed. 
5.  The operative foms of power are historicaily specific. A single and universal mode1 for power 

relations does not e x i s ~  
6.  Power must be understood as a social network of practices and relations. An anaiogy would be to view 

power i~ a layered and interwoven spider's web. Where multiple lines intersect and cross, power 
relations intensib, but power is never concentrated in one point only. 

7. Families, individuais and groups move power upward, effating the communal. societal. and globd 
exercise of power. 

8. Power is a stntegy as opposed to an object. As a scrategy it Ü not wmething which reçides in an 
individuai or group 

9. 'Che rationality of power is determined by its tactics. 
10. Resistance is a counter effect to power. Power is always king resïsied. Power and mistance are the 

polar points of society. " For Foucautt, the human body is the irreducible unit of al1 sociai relations where power becornes a todizing 
web of conml over the individual. ""ile power of the state to produce an increasingly totalizing web of r o n d  



conform to desired behaviours in a given social order. These docile bodies are the primary 

vehicIes for the reproduction of a certain order of power. In other words, for Foucault, 

discursive practices, through a nexus for power dations, create unquestioned truths within 

which the subjugated body is compeiied to operate: 

There can be no possible exercise of power without a cenain economy of discourses of uuth 
that operates through and on the bais of this association. We are subjected to the production 
of tmth through power and we cannot mercise power except through the production of truth. 
(Foucault 1980: 3) 

Discursive practices - and the opentions of power these practices are linked to - are pervasive 

in aii social relations. Ali persons are subjugated to regimes of üuth or the economy of 

discourses that constitute relations of power. FinalIy, modes of surveillance and self- 

surveillance - 'the gaze''2 - serve to maintain the subjugation of the body. 

In a corresponding manner, Nechi House cm be understood as a type of readable space 

operating as a nexus of power relations, or as an 'economy' of imbricated discursive practices. 

Some of these imbricated discourses are "Aboriginality", L'criminality", "criminology", 

"counselling psychology", "psyctotherapy", "social work" and other 'sciences' of human 

behaviour and social relations. Even tiiscussions among residents and staff about one's own or 

someone else's emotional state - chat seemingly internai and most 'natural' aspect of Our sense 

of humanness - cm be understood as discourses on emotion and emotional discourses which 

reveal rnuch concerning "the practices essential to social relations" (Lu& & Abu-Lughod 

1990: 19). in addition, the very cultural backgrounds of residents may be seen as constituted 

by culturaliy specific discursive practices as "aboriginal persons" within a "white"-dominated 

society. 

- - -- - - - 

is interruineci with and dependent on its abiiity to produce an incndng specification of individuahy." 
(Rabinow t984: 22) The human subject is imi with discursive practices whiie modes of surveilIance and 
self-surveillance serve to maintain astate of dociiity. " Foucault's notion of 'the gaze' was iospmd by the nineteenth century British Utilitarian Ieremy Bentham's 
Panopticon. an architecturai design for the idÉal prison faciüty wkre prisoners are kept under perpetuai 
surveillance. Though the physicaI design neverdid take any substantial hold in society. the idea has become a 
Fundamental metaphor to understanding the production of biowledges in such domains as the medicd profession 
and psychiatry. The gaze of the professionai is uscd as a strategy to keep the discursive objet subjugated to a 
regime of mth. Gazing aIso refm to disniffive practica that act as forms of culturai meinance which 
subjugnte the culturai and political aspintions of indigenaus populations (LattasOtattas 1993). 



Aboriginality as Discourse 

It wouid be extremely difficult in this thesis to discuss al1 of the discursive practices 

outlined above within Nechi House. This is the reason 1 refer to the House as an 'economy of 

imbricated discursive practices'. For Iack of space, 1 have chosen to focus on what 1 view as the 

"discursive niche" that the House fulnlls within a 'bureaucratic regime of tmth'. The latter 

refers to the hegemonic order of the Canadian State and the apparatus of the judicial systerns - 

specificaiiy, correctional services - whicii uphold it. in short, the House exists to address the 

"needs" of d e  offenders of aboriginal ancestry who are presently over-represented in the 

correctional systems. in this situation, the concept and term "abonginai" is of speciai interest 

to me. My interest emerges from the link between what 1 view as an inclusive but vape 

bureaucratic "ethnic7"3 category and Nechi House's conxious and strategic deployment of a 

set of generic beliefs, ideas, and themes - discursive statements - about aboriginal peoples 

within its thecapeutic ideology and practices. 

indeed, the concept of Abor@naiity is a socid construction that serves as a 'dividing 

practice', one that has separated (and then marginalized) some members of the worId's 

populations - "aboriginds" - from others, that is, "non-aboriginais". This discourse of 

Aboriginaiity then is a pmctice produced originaiiy by imperid ambition and used by coionial 

powers when confronting 'the others' whose territory they conquered. When Christopher 

Columbus happened upon the "Arnericas" and thought that he had reached India, he initiated a 

remarkable misnomer which stiU stands today: the pervasive reference to and self-ceference 

among indigenous populations of the 'New World' as "Indians". But he and his crew did 

something else. They attempted to d e s m i  these strange popuIations of the New World of the 

Americas to their felIow countrymen back in the OId World of Europe. They did so in terms 

that were familiar to them, not CO the peopIes they encountered. Tzvetan Todorov (1982) 

I3 The ethnic category 1 am refemng CO here is the one collsmicted by Canadian State, AbonginaI populations 
in Canada are designated a special Iegd statu based on historiai relationships rooted in the colonid encountm 
between Europeans and Native popuIations. in contemprary bnreaudc practice, aboriginal peoptes an: 
diinguished h m  the mainsneam Cartadian popuIations as statu and non-stanû indians (indigenous 
populations recognized within the meaning of the indian Act). huit, and Metis. 



provides an illuminating account of this historïcai moment. He depicts this encounter between 

Old World peoples and New World peoples as a process of raciai discovery or "dterity", a 

didogic exchange between self and other. The knowledge that emerged h m  these encounters 

constructed a highly racist portrait of the peoples Europeans had L'discovered", and aIso set the 

stage for centuries of conquest and colonization. 

In the wake of this historical and incidentai encounter, reinforced through other 

historical and Iess incidental encounters, as weii as Enlightenment interests, a knowledge of 

these others emerged and took hold. A discourse about the discovered others developed. ûver 

the centuries of c o l o ~ a h m  and then neocoloniaiism, this discourse has served as a way for 

expansionist and industrial societies to subsume into a framework of knowledge those human 

populations whose lands were conquered and who appear to be opposed to their own culturat 

values, economic practices and political systems. Brian Fagan (1984) argues that because of the 

intense interco~ectedness of our present world it is difficult for us to t d y  fathom the impact 

of this process of contact and confiict during the period of European discovety. But present- 

day North Amencan society must contend with the devastating historical, politicd and sociai 

Iegaties of chis period. Consequently, Aboriginality remains the dominant discourse of many 

developed "First World" nation-states (for example, the Austnlia, Canada, the United States 

and other products of coloniai history) in their relations with these "historically residual" 

indigenous populations. 

Aboriginality as a discourse has been well studied in Australian anthropology (Archer 

1991; Beckett 1988; Hollinsworth 1992; Lattas 1991 and 1993). Lattas (1993), in pacticuiar, 

uses a Foucauldian approach to looking at the discourse of aboriginality among white 

inteiiectuals as a type of knowledgeable "gaze" wùich polices the culturai and politicd 

expression of Australian aboriginal populations. Lattas argues that this form of white hkral 

surveillance defines and delimits the construction of identity amongst a black unclerclass, aad 

cultivates modes of resistance among this marginaiized popdation. 



North American relations between indigenous and non-indigenous populations bear 

many similarities to the Austraiian case. For example, Pearce (1988) argues that the American 

colonial (1750 - 1850) image of the Indian as a savage revealed much more about the colonid 

populations than it did about the Indian. The stark and violent images were used by the 

colonists as a means to jus@ their ruthless slaughter of entire indigenous viiIages and 

systematic genocide of entire indigenous nations who stood in their Christian civilizing pah. 

Berkhofer (1979). on the other han& presents a more diversified portrait of the North American 

indian, showing that the knowledge that developed around these indigenous populations came 

from a number of competing sources: diplomats, missionaries, military men, and men of 

science. The histoncal images Berkhofer presents of Native Amencans demonstrates that the 

relationship between the colonizer and colonized was at times deeply ambivalent and 

contradictory. In his epilogue he writes, 

From this survey of the idea of the i nd i i  over rime. two h a t i c  hisroric trends emerge. 
What begm as a redity for the Eutopeans ended as image and stemtype for Whites, and what 
began as an image alien to Native Arnericans bbcame a reality for them. For Native 
Amencans the power of the wbtes al1 too often forced them to be the Indians Whites said they 
were regardless of their origind socid and culniral diversity. (ibid: 195) 

The effect of these ideas was to homogenize the wide culturai and social diversity of indigenous 

populations. This was the case not just in North America, but, arguably, throughout those areas 

in the world where indigenous populations were conquered and then subjected to control and 

regulation - a level of control which may be seen to continue today. ClearIy, the Indian as an 

object of thought in the min& of American colonists and then govemments has been and 

rernains a powerful one. 

A book that provides a more recent discussion of these themes, also From a discursive 

andysis perspective, is Feal- and Temvtation (1989) by Teny Goldie. In this important 

comparative study of the image of the "indigene" in Ausbalian, Canadian, and New Zealand 

iiterature, Goldie views the indigenous person as "a semiotic pawn on a chess board under the 

conml of the white signmaker.~'(bid: 10)- His metaphor of the images of aboriginal peoples 

as semiotic pawns can be applied to my analysis of Nechi House. Ln particular, 1 conceive the 



dialogic / therapeutic practices of the counseliors at the House as  a Iine of strategy and vein of 

staternents within the broader discourse of Aboriginality. Among other things, this discourse 

appears to uphoId the romanticist notion that aboriginal peopIes embody a nahuai and pure 

source of spirituai wisdom. Kehoe (1 990) provides clarity here: 

Thousands of Americans and Europeans believe . , . that American Indians main a primordial 
wisdom that could heal our mubled world. American Indians are supposeci to be Nanirvolker 
(natural peoples), in conuast to the CiviIized nations aiienated h m  Nature. Penonified as 
Mother Earth, Nature is the embodiment of life and &us hope of a future. 
. . . Lovejoy and Boas called this idealization "cuIturaI primitivism . . . the discontent of the 
civilized with civilization." That diiontent gives rise 10 "one of the srrangest, most potent, 
and most persistent factors in Western thought - the use of the term 'nature' to express the 
standard of human values, the identification of the good with that which is natural." (1965: 7 
1 1- 12). (ibid.: 194) 

Kehoe iüustrates the point that many people in the dominant non-Native society simply expect 

peoples of aboriginai ancestry to intuitively know (more Likely, to feel) the symbols of "their" 

culture and spirituality. In this view, ail Native peoples practice a generic, naturai and pervasive 

set of animistic beliefs sometimes referred to as "Native spirituality". Further, it is assumed 

that among indigenous peoples and in their communities, these namai spirinial practices are 

dormant or else are deliberately hidden from outsiders. Moreover, these beliefs are practiced to 

the exclusion of other historicaiiy signifcant reiigious and spirihial influences, notably 

The ideas to which Kehoe is referring to saturate the 'New Age' and environmentai 

discourses. This view of abonginais has also been captured in numerous portrayai of Native 

Americans in film, (e-g. "A Man Cded Horse", "Dances With Wolves", "Grey Owl") and 

may be found in an astonishing array of books and other published writings. For instance, 

Kehoe mentions Jarnake Highwater's book, The Prima1 Mmd, (1981). This book became the 

"best seIling gospel of the primitivist concept of a primordial and therefore true religion" 

(1990: 196) among abonginal peoples, and was even Iater made into a documentary. Since that 

tirne, the New Age Iiteranrre, and the New Age movement as a whole, have proliferated, m e r  

disseminating the image of the "naturai Indian". 



The contradictory and diverse images of the "Indian" are compIex and muItifaceted 

What is c l m  is that these images. ideas and themes constitute a vast body of knowiedge - a 

discotuse - that defines and detirnits the local and even personal identities of indigenous 

peoples. This discourse, as argued by Berkhofer above, has become a source of identity, one 

that may be irnposed or chosen.14 The effects of this discourse are hidden, pervasive in d d y  

Me, and often subtle, as we shaii see in a later chapter. Fm*, Aboriginality itself has become 

an instrument compiicic in the bureaumtic control of the Canadian State over the lives of its 

indigenous populations. 

In the next section, 1 examine the role of narrative in the formation of self and relate it to 

the function of discourse. In Chapter Three I demonstrate how the tellhg of personal narratives 

by residents - a vital component to Nechi House therapeutic iutervention - within a nimantic 

conception of Aboriginality, Iargeiy promoted by counsellors, is essential [O the construction of 

an authentic "aboriginal" self. 

Narrative 

To mise the question of the nature of nmtive is to invite reflection on the wry nature of 
culture and, possibIy. even on the n m r e  of humanity irself. (White L980: 5) 

My understanding of narrative and of the way that it applies to conceptions of seifhood 

is suongly influenced by Anthony Kerby (1991) and his interpretations of the phdosophical 

writing of Paul Ricoeur.15 A persistent theme in Ricoeur's henneneutic phenomenoiogy is that 

of r@ection or self-rej?ection.l6 Human existence, Ricoeur argues, raides in one's location 

'% eexmme example of the latter would be is the bizarreIy fictive Iife of Archie Belaney, olherwise known ;is 
Grey CM, a famous 1930's envimnmentalf t, At the aini of the cenatry, Archie BeIaney, a British national, 
immigrateci to Canada and 'became' an indian, iearned a native language, tived in the wmds, napped. and &ed 
twa Native women. Eventually, he fostered an environmental movement and aoured the North American and 
Europcan continents. His identity as a North American indian was an invention aaffed through the most 
unbeiievable nmtives. But he won over the public consciousness at the tirne; the impostor was revded onIy 
after his death. . 
l5 A secondary source for rny understanding of Ricoeur's philosophical wrîtings is Hemiena Moore's &de, 
Tau[  Ricoeur. Action. Memïng, Text" in #&&e Maeriui C w  (lm) edited by Christopher TiItey, (Basil 
Blackwell) pp- 8S120. 

"Reflection is the appropriation of our effort to exist a d  of our desii to be, tfuough the works which b a r  
witness to rbat effort and desire.. . the p i t i n g  or emergence of this effort or &sÏre . . . is evic&nced only by 
worirs whose meaning m a i n s  doubtful and revocable. This is wkre refltction calIs for an interpretation axi 
rends to move into henneneutics. The dtimate mot of ow probtem lies in th& primitive connection benveen 



within a 'minor' of objects: ". . . [cTltie human subject becornes 'like' a text, because its 

existence can only grasped through its works and signs, and as such it calis for a work of 

decipherment or interpretation." (Moore 1990: 87-88). 

In Ricoeur's three-part v o I m  Erne and Nnmntive (1984) we see this hermeneutic 

thesis emerge and unfoLd. Ricoeur offers a detaüed analysis of the relationship between 

narrative and temporal experience that provides a backdrop for bis views on histonography and 

the relation between history and fiction. At the begiming of this essay he writes, "time 

becomes human to the extent that it is articulateci through a narrative mode, and narrative attains 

its full meaning when it becomes a condition of temporal experience" (ibid: 52). The 

articulation to which Ricoeur refers are his three stages of mimesis: mimesis one, the 

prefigured; mimesis two, the configure& and mimesis three, the refigiired. Mimesis two is the 

"configurating operation constitutive of emplotinent" and serves as a mediating &vice beween 

the world of the nmtive and that of the reader. This operation is supported by an earlier stage, 

the prefigured or everyday world of syrnbotic action - mimesis one. Mimesis rwo is possible 

only in so far that mirnesis one ailows for its conifigumrion - that the world and the human 

experience of the world are made possible through meanin@ symbolic actions. Emplonnent 

serves to integrate a diverse and wide array of actors, etements, signs, and settings into a 

dehirate temponi sequence - to make them part of a foiiowable story. The third stage of 

mimesis. refigtiration, introduces tbat story back into the world of the reader. The effect of 

mimesis ttiree is to refigure the human experience of tirne. No longer an abstraction, tirne 

becomes an indistinguishable feature of human experience. As Kerby writes, quoting Ricoeur: 

Narntive for Ricoeur. be it hisiorid or fictional. involves a '3earch for concordance [that] is 
part of the unavoidribIe assumptions ofdiscome and communication" (2:28). Narrailon ciraws 
a figure out of the material of the evetyday wodd of life but only, frnally, in order that the 
story it unfolds returns back to and recontigures that life. (199 t: 43-44) 

It is in this sense that narratives infom the seif. That is, we teil m i e s  about ourselves. 

These stories are crafted h m  a pool of meaningful experiences which are themeives located in 

the act of existing and the signs we deploy in our works; reffection must k o m e  interprewion because 1 canna 
garp the act of uisting ucepr in r i g a  scimred in the woddn (Paul Ricoeur 1970: 46 as guoted in Moore 
1990: 88). 



a vast and hazy temporal expanse. The experiences are selectively chosen and re-ordered. We 

articulate these stories to others and to ourselves. The t e h g  - a reiiving of a delirateIy 

sequenced order of events - then fol& back into the t h e  of our lives and shapes OUT 

understanding of it. The refigured temporal expanse in.6itrates human expenence and passes 

vimialiy unnoticed as an experiential "fact of life." Our narratives - drawn fiom a collection of 

rneaningful symboiic actions in an unbrided temporai p s t  - reffect sornetbhg about ourselves 

that others and we inteqret. The time of our lives becornes out own through the act of 

containhg it with the narrative device of emplotment. 

Narrative and Discourse 

Our understanding of our pasts and the manner in which we constmct our sense of self 

through language represents a cceative process. We interpret the events of our He, and then 

situate them into frameworks of meaning. As Ricoeur wrote, "we belong to history before 

teliing stories or writing history. The game of t e h g  is included in the reality told" (Ricoeur 

1981: 294). In other words, our recolIections of events in our past are the product of 

interpretation influenced by the present historiai and social context Our recoiiections are 

simply never neutrd and pure mernories. In a discussion of psychoanalysis Connerton reminds 

us of this same issue. He writes. 

To rernember. then, is precisely not to d l  events as isolateck it is to become capable of 
forming rneaningful narrative sequences. In the name of a particular narrative cornmitment, an 
attempt is being made to integrate isohted or alien phenornena into a single unified process, 
(1989: 26) 

Co~erton is referring to the discursive characteristics or'psychoanaiysis - a perspective 

simiiar to that of Shafer (1984) discussed eariier. h ather words, psychoanaiysis is a discourse 

that shapes the analysand's narrative and hence cm be seen to convince the client to accept a 

jointiy crafted interpretation of the events of his or her life. Criticai to this perspective on 

discourse and narrative are the operations and relations of power which make the person a 

subject to the discourse. Psychoanalysis as a discourse, then, is part of regime of mth - a 

F~udian science - wbicb generates md r e p m s s ,  dehes and delitnits the identity of its 



subjects. Similady, Gerhardt and Stinson (1996) also question the widely heid perception 

among therapists that the therapeutic environment is a neutrai coatext where the anaiyst "adopts 

the d e  of a mirmr and mereiy reflects back the client's own conflicts expressed in the fom of 

transference" (ibid.: 450). Instead, they suggest, the self-surveillance on the part of a client is a 

kind "analytic subjecuvity" inscribed through his or her subscrib'ig to a dialogic encounter. 

The profession of psychotherapy holds certain assumptions about its practice which act as 

"demand characteristics" and c d s  upon the dient to agree to and meet these demands in order 

to benefit from the intervention.*' In response to these demand chatacteristics, they argue, a 

client sets up discourse markers Le. "1 don? know" and "1 mean", in order to moncile with 

them. 

My own discussion of the narratives of Nechi House residents and the influence of the 

House's discursive practices rests on the above theoretical issues. 1 argue here that a e  

meanings which a resident draws from a set of prefigured experiences, configured and refigured 

within a specifrc discursive environment, and which become the buis to a namted seIf, are 

shaped by the space where this hm occurred. The space of the House encompasses and 

condenses an economy of imbncated discursive practices. Particulariy, the issue of the 

House's ambivdent spatial statu as either therapeutic comrnunity or authoritarian institution, as 

autonomous £rom the conectional system or an extension of it, is an issue throughout this 

dissertation. In sum, this spatial ambivalence is a reflection of its wavering discursive practices 

- to hed or to punish - that periodically changes the meanings of its spaces. In this sense, then, 

and through the eyes of residents. the space of the House cepresents a mdable text that refers 

CO the world beyond it. 

l7 Gerhiudt and Stinson outline four 'demand c~cteristics'. The first of these is tbat it is better to know itian 
not know. ". . . mhe cmcid f m  of the psychoandytic approach is the belief in Ine prïmacy of knowIedge 
as a means of reIieving psychic dis-. (1996: 453). Secondy, it is important to observe and ~ f l ec t  on 
aneself. Therapists divide the self as a subject (experieacing) and objecc (obsenhg). Third. xtme fanns of 
action and expression are suspesteri as derring to some undedying and primary meaning. In 0 t h  words,  the^ 
is more than rneets the eye. Enally, in psychoanaiysis it is mandatory that we undemand the personal 
motivation and s i @ ï ~ ; ~ ~ c e  in understanding our pmbIematic bchaviour. 



1 wili now present a set of ideas which effectively demonstrate a means to interpret space 

as text. This majority of these ideas have k e n  borrowed from Henrietta Moore's study of the 

Marakwet of Kenya. 

Space 

As a theoretical issue in the social sciences, space has long ben  ignored or ueated 

simply as the material environment wherein social interaction unfofds. W e ,  it may seem, as 

Giddens puts it, rather "banal and uninstructive to assert . . . that social activity occurs in time 

and space" (1979: 202)' Foucault was deeply aware of the use of space and time in the exercise 

of power relations. Foucault makes this issue clear in "Space, Knowledge and Power" (1984) 

where he comments on the changing role of spatial configurations in human affairs, particulariy 

the potitical uses of the built environment as f o m  of social contrd (see for example, Foucault, 

Disci~fine and Punish 1979).18 

Unfominately, Foucault's concept of space has a Literainess to it that does not M y  

capture the impact of spatiaiity on social interaction. Until recently, space has remained a 

marginal interest to social theory. One possible explanation for this lack of analysis is an 

uncertainty as to how to approach the topic. However, looking at space purely in tenns of the 

material elernents that constitue it may not be so productive. That is, the physical environment 

does not speak for itself. 1 am suggesting that more useful approach wodd be to consider 

space in terms of its symbolic meanings and the social practices that generate and interact with 

these meanings. Space should be considered the medium and product of miai interaction and 

human agency (Pred 1990: IO). Precisely, the interaction between the spatial order and the 

agent shouId be viewed as a kind of dialogue that uitimately reproduces the social order. A 

work that 1 feel refiects this kind of analysis very weii and which applies to my own interest in 

the spatiaiity of Nechi House is Henrietta Moore's, Space. T a  and Gendec An 

l 8  For example, Foucault comments on the modenüst belief that iricreased travel permiaed by the construction 
of raiiads would lead to greater familiarity among Empean peopIes. In kt, Gennan mititary plamers were 
more correct in understanding that raiIroads would serve the purposes of conflicts more efficientiy. 



Anthro~olmjcal Shcdv qf the Marakwet qf Kmva (1996). In ihis wo* Moore argues that the 

organization of space reinforces the ideology of gender retations, demonstrating how the 

relation between the ideologicai system and the ordering of a vîiiage space perpetuates "the 

invisibility of women" in the official social order. 

Moore & Marakwet Space 

Moore's shdy of the lives of Marakwet m i s  women of the Cherangani U s  dong the 

Ken0 vaüey of Kenya is rich in ethnographie detail and theoreticaiiy cornpiex. Here 1 wiü ody 

touch on her theoretical approach of Iooking at space as a form of ceadable text that social 

actors engage with and interpret through their repeated actions. Her theoretical argument is 

süongly relevant to my own fieldwork observations of the symbolic actions of residents and 

staff at Nechi House. 

The name Marakwet is a recent invention, prompted by coionid contact. Presenrly, the 

term refers to five populated sections or triial villages in this region in Kenya. The peopIe of 

this region tend to live at high altitudes on sloping precipices. C d e  and srnaii scde agricdhue 

are the prirnary m e m  of subsistence. Within the last two decades increased inauences of 

"Westernization" - prirnarily a wage-eanring system as weii the importation of western goods 

and new housing styies - have steadily iduenced a change in social relationships. 

Moore's prllnary research interest is to understand the different experiences of men and 

women in male dominated Marakwet cuim. Mwre argues, generally speaking, that women in 

this culturai group are rendered invisible withm the officiai social order. She argues that a 

fniitful course of anaiysis in understanding the different experiences of culture is to look at the 

way men and women interact within and understand the spatial order. One of her p ~ c i p a i  

contentions in her book is that "[tlhe biography of every individuai woman c o n t h  a number 

of temporal stages which are fonned and &hed by spatial movements (ibid: 79). Men and 

women interact with the spatial domain of the vilIage very dSerent[y; consequently, they draw 

signiscantiy diBehot manings h m  the metaphoricd elements of the spatial order. A d i d d c  



relationship emerges between the elements of the spatial order, people's daily practices within it 

and the creation and the reinforcement of the meanings of space. Spatiality, then, plays a 

fundamental roIe in the perpetuation of an idedogy of gender relations and roles within village 

Me. 

In order to provide an andysis of the impact of spatiality on the lives of Marakwet 

wornen, Moore constructs a theoretical argument that conceives space as a kind of readable text. 

In making this argument she weaves together the role of metaphor in daily life, Bourdieu's 

ideas on the meanings of space as telated to practice, and Ricoeur's notions of the text and 

theories of readings. 

Metaphor, Practice and Text 

Studies in linguistics and related fieIds of socid theory argue that rnetaphor and 

metaphoncal systems serve a critical role in shaping our conception of the world (Lakoff and 

Johnson 1980). One of the reasons for the importance of rnetaphor is the linguistic tension it 

creates in its deployment in Ianguage: it is a semantic innovation that operates at the level of 

sentence (Moore 1990: 92). Metaphor requires an act of deciphennent or interpretation in 

order for its strategic rneaning to be understood; metaphor thecefore has a polysemic character. 

Furthemore, metaphor is deciphenble oniy within a system of rneaning and, thus. is context 

dependent and linked to social practices. in discussing the role of metaphor, Moore introduces 

the ceader to Bourdieu's Qutline cf a Theory of Practice (1977). Through his work on 

spatidity in Kabyle cosmology and the Berber world, Bourdieu shows that the rneaning of 

space can be invoked onIy through practice. in other words, the spatial order and the conceptual 

scheme are intrinsicaüy linked and mterdependent. Thus, Bourdieu's ideas of space, Moore 

argues, rest on understanding how a conceptuai scheme (for example, an ideology of gender 

relations) informs the spatial order and the generative iünction this rdationship plays in 

reproducing the social order. These conceptuai schemes inform the organization of space as 



weil as social action; physical movement through space has a mnemonic function. Spatial 

orders thus have no permanent meanings; rather, meanings must be invoked: 

In al1 this, Bourdieu insiscs that the spatial order can have no fixed meaning which exists 
outside social practices. It is true that the actions of individual actors are infomed by the 
conceptual schernes which organize space, but the actual rneaning given to the spatial order is 
in mm dependent upon the mmings invoked through the actions of individuals. Thus, social 
practices are influenced by the relational positioning of individual elements in the spatial 
order. but the actual interpretation given to the ordering of those eIemencs dunng any action or 
series of actions is dependent upon the nature of the action concerneci and the conscious and 
unconscious intentions of the individual, (1996: 84) 

Moore's linking of metaphor to theones of practice demonstrates that meaning is 

context dependent; metaphoncal meanings must be invoked through social practices witbin the 

spatial order. It foiiows from her presentation of the polysemic character of metaphor, and the 

invocation of meaning through practice, that the actual and total stmcture of any social space is 

complex and multileveled. For the Matakwet, the individual household (the woman's domain), 

the fields and viiiage as a whole (the men's domain). and a social actor's temporal movements 

chrough and repeated actions within these spaces construct the spatial order as a kind of text that 

is open to be "read" by peoples' subjective experiences in that space.19 

The idea that space may be conceived as a kind of text has severai implications. A text 

is a written work of discourse and may be analysed in terms of its internai structure and as a 

system of rules (langue) or in ternis of an act or an event of speech (parole), what it says. That 

a spatial text has a reference as well as a sense is a significant insight.3 Moore writes, 

This referential capacity is crucial to the analysis olspace as a text because it impiies that, as 
strucnned totality or "work." a text mno t  be reduced profitably to its constituent elements. 
This is in d i t  contradiction to smicnidst malyses of space which seek to discover 
meaning by reducing the organization of space to its constituent elements or underlying 
structure. The irreducibifity of the text appIies to texts of dl kinds. (Moore 1996: 87) 

Moore's extension of the anthropological mode1 of culture as text CO the am of spatiality is strongiy 
influenced by ClifFord Geew whose interpretive anthropotogy views human behaviour as a culttnai 'snipt' 
king played out by social actots. Moore points out, however, that Geem was not alone in this textuai 
a proach to explaining human behaviolrr, specificaiIy, F'auI Ricoeur developed similar ideas. 

refkr is what the sentence does in n certain situation and accwding to a certain use. it is aise what the 
speaker daes when he appties hi wwds to reality. 'that someone ~ k r s  to something at a certain cime is an 
event, a speech event But this event ceceives irs snucnire fiom the meaning as sem.  The speaker refers to 
something on the basis of, or through. the ideal structure of the sense. The sense, so to speak, is hav& by 
the refemng intention of the speaker. In lhis way the dialectic of event and meaning remives a new dewlopment 
h m  the dialectic of sense aad reference." (Ri*coeur 1976: 20 as quoted in Valdes 1991: 5) 



A text cannot be reduced to individual sentences. Rather, these sentences are part of a 

Iarger work chat must be interpreted as a whote. Furthes, because it is written, a text becornes 

distanced from its author and, potentiaiiy, h m  its intended audience, which greatly increases its 

referential capabiiities. This distancing of the text from its author and original audience is 

known as distmciution: "what is inscnkd in the organization of space is not the actdity of 

pas actions, but their meaning"(Mwre L996: 88). In other words, the meaning surpasses the 

event. Next, the spatial text is "removed from its histocical and social conditions" (ibid.). That 

is, what is king signified in a spatial text does not necessarily correspond to the original 

intentions of authors / actors; nor is the signification exclusive to its original audience. Fmally, 

the spatial text is freed fiom ostensive reference and therefore is not tied to the context of a 

single action or set of actions (ibid.). 

In appfying her argument, Moore discusses the role of ash in a Sibouzl village. Ash, 

dong with animal dung and chaff, are associated by the locd people with refuse. Each form of 

refuse is designated a specific spatid location within the village and is never mixed with others. 

One possibIe reason for this, Moore argues, is that refuse is associated with death and corpses 

are buried in different locations within the village in accordance CO their age, gender, and maritai 

status (ibid: 110). Ash is always disposed of behind the house fiom where it originated; this 

disposal of ash is associated with women's domestic work. But ash has more extensive 

symbolic meanings to men and women. For men, ash implies stedity - representing eternal 

death to one's iineage; it is destructive to their interests and their power. But for womea, ash 

has a more productive meaning - thrit of fernale sexuality and domestic responsïbility. 

in the circurncision ceremony of a woman she is smeared with ash, connotative of 

change in her sociai status. Fmher, wkn a young girl refuses an arranged mamage, she may 

cover herseif with ash as a way signifying a sterile relatiomhip between herseif and the 

proposed parmer. But the metaphorhi rneanings of ash and its snategic uses m u t  be Iearned. 

These rneanings are acquired through leaming socialization and everyday pmctice. This . . .  

21 The Sibou are a subgroup within the larger Marakwet gmuping. 



conceptuai scheme designates the role of ash in daily Me, its spatial location in the village and 

its association to a symbolic order of meaning. Through socialkation, social actors learn the 

meaning of as4 an understanding that is in tuni reinforced through people's "customq" 

actions within the space of the vilIage; the specific metaphorical meanings of ash are invoked 

through sociai practice. Ash and ash as metaphor consolidate the ideology of gen&r relations: 

one's knowIedge of it is mastered through practice and locates its spatid designation within the 

text of the village; its referential quaIities serve to naturaiize gender relations in viilage Me. 

Appiying Moore's insights to my own analysis of Nechi House, 1 perceive the Housc's 

space as text - a syrnbolicaüy structured totality or a work of discourse. The actions or social 

practices of residents and staff within this text invoke metaphorical meanings that affect and 

reflect the ambivalent concepml schemes which underlie its existence and raison d'être, to heai 

or to discipline. hterpretations of the text of the House are never stable or consistent, but rather 

are in constant flux. Residents and staff mus& negotiate their confiicting interpretations. When 

the counselling staff succeed in imposing their interpretation on' residents, the discourse of 

beaiing takes hold. A residen t who accepts the interpretation will narrate an identity through the 

discursive statements of an "essenriai", romantic aboriginal identity in an atternpt to cultivate a 

sense of renewal and recovery. But sometimes this pmess of negotiation does not succeed and 

a resident resists the discourse. 

The foliowing chapters - Three and Four - discuss the reiation between discourse, 

narrative and space. These chapters present this pmess through the words of the residents and 

staff, The upcoming section - Chapter Two - provides details reiated to the House: the 

incarceration of aboriginal offenders, the House's relationship &O and role within corrections, its 

herapeutic ideoiogy and practices, and its vaciIIation b e t w m  healing and punitive, ideoIogical 

and practicai pies. 



Cha~ter Two 
Nechi House 

Nechi House and the Correctiond System 

Nechi House essentiaily operates on a contractuai basis with the federal and provincial 

correctionai systems." The Canadian and Quebec judiciai systems d o t  the House a specified 

number of days to board, feed, and provide hrapeutic senrices for inmates in the custody of 

these correctionai agencies. Through this arrangement, the House receives inmates from the 

federal and provincial systerns and receives a per diem payment for each day a client uses the 

services of the House. The per diem covers everything from rent, food, and aiiowances to 

therapeutic services and any other expenses the House may incur boarding and counselling a 

resident, Providing concractual services for the federal and provincial correctional systems is 

the House's lifeblood. 

From the point of view of the federai and provincid correctional systems, this form of 

"contracting out" to an externai institution has multiple benefits. For one, it is very cost 

effective. Keeping an inmate in prison is considerably more expensive than transferring him to 

the custody of a halfway house. As weii, keeping an inmate in prison who poses no real risk to 

society makes Little sense. Further, providing a supportive therapeutic environment to an inrnate 

with a history of aicohoI, dnig and substance abuse problems is a more humane approach to 

rehabiiitation than continued irnprisonrnent. Findy, it could be suggested that the fact that there 

is cunently a disproportionately bïgh number of males of aboriginal ancestry in the correctional 

system means that moving them out of federal and provincial institutions, and therefore be seen 

to reduce the official "numeric or statisticat" population of incarcerated aboriginai d e s ,  

undoubtedly has some politicai benefits. 

m - This information is taken h m  rny work cxpenence whik  employed in the House's admiriisuative office. 



The Incarcerated Aboriginal 

That men of aboriginal ancestry are over-represented in Canada's aiminal justice 

system has been a bown and statisticaüy proven fact for af lest  a decade. Aithough the 

national population of aboriginal peoples is approximately three percent, as of March 3 1, 1997, 

"they accounted for 12% of aii  offenders under federai jurisdiction" (Solicitor Generai, 

Canada 1996: 4). The numbers of offenders of aboriginal ancestry in the incarcerated 

population of federal institutions varies considerably across the country. The disproportionate 

numbers of aboriginal offenders is highest in federal and provincial institutions across the 

Prairie Provinces: Manitoba Saskatchewan and Alberta. In Manitoba, for example, the 

representation of offenders of aboriginal ancestry in tederai and provincial institutions 

combined is frfty-six percent. in Aiberta, the combined totai is thirty-one percent, even though 

the totd aboriginal population in the entire province is only four to üve percent. Not 

surprisingly, Saskatchewan shows a similar disproportion. Quebec is the ody province rhat 

does not seem to have such an over representation of incarcerated men of aboriginal ancestry. 

Conecuonal Services data hom 1987 for federal inmates in Quebec institutions indicate h t  

Less than one percent of the incarcerated population identified themselves as aboriginai.a 

Final Report: Task Force on Aboriginal People in Federal Corrections 

The problem of the predominance of aboriginal offenden in Canadian prisons was 

obsewed as early as the 1970s. Since the late 1980s, the Solicitor General's office as weIl as 

severai provincial judiciai enquiries have studied the reIationship of aboriginal peoples and their 

comrnunities to the judiciai systems (see for example Canada, Soiicitor Generai, Ministry 

Secrerariat 1988a and 1988b). There has been a coordinated and ongoing effort within 

Correctionai Senrices of Canada, mandateci by the Soiicitor General's Office of Canada, to 

proactively address the over-representation of peoples of aboriginal ancesuy in the correctional 

This statistical data is taken h m  James W a i d d s  book on aboriginal symboiic healing, n e  Wav of r 
& (1997i 21- 23). The source of hk dpra is Correctionai Sances of Canada, whicb closely moniim 2 
incarcerated ppuIations. 



system (Canada, Solicitor Generai, Ministry Secretariat 1996). In March, 1987 the Solicitor 

General of Canada established a Task Force to investigate the over-representation of offenders 

of aboriginal ancestry U; federd correctional institutions. 

In the Report's introduction and at points in its text, the Task Force acknowledges the 

cultural and social diversity of aboriginal peoples. However, while achowledging this divmity, 

nowhere in the Report is this culturai and social diversity elaborated upon. Rather, rnany 

sections of the final report even underline the image of a homogenous aboriginal identity. 

The only point where the report's authors offer a more specific definition of the term 

'aboriginal' is in the introduction. This definition is found in a quote from the Task Force's 

mandate which outhes theu objectives. It reads, "Examine the process which Abonginai 

offenders (status and non-statu Indians, Metis, and Inuit) . . ."(ibid. 5). 

The terms "status" and "non-status" hdian designate aboriginal peoples who do or 

do not fdl under the definition of "an indian within the meanhg of the indian Act, chapter 27, 

Statutes of Canada,'"-4 The indian Act , arguably, protects the legal distinctiveness of some 

aboriginal peoples and their cornrnunities within the Canacüan State. No broader explmation or 

historical presentation of what constitutes king or not king an "Indian" is offered; it is 

simply expressed as a self-evident fact. The terms "Inuit" and "Metis" have a more 

geographical and historical bais  to their specinc usage. Inuit pwples are defined by culturai, 

historicai, linguistic and geopphic differences. On the other hanci, Metis peoples are 

aboriginai and European "hybrids" from the fiutrade e n  in Canada But even these two terms 

are never fully discussed in rhe context of the Final Repon The definition of aboriginal in the 

Report's introduction is simply a bureaucratic designation, and does not elaborate upon the 

actud cultural aad social diversity of the peoples it denotes. 

The Report's second chapter provides an overview of four contexts relating to the 

uniqueness of aboriginal offenders. The authors discuss the 'Yegar, "socio-economic", 

Z4 This is the exact wording on a card of certificate of Indian Stans. What detines a ''stanis* Indian is merely a 
regisa-y of names. The point here is that the bureaucratic category is not weU defineci and in practïce, not based 
on any cieariy defineci culmai, historicai, and sociai comcts.  



"heaith". and "spintuai" attrrbutes of aboriginal offenders. The l ep l  context refers to the 

place of aboriginal peoples within the Canadian constitution and the protection of aboriginal 

rights, thereby reinforcing the term aboriginal as a largely bureaucratie label. The Report's 

addressing of socio-economk factors discusses the incidence of crime in relation to the generai 

leveis of impoverisfment of maay Native communities. Yet this section does not provide any 

detail on the historicai factors which gave rise to these conditions such as the experience of 

cobnialism and past govemment policy. 

The iast two sections, the hedth and spirinial contexts, go the furthest in presenting a 

homogenous aboriginal identity. For example, in regards to heaith, the report te&, 

The traditional Indian view of health. which is still maintained 10 this &y, is that the term 
"health" means a sute of complere physicai. mental, social and spiritual welI-being. This 
concept is more encompassing and holistic than the European-Caaadim mode[ of hedth that 
focuses on disease and infinnity. (ibid: 12) 

The Report constructs Aboriginality in opposition to a cotonizing "Othe? (European- 

Canadians) and the hegemony of the Canadian State - including its healthcare system. As weü, 

the Report presents a concept of heaIth as distinctively "Indian" without any reference to the 

autonomous culturai practices among aboriginal peopies. In other words, local medical 

knowledge and hedth pnctices are subsumed under a bianket definition of a traditional 

"Indian" view of health. This assertion serves to obscure the diverse and specific cuihuai 

meanings of "heaith" and weii-king among aboriginal populations. 

The Report's discussion of spirituality, however, goes much M e r  in constnicting the 

image of an inclusive abriginai identity. Here the authors present ideas of the "Sacred 

r:-l-'' ''the Creatoi', the culnirai significance of the nmber four and the "four colours" of 

humanity. Once again the diversity of aborigind peoples is acknowIedged but never discussed: 

While significant différences exist arnong culniral and spinaial practices of AbonginaI 
nations, such as those between M m  and [nuit peopies. the importance anached to the 
ieachings of the C i I e  is endent in many Aboriginal sociecies and in most if not dl,  
Sisterhoods and Brotherhoodsoods Mmy criIl ic the Sacred CiIe because of the deq and abiding 
lessons inminsic to it. 
ïhe Sacred CmIe represenrs acycle with no begi~ing or end. Because of its symmetry, the 
Sacred Cucle repments balance and hvrnony that is the ideai smte for htrman He and the 
w d d  



ïhe Creator gives people constant rerninders of the Circle's imporrance. The sun. moon, and 
stars are circte. Many other mations, such as  uees and medicine plants are also round. (ibid: 
13) 

The Report separates huit and indians without being M y  expiicit about what 

comtitutes those cultural and spiritual distinctions. But southem aboriginal groups - 

"Indians" - are presented as ptacticing a pan-Amerindian form of belief linked to the Sacred 

Circle. No reference is made to the major historic and presentday religious influences among 

Native peoples, for example, the introduction of Christianity during colonial times, or the 

present-day spread of Evangelical Pentecostalism in many Native communities. The authors of 

the Report d a t e  rhat the Sacred C i l e  carries lessons, and seems capable of cornmtmicating 

these lessons as they are intrinsic to it. 

Fmdly, there is a surprising degree of proseiytizing in areas of the Report. The 

remainder of the section on spirituality discusses other aspects of a pan-Amerindian spirituality, 

such as the supposed nurnerology of the number four among many Aboriginal nations, ruid the 

four sacred coiours, red, black, white, and yeiiow, which are said to refer to the four races of the 

world, in their conclusion, the authors write, 

To maintain the Creator's design of balance and harmony within the Creation, each people 
must recognize their own place in the Circle and recognize that, while âiierent, they must 
mat =ch other equally. if one people were ta try to become the same as the another, the resuIt 
would be imbdance and disharmony. Disservice is done to the Creator if the differences of rhe 
four peoples are not recognized and honoured The S m d  Citcle would lose its harmony if the 
four peoples are not mted equdly. Because of many Aboriginal peoples' deep mots to their 
own culture, the delivery of smice to those individuals must take their spiritual and culturai 
background into account, including such values as art, language, family and cornmunity. 
Aboriginal-specific prognms and services are thus warranteci whenever they are required to 
ensure the same opportunity and equaiity of results. (ibid.: 14). 

The authors thus Ievel the anay of specific cuitural identities and spiritual practices of aboriginal 

peoples through supposing the existence of a coherent pan-Amerindian spirituality. They then 

use this religious ideology to advocate (to the point of proselytizing) for the delivery of 

cuiturally sensitive  pro^^ and services? 

Later sections of the Final Report provide more qccific detaiis on some of these pmgrams and s e ~ c e s ,  such 

O as the alIowing Elders to move k I y  within the prison and designating them with the same b u d c  s ta tu  
as a religious chaplain or allowing Native inmates to practice sweatlodges and informing correctional staff on 
the protoc01 of searchg medicine bundks. 



As a whole, the task force attempts to provide a set of inclusive and wide "proactive" 

me- designeci to address the needs of aboriginal offenders who are in rhe judicial system. 

The Final Report homogenizes the cuitural and social diversity of aboriginal peoples as a way 

of addressing this mandate. in the Repart's second chapter, as 1 have pointed out, Aboriginaiity 

is constnicted as a religious ideology representing a powerful and ominous i i i l ~ t r a l  spiritual 

voice which seeks recognition by the Canadian State. This pan-Amerindian religious ideotogy 

is Iinked co an urgent need to re-instate harmony within an essentiaiized and racial world order. 

The application of aboriginal as a generic form of identity serves to strengthen the discourse of 

Aboriginality, thereby consolidating ttle belief in cuitural primitivism - Le. that abonginal 

peoples through theu organic philosophicd and spirituai teachings couid heal the troubled 

world? 

What is clear h m  this Report is that "aboriginal" has at Ieast two rneanings. On the 

one hand, it is an ethnic category with profound legai implications which impact upon the 

bureaucratie systems of the state. On the other band, the report's authors constmt 

"aboriginal" to imply a homogenous cultural identity and indomitable spirituai force in the 

world. The report's authors have intertwined these rneanings in order to address the over- 

representation of aboriginal people in the Canadian justice system. This issue then takes on a 

moral, political, and spirituai urgency. 

The above is the poIitical and social context in which Nechi House emerged. F i i  of a& 

the Canadian State generally does not M y  distinguish in its bureaudc practices among the 

wide spectrurn of c u i m  and social identities of its indigenous populations. M e n  it does, it is 

on specifrc geographic, historicd or Iegal bases, such as, Inuit and Metis populations, or 

"status" versus "non-starus" Indians. CoasequentIy, in its day to day dationship with the 

26 The fact thrit bis report was wcirren in the 1980's suggests that its authors couid have been infiuenoed by the 
New Age Iitenture king wriuen at that time by a number of best seIIhg authors, such as Jamake fIigbwater, 
Joseph CampbeIl, Carlos Castenada. and others. Joseph Niehanit's (196 1) &ck Elk SDQ& was aiso a pop* 
source of ihis pnmd wisdorn discolrne during the L970's cwnter-cdture movement AIthough to my 
knowIedge no ofllct-ai documentation ius been co!iecœd, auoiner saurce of ifluence could have ben the Native 
nrn munent centres tht had begua ro pmliferate in the L980's. niese oqanic influences. however, couId have 
been rrading or k e n  influacd by dr same discourse. The source and spd of ibac idcu wwld malce a wy 
interesthg study. 



Canadian justice system, the House is forced to accept men whose backgrounds encompass 

considerable cultural, historie, geographic, legai, hguistic, political and socio-economic 

diversity. Secondly, there exists a pervasive and powerful notion among rnany European 

Canadians (and among many aboriginal peoples as weli) that al1 aboriginal peoples share sorne 

sort of essentid cornmonality to each other, often in t e m  of their religious systems and 

spirituality. Given that these are the conditions upon which the House operates, it is not 

surprising that the counselling staff wodd develop and use a therapeutic ideoIogy and set of 

practices which further homogenize the diverse culhuai identities of its aboriginal residentç. 

Clearly, Aboriginality as a discursive practice of the Canadian Stace bas, to a Iarge extent 

aLready done this for them. Going back even further, these discursive practices are historically 

rooted in the colonial encounters with the indigenous Other. Thus, Nechi House is merely 

acting within a pre-established discursive Gamework that is inseparabIe h m  its bureaucratie 

state context. 

Therapeutic Ideology and Practices 

Based upon knowledge gained from discussions and interviews wiui residents and 

Nechi House staff, as weii as my fieldwork observations, the House's therapeutic idedogy and 

practices represent a syncretic and eclectic approach to psychothecapeutic intenrentions or 

healing. Ail of the counseliors at the House are, to varying degrees, familiar with or trained in 

Western psychothempeutic methods, that W, counseiiing education, psychology, or social work. 

The time frame of the therapy is about eighteen to twenty weeks. Much of the therapy revoIves 

around "talking cure" forrns of interventions: intensive group and individuai counsehg 

sessions, psychoeducational programs, meditation p u p s ,  and other conventionai foms of 

western psychotherapy. These therapeutic p u p  sessions are held at Nechi House thughout 

the week, ofien in the moniing. The various programs and counselling sessions n o d y  

occupy a Iarge portion of residents' tirne during their stay at the House. AU residents who have 

not fuiiy completed the House's therapeutic program are required to attend 



Methods closely akin to a L'symbolic heaIing'9 approach are often utilized by the 

House counseilors. The corresponding therapeutic diaiogues draw heavily on a genenc pan- 

Amerindian religious and spiritual rhetoric. In tum this rhetoric seems to be strongly 

influenced by, and borrows bm, culturd imagery fiom Great Plains, Eastern Woodlands and 

even Northwest Coast native cultures. Some of the ceremonies and rituais include the use of 

smudgings 'medicines'~ , sweatlodge ceremoniesx and a variety of other rituals. 

However, in order to provide many of the symbolic healing ceremonies, the House must, 

in a sense, 'contract out' to culcural and spirinial leaders fiom Native communities across 

Eastern Canada and even the United States. For the most part, the counselling staff is not able 

to provide or lead some of the more complex çeremonies, such as sweatlodges since they have 

not ken  trained to do so. However, the Houe keeps a Iist of Elders31 who are willing to work 

with the House and who provide some of these cecetnoniai services. These EIders may aiso 

provide counselling to a resident if he shouid request it. During my fieldwork, however, 1 never 

encountered any Elders working with the House.32 The only time 1 saw House staff conduct a 

"native rituai" themselves was at an "intensive therapy camp" which 1 took part in (discussed 

27 For discussions on aspects of symbolic healing. see Dow (1986a) and (1986b). Dow argues that symbolic 
heaiing has 'universal aspects'. Cultunlly spscific syrnbols have generaiizing effects on social experience ad 
are intrinsic to a culture's mode1 of reaIity. 
?8 Smudging refers to &e pmctice of burning or moldering 'the medicine' and wafting the smoke over one's 
body. It is a fonn of ritud and spiritual cleansing. 

"Medicïnes" include sweetgtass, sage, tobacco, and olher herbal I incense plants. 
30 The sweatlodge ceremony is an intemly hot s t e m  bath ofkn made h m  bent and interwoven wilbw s t i k  
covered with canvas or leather tarps. Large rocks heated till red-hot are used to generate steam. Sweatiodge 
cerernonies arnong Plains and Woodlands cultural groqs are used for medicinal heaiing. instruction and rituai 
cleansing. For discussions on their present &y esotenc meaning axnong some Plains Indian gmups, Le. 
Sautteaux, see WaIdram (1997: 85 - 90) and theu use in medichai healing and ritual cleansing see Morse, 
Young, & S w m  (1991) and Wiibush (1988). 
31 nie term Eider generally refers to the aged population in Native communities who tbmugh theu Iife 
experiences rnay be regardeci as community dvisorsvisors In my view, Eider is a sacid construction that is tied to 
the culturai politics of community life. Although k r e  indeed is a facnial basis to the assertion that elderiy 
persons or "Eidersn were and are esteemed members in the community, the cerm has developed a wi&r 
application in recent yean; Elder stanis, h m  my eXpeneuce and howledge, has been elaborated and in pracüce 
is applied unevenly in Native communities and arganizations. For example, during the course of my 
employment and fieldwork at the Houe 1 watched certain individuals gain and then lose their statu as Elders. 
Further, one tirne 1 read a list of bad and phony Native Elders in North Arnenca chat was king circulateci on the 
Internet! Unfomnately, 1 cannot recal1 the source of fh kt 
32 During my working experienœ with the House 1 did have the oppomnity to meet a few EIders. On one 
occasion 1 helped to facilitate a sweat lodge ceremony for a p u p  of residenu who requested it fiom a IocaI man 
who wocks with inarrented aboriginal men. He was paid sidugh Bifts h m  the residents, aot by the House 
di i t ly .  



in more detaii in Chapter Three). The counseilors informed me that this rituai was a Cree 

indian "Mouming ceremony". They reponed to me they learned about it either at a 

conference, in a book or from someone who worked with the House at one tirne- The 

counsellors conducted this cerernony without 'expert' help. The ceremony had a very powerfid 

cathartic effect on the young resident who wâs subjected to it. 

As 1 have demonstrated, pan-Amerindian ceremonies and rituais, such as smudging, 

sweatlodges, or the ceremony mentioned above, fonn an essentiai part of the counselling 

rhetocic and therapeutic practices. Based upon what I observed and learned through the actions 

and words of counsellors, most seemed to share a deep and sincere personal cornmitment to the 

spiritual teachings that they were thernselves in the process of leaming and which in turn they 

were passing on to cesidents, The most common venue for this tramference of spiritual 

teac hings was the Nec hi Community Cile .  

The Nechi Community Circle 

A large portion of my fieldwork experience at the Nechi House involved participaring in 

group psychotherapy sessions. Group psychothenpy, often cefemd to simply as "group" or 

"the Circle", and was held three times a week in the moming. These sessions at the House 

were aiso consistently referred to as NCC: the Nechi Community Circle. Frequently, during 

NCC men wouId shace their day to day conflicts and troubles at the House. Often, these 

sessions served as opportunities to gripe about He at the House. Nechi House's counseiiors, 

many of whom are veterans of NCC and were well aained in counsehg methods, used these 

gripe sessions to f o d a t e  for themsel1ves the conflicts and troubles of 'the men. The purpose 

of tbis formulation was to Iocate the residents' interactions within a larger framework of 

behavioral, psychologicai and sub-conscious meaning. On other occasions, when an individuai 

resident was ready and willing, his coumeIlor wodd facilitate his discussing a traumatic exnt 

fmm his personai history to the "group". En these cases or in cases where counseliors 

succeeded in thek aaempts to formulare the immediatE conflicts among redents into a larger 



order of meaning, the impact on some residents could be emotionally staggering. During these 

particular group sessions, some residents wodd spontaneousIy disclose hidden and suppressed 

traumatic mernories of abuse, deah, pain, or violence. These disclosures were often 

accornpanied with cathattic release and sometimes exmme episodes of depression or rage. 

Though the incessant griping of some midents33 during NCC codd be tiresorne. many 

sessions were intensely cornpelling and dramatic. For me, NCC was an awakening to some of 

the worst and most disnirbing tales of personal misery and suffering 1 had ever encountered. 

The Rhetoric of Community and Cicle 

The Nechi Community Chle  is orchestrated by two rhetoricd devices that are central to 

the House's therapeutic ideology: "community" and "circle". According to the cowselling 

staff, the House is conceived of as a therapeutic community. "Cornmunity" refers 

simultaneously to the generd iife and weii being of the House, and to group psychothenpy. In 

other words, within group psychotherapy and beyond it, the comrnunity implies 'healthy' f o m  

of behaviour of and interaction among resident., staff, and visitors.3 This therapeutic 

coinrnunity surmunds a central "Sacred Fire" where ''the Medicines" are kept and bumed - a 

metaphoncd hearth where the spiritual energy of the comrnunity resides and h m  which it 

emanates. The Circle does not Literdly sunound a burning fire at the House.= Rather, the 

"Sacred Fire" shares a metaphoncal likeness to a tabernacle in a Catholic Church where the 

Chdice, Wine and Communion bread is kept; in other words, both are proteetive recepacles for 

the imptements of and means to spiritual communioa Memkrship in the therapeutic 

community is divided between pennafient and temporary members. Staff members are 

permanent members of the community while the residents are considered temporary members. 

Membership in the community rests upon one's Ievel of commitxnent to a set of "traditionai" 

33 ïhese residenrs were often the targets of derisive comments h m  feliow residenrs. One mident. in panicular. 
irritateci some gmup members whom then r e f d  to NCC as "Nathan's Complaining Ciile." 

For example, refrainr-ng fmm the use of alcohol. dmgs and substances, a persistent conceni in the House. 
Drug h.afficking is also a serious issue. 
3s ~t the intensive thenpeutic camp me  acrec ci F I  was n tirerai füe n e h  "me Mediems" were bmd. The 
Sacred Fa symbdizes a place to gather. share. and be soothed by light and wacmdi. 



and "abriginai" community values: sharing, caring, nspect and honesty. One non-ahriginai 

counselior described the community and its values in the foilowing way: 

You can argue on and on w h t  "traditional" means. 1 know this question iç of interest to you. 
1 have no set-in-stone idea of what is traditional and what is not miditional. For me, it's those 
four precepts: sharing, caring, respect. and honesty - are regmded as sbared values amongst 
aborigind communities and they are not connoversial in anyway. So that's ail 1 can say 
about that, WelI, 1 will hang my hat on that as being mâitional. 1 know historicalIy enough 
about aboriginal histary to know hat traditiondIy cverybody Iived with those precepts. is it 
traditional or not? But anyway that's whar we go for. 1s tbat appticable today in modem 
society? Yes it is. And what kind of ceremonies wn we develop mund chat heIps to 
structure thsit helps to guide the path. P L  W23/98]  

The counsellors must constmct a surrogate aboiginal community for their midents, 

most of who are from or strongly affiliated with a specinc and rurai aboriginal community. The 

counsellors must operate with reference to a broad "ethnic" category, one that bas been 

dictated by the state rhrough the correctional systems, and which hornrigenizes the cultural and 

social diversity of a segment of the incarcerated population. 

The Cirde has both Literai and metaphorical appiications; thematicaily, it supports and 

widens the theritpeutic concept of "community". The C i l e  is a metaphor for a set of 

concentric social experiences and relationships. PrimariIy, it refers to a pan-Amerindian 

conception of a 'holistic' seIf as a 'medicine ~heeF'3~ The medicine wheel, from rny 

understanding, consuucts the self as a bahce of emoiional, mental, physical, and spintual 

components- The ChIe or medicine w k l  a h  refers to a set of intertwined social 

mental and spirinial worIds. in short, the CircIe implies a sense of mord integrity and personal 

suength. A male counsellor descn'bed the &le in the foiiowing way, 

Thete's a symbolic Ievei to it [healing] which hetps yoou to bring togerher a community; 
c&nIy a circIe does. Cemonies  and symbols, 1 thinBr - I don't know any other way to 
bRng people together than to have shared symbols and ceternonies. Thar, 1 thinlc, bas always 
b e n  the way actoss dI cultures. And a symbol is kind of aa inanimate thing that tells you a 

36 t h e  medicine whed is a popular concept Lhat u n  be found in pan-Ameruidian and New Age Iiterantre aid 
rhemcic. Historid eshnogcaphic information on 'medicine wheels' is WhialIy non-existent. Medicine wheels 
d s o  populady retër to large, g e n d y  nrcular, arrangements of stone boutders. Arctiaeological aod 
ethnographie data on these stone monurnenu is equ;tlIy sparse, tùough among some plains cuitud groups these 
monuments were culturally signifrcant @hoc and Kehoe 1979). LateIy, however, this signifiwce and t6e 
'spintuai power' OF ihese medicine wheeis has b e n  increasing, probably due io a growth in a discourse of 
'Native spintuality.' For discussions on the apptication of mediciw wheels in therapy see Brink f 989, Huber 
i993- 



whole story right away. You don? need words you jus know. The symbol hits you in a 
hotistic way; it can be very powerfirl. While a ceremony is the activity that puts the life into 
the symbol and brings the symbot to Hfe - dive- And certainly the cide is a symboI of 
community: egaiitrtnan. communication. The circle very much - the medicines are cmainly 
the symbolic meaning also. [CC 06/I9/98I 

The Circle acts as a metaphor for the group; it is a way of bringing and holding people 

together in a commuuity. It is also a metaphor for honesty, integrity, respect, sharing and trust 

The metaphor serves to reinforce the rhetoric of community. Ail ceremouies and medicines 

practiced within the group invariably refer to the keeping the C i I e  together and betieving in itç 

power to heal. Since the residents are male? the C i l e  irnplies a kind of brotherhood or maIe 

solidarity. Cultivating a positive maie image is ais0 an aspect integrai to the task of healing. In 

literal terms, however, the Circle means the Nechi Community Circle (NCC) or group 

psychotherapy, and stands for the physical space of the House as representative of a therapeutic 

comrnunity. Finaily, the Circle refers to a North Amencan aboriginal social movement directed 

at community and personal heaüng (see for example, Adelson 1992, Brady 1995, Degnen 

1996). Nechi House should be considered as an instantiation of and, importantly, a spatial 

location for this movernent. 'Circle healing' aiso takes place outside the House at aftiliated 

community organizations, for example, the Iocd Montreai Native Friendship Centre, a 

community organization for urban Native people. Some House residents and staff attend these 

gatherings in addition to their therapy at the House. 

During group psychotherapy sessions, the community members form a literal and 

metaphoncal 'Circle' that surrounds "the Medicines", (Le. sage, sweetgrass, tobacco, etc.), and 

the Sacred Fm. The Medicines are kept wichin the Circle. At the beginning and sometimes at 

the end of "group" the Medicines are biirned for "smudging". To bonow fiom the rhetoric 

of the House, one's membersbip to the Nechi Community is depeudeut on one's ùelief and 

cornmitment to the Circle and the Medicines. A community member demonstrates his beiief 

and cornmitment through practicing the values of sharing, cariag, honesty and respect towards 

himseif and his feiiow comrnunity members. 



In his study of symbolic heaIing practices among Native inmates in a Saskatchewan 

penitentiary, Waidram (1997) discusses the use of rhetoric in healing. Referriug to Csordas' 

(1983) study of Catholic Pentecostal healing, Waldram argues that the religious community is 

essential to the process of transfomation. He writes, 

Through the use of symbols, the interchange of language and other forms of communication 
between healer and patient are essentiai. leading to a uansfomation in the patient's 
understanding of the problem. Such a conception pmupposes that the language and symbols 
used are meaningful for both the haler and h e  patient The religious community plays a 
crucial role in this interchange. Bath the definitions of the pmblem and the cure "conform ta 
the agenda of the religious communiry," and "healing is understood to occur in t e m  of 
inregration of the healed persan into the refigious community. (ibid: 72) 

Based on what 1 observed within NCC and the staffs reliance upon symboiic heaiing 

approaches, the rhetonc of healing, the integration of the sufferer within a therapeutic 

community, and the transformation of one's probIems from a source of despair and suffering to 

a source of revitalization and stren,& were strongiy evident within the House. For many 

residents who desire to transfomi their negative experiences in Me and the pain and sadaess ttiat 

goes with these experiences, the House's rhetoric of community and its language of heahg do 

have positive effects whiie they are in the "care" (as opposed to the custody) of the House. 

Essentialized Aboriginal Identity and NCC 

CounseUors at Nechi House do tend to essentialize the aboriginal identity of tk 

residents. SymboIs of Aboriginality are ünked to an identity seen as both inherent and latent. 

Some counseiiing staff assume that residents wüi intuitively recognize and see the meaning 

embodied by these symbols. According to one staff member, for example: 

But [the symbolsl also have a - I think - a biotogical or what you want to caiI it a 
physiologicai reaiity as to how they work on the psyche and on the energy systems in person. 
1 mean we use tobacco for, more forpnyer - as a symbol ofprayer. Aiso, as a way to release 
energy to the Creator, we use the sage more in the a r a  for heaIing, for helping people to open 
up areas that netd to be hded rhat are ciifficuit. We use the adar more for connecting with 
the earth. for strength. The swcetpss more for uplifting the spirit. bringing in a positive 
kinds of energy. And a lot of tfie men undersrand that already. They bave aiready a connection 
spintuaily with their mots. Witb the medicines and with the NcIe it provides a famiïar thing 
to identify wiîh. [CC 06/19/98] 

The counseiior seems to beiieve that despite the wide cuiturai diversity represented by 

the residents, they simpiy 'hiow' the lessons and meaaiags cmbodied by 'the Medicina'. In 



some cases, 'the Mediches' (swetgrass, sage) this counseflor is referring to have ody been 

recently introduced to some of these culturd groups. A givea plant may not even be indigenous 

to the environment a certain resident cornes fiom. Further, this essentialized aboriginal identity 

in the Houe rhetoric is iinked to an inherent spiritual energy that seems to reside in each and 

every resident. AU residents, fiom the point of view of couasellors, are capable of releasing this 

spintuai energy. This sme counselIor exptained to me about the ubiquitous presence of the 

medicine wheel, and the dficuity he was expenencing in constmcting a version of it that is as 

inciusive as possible. 

The medicine wheel as far as I know nobody reaUy knows what it m a t  in the bcginning. 1 
know they have one out in Saskatchewan M. And they have them al1 amund the wodd 1 
guess hey have different places where the medicine wheels exist. PeopIe have d l y  lost the 
notion of what rfiey meant oreverybody had a different idea But 1 think recently people have 
put some meming to it that seems to be usefut. 1 think as a syrnbol it probably was a 
symbol of the forgotten past and then they look it and rejuvenafed it by giving it a rneaning 
t h d s  relevant today. So there's d l  kinds of teachings today about the medicine wheeI. you 
know. Some people use it for one thing and some people use it for another; it's very usetil, 
Traditiondly 1 think what - and that's another lhing too - 'cause where ever a trik is situated 
hete's a different order to how hey describe the medicine wheet or different colours or difFaent 
spirit keepen are associalcd with different p m .  1 just look kind of a generic look at it: but it 
still isn't kind of generic enough for me 'cause I woutd like to include somehow the Inuit 
more in it. [CC 061191981 

Here the medicine wheel is seen as a pervasive and dtura l ly  universai symbol and 

vehicIe of heaüng. Aboriginal cultures such as the Inuit, who apparentiy never practiced the 

medicine wheel historicalIy, are beginning to "experience" its spirituai power. However, the 

very sparse historic and ethnopphic information on the indigenous practice of the medicine 

whed suggests that it could be of recent ongin." For the above counselior, essentiaiized and 

romantic ideas about Abonghaiity pIay a central role in his therapeutic work At another point 

in our interview, he discussed the personal significance of these spintual concepts that had 

become a meaningfd way of Me for him. Being of aboriginal ancestry himself, these generic 

37 In the book, The Invent& uf T e  Hobsbawn and Ranger (L986) point out rhat ail officia1 "traditionsn 
are created by goveming elites and non~iites and serve the operanperanon of power in asociety- The medicine whed 
may be an exampte of this socid pmess. Given the mipoverished state of m y  native communities. mental 
M t h  and social service agencies in these communitks often exert a high IeveI of conml over the lives of the 
people, in my opinion, currentiy there is an over pc~occPpation with '[aealing' in many native communities 
and an unwiliingness on the part of researchers to criticaiiy teffect on tbis phenornenon as king part of a regime 
OE sociai conml. 



beliefs and practices were part of a desire to evoke his sense of submerged nativeness and were 

related to his own healing journey in life. 

In an interview with another counseiior, 1 found that she heId notions about aboriginal 

peoples that were sirniiar in many important respects to her coiieague. This counseiior's ideas 

resembled what Kehoe (1990) referred to as culturai primitivi~m.~~ She concluded our 

interview by teiiing me about her perception of the House's role within "the Prophecies": 

1 think it's obviously greater than the Houe; it's much greater than the House. It's something 
that's happening. as far as 1 can see, with the abonginal communities. That's not just end of 
the story; that's just the beginning of the story. It's definitely at the individual family. to the 
community, to the nation, and the nation is the general part of the whole. 1 mean I have 
some undestanding of some of the prophecies and the idea of balance within the medicine 
wheef king balance between the four peoples of the world and that we are al1 in that upward 
spiral. That gets into some kooky stuff about new age and what new age rtalIy means. But 
ihere's new age in Mohawk prophecy too. And it seems to me it's a general upward spiral, it's 
not a stnight line by any means. If only it were but it's not. It's a definitc spiral of 
movernent that is happening and what is happening in the House is just a part of ihat. It's 
Iike little seeds; it's just like one dandelion that's putting out al1 those se& and no& aii Iand 
on fertile ground by any means. But 1 don't think 1 really answemi your question. . . 

[BL CH231981 

The counseilor's vision of the heaiing role of the House constmcts if as part of a much greater 

social movement that is itself iinked to an ancestral spirituai awakening. Obviously, her ides 

correspond to the view reflected by the statements found in the Canadian govemment's Fina1 

Report as discussed earlier in this chapter. The vision sees aboriginal peoples as having a 

pressing responsbiiity on behaif of ai i  humanity to enact a world order of racial harmony. For 

the House, the path of individuai healing is linked to a predeterrnined path towards global 

healing. Mer dl, it had been prophesied.3 

in conchsion, the House's therapeutic ideology and practices constnict an image of 

aboriginal identity that is woven into a rfietoricai fabric of L'community" and "healing". The 

identity king poctrayed is for the most part a positive one that represents Aboriginality as 

Iocated in a framework of spiriniai awakening and renewal. As 1 have shown throughout this 

38 CuituraI primitivism. generally, is a diiontent amng "civilized" peoples with "cinlization" and a search for 
a spirinialIy puret and simpler way of üfe, believed to be embodied among indigenous p p l w .  
39 Many years ago as an un- snident 1 conducted ethnographie research on a group of 'sensitives' or 
New Age telievers in Miion,  British Coiumbia (see Pokotylo and Bras  1997). Tbey had becorne convinad 
that a large anornaIous bouicier was emanating spirituai power. Tbeir idem about aboriginai people were very 
àmilar to those of these two counseiIors. ïhere is obviously some discursive ovedap becween their ideas. 



chapter, however, this interweaving is also part of a preestabiished discursive practice utilized 

by the Canadian State which, in tum, is rooted in the colonial encounter. On the other hand, 

Abonginality does subsume the hcahed cultural identities of indigenous populations and is a 

source of identity more easily controüed, manipulated and promoted (for example, the mass 

media) by the dominant non-Native socieey. Thus, 1 am suggesting that the negative 

consequences of this discourse is that it can seriously challenge or even thwart local 

expressions of cultural identity (see for example, Mciiwraith 1996). In the case of Nechi 

House residents, the discourse of Aboriginality may even Iead to a sense of confusion of one's 

local identity or foster a sense of culturai inferiority, especiaily given the present hegemonic 

status of pan-Amerindian beliefs and values in recent decades. 

NCC and Narratives 

The ideai function of NCC - that is, when the House's rhetoric of cornrnunity and 

laquage of healing is effective - is to cultivate an attentive and supportive audience of residents 

and stsff that will be receptive to a resident's stories. In sharing their narratives, residents rnay 

begin to recognize themselves in the experiences of others, thereby breaking the isolation and 

loneliness they may experience by withholding their mernories of abuse, neglect, pain sadness, 

and trauma. When 1 asked a counselior about the role of narratives in group she responded, 

ïhey are essentid. They are ii. There is no therapy without theù personal stories. One of 
the first things that I ask the counseIlors to do when they are doing their initial evaluation is 
to do a loss history. ïhat's only part of it. They at some point - if they have been working 
hatd - they do 'genograrns'; ifs a bit like a f d y  tree except you adce other things Iike 
addictions or family violence or ail kinds of smff. You c m  see that there is a pattern in how 
they - so that you can redite that you're not crazy after dl; it's part of a system - a value 
system. Seeing it alIows you to dffide you are going to change i t  There is a very fme 
balance benveen having the guys talk about their past histories and living in the pax. In 
many ways they are quite right but you can't sray in taiking about the past. You mut  aIso be 
able to step into the present You have to understand how the past is effectïng the present. 
Once you get some idea then you have to try and stay in the present [BL 06/23198] 

Narratives are the most criticai v c t s  of the therapeutic process. Akin to Ricoeur's 

ideas on self-reflection, in order for the narratives to be e M v e ,  residents must see themselves 

a in a mirror of objects - in other words, in the stories they teQ of thernselves and to each other. 



During some group sessions, a given resident's narrative had the effect of triggerïng a whole 

senes of disclosures among other residents; it was very ernotionally compelling (and 

devastating) to iisten to these traumatic stories which were often expressed with deep sadness. 

The extreme pain and sense of loss felt by some residents was very evident. But another 

counseIlor made it clear that despite the pain and sadness that mut be expresseci, the narratives 

should serve to transform that suffering: 

We use storytelling in a way that is uansfomative mther than just repetitive. So, yes, '%e 
will hear your story about your pain and your sadness of your life but now how are you going 
to start telling your life scories about the future there? How are you going to tell your stories 
so that it becornes - what is lhat Robert Louis Stevenson said - that you become the hem of 
your own Iife?" And then questing for a vision like the other part 1 said is initiation - 
initiation meaning learning a new way of behaving, dding with wharever blocks Rom the 
past that are preventing that new way of behaving and then developing that vision for the 
future, is what 1 mean by initiation. initiation means to start sornething new. to start again, 
so you are letùng go of stuff you don't need anymore and starting a new chapter in your life. 
The othet thing that goes with that is the vision is how do you find the vision that is 
appropriate for you that is going to guide you, [CC 06/19/98] 

The narratives of residents are fundamentiil to the therapeutic work of the clinicaI staff. Part of 

the work of counseliors is to facilitate the development, rehearsai and sharing of narratives. 

Without the narratives of residents the House wodd be not be a therapeutic environment. As 

the counselior above discusses, the narratives must be transfomative. A resident leams to 

articulate his past. He constmcts a story about his past that locates the reasons for his inability 

to move forward in life. Once these reasons have been identifie& he must look towards the 

future. His narratives of suffering are intended to become nanatives of hop  and renewai. 

Finaiiy, aü personai narratives are laden with nieaninp. "Group" serves as a venue where 

residents cm draw upon these meanings and reflect on them in their own lives. 

Nechi House as a Polarized Space 

in the day to day reality of life in the House, NCC is not dways about healing, nor is 

every session fiiied with ernotional and gut-wrenching disclosures. Instead, over the course of 

rny fieldwork, administrative and counseiling staff spent several sessions of NCC üying to sniff 

out the presence and use of drugs by residents in the House. Alcohol, drug and substance 



abuse, dong with oiher criminal activity among residents, are recurrent probIems in the House. 

Counseiiors are al1 too aware that a few residents come to the House solely for the purpose of 

getting out of prison to re-establish contact with their drug suppliew before going back to their 

communities. Some residents just want to get out of prison and have no desire to change their 

lifestyIes and iittie care about the therapy. In other cases, counseiiors know chat some residents 

are indeed trying to quit the drugs, but their addictive behaviour is overwheiming t i i r  efforts. 

Fmaiiy, many residents come to the House to escape this negative lifestyle and make every 

effort to change. But the presence and use of drugs in the House makes that goal much more 

challenging. 

When a resident cornes to the House, one of the fmt things he is asked to do is to read 

the House's rules and sign a contract to abide by them. The House does not permit the use of 

dcohol, dmgs or substances among residents and, usuaiiy, a resident's parole conditions state 

that he must refrain frorn these activities. Part of the therapeutic agenda of requiring residents 

to make a cornmitment to the values of the community < d g ,  sharing, honesty and respect- is 

to convince the residents to help each other face up to their addictions. This is what is rneant by 

a resident acting as a member of the Nechi community, and "keeping the C i l e  strong". As 

weli, he demonstrates his respect for the Medicines through S i g  honest about himseif and 

towards the rest of the community. Finaiiy, he practices the values of the community by coming 

to the aid of his feiiow residents whose addictions overwhelm them. 

But this strategy does not always work Residents do frequently break the des. 

Further, most residents are reluctant to interfere with other people's business and, genersùly, wiii 

noc disdose information - referred to as "ratting* - about another resident's iiiegal activities. 

In the case of a first t h e  offence when a resident has been caught drinking, he may agree to be 

"goundeci" to the House for a period of thirty to ninety days. But in other cases, where 

individuds are suspected of using or traEcking drugs or substances, the House must mort to 

more coercive tactics, making threats, acting on these threats, and when suspicion will~ants, 

@ brin& in cirug &mg dogs, conducting rwm searches, or xnding midents for a "piss 



test" - where their wine is tested for the presence of narcotics. How the counselling and 

administrative staff members react to those residents who break the d e s  depends on the 

attitude and disposition of the resident concerned. If he is remorsehl and confesses, he may be 

grounded. On the other han& if he seems indifferent or refuses to admit to his activities be will 

most likdy be sent back to prison or even be charged with a crimina! offence. Thus, 

confronthg and dealùig with the presence of drugs is a chronic probleni, One counseiIor 

descriid it in the foiiowing way: 

[The residenrsl tend to come out with a pen mentaiity. Like, this guy that has just gone 
a.w.0.L 1 had some very interesting conversations with him. When we w a e  talking about 
community, in that he had a responsibility as a comrnunicy member to cati: not only for 
himself but for other people, and specifically in the case when he knew sornebody else was 
using [dnigs] he had a responsibiIity to go to that person and say, "Do you think this is the 
healthiest thing you are doing" His reaction was, "Well. 1 am not going to rat on anybody." 
And thal's not what we are talking about. We ate not taücing about ratting. We ate talking 
about you interacting with the community. 1 asked him, "What happeneci to - going back to 
traditional values - what happened to aboriginal - 1 mean 1 am non-native and 1 am pointing 
this out to him again and I am pointing to you an aboriginaI person - the traditional values of 
sharing, caring, honesty, and respect? How does that fit in with your idea of ratting?" He 
couIdnlt answer. He did actually go and think about ii. But it's a very dificult hing to get 
over. 'Cause again it's survival. Ratting or not ratting again is back to ritual. Everything, 
just about everything in Iife, can be reduced down to rimais. So it is dinicult for them to 
adapt to the idea. They certainly do see (the House) as an institution when they come in. 

PL 061231981 

Adopting the point of view of the resident, the counseiior suggests that he reads the space of the 

House quite differently from how she would ideally like to see him view it. Fmm her 

perspective the issue seems to be more of a problem of the resident's perception. But in its day 

to day practices the House vaciiiates between acting as a supportive therapeutic community and 

as an authoritarian institution. 

In fact, it is the House that initiates the heavy-handed tactics which make it appear more 

Iike an institutionai environment. In some senses, though, the staff has no other choice, Failing 

to counteract the presence of dnigs and criminai activity woutd senously disrupt the therapeutic 

work, lead to a breakdown in iines of authority, and could even create a credl'bility probIem for 

the House in the eyes of Correctionai services. Though this has never happened at the House, 

such an extreme situation coutd possibly Iead to the House king shut dom by the Canadian 

and Quebec judiciai systems. FmaiiyI this vadation between heahg and punitive poles does 



have some positive therapeutic effects. One codd caii it a form of "tough love" for a mident 

who mut earn the care and support of his caregivers. 

Conclusion 

In this chapter 1 have provided an overview of Nechi House and its relationship to 

corrections- As weii, 1 have discussed its therapeutic ideology and practices and its rhetoric of 

"cornmunity", arguing that it is foiiowing a pre-established discursive practice that constnicts 

Abonginality as a bureauaitic ethnic category. In tum, this bureaucratie definition has been 

coupled with more romantic and essentialized set of ideas, notions and themes about 

Aboriginaiity. Finally, I have attempted to demonstrate that the House, out of necessity, wavers 

between healing and disciplinhg poles in the course of its day to day operations. 

The next chapter discusses the meanings of heaLing among residents and staff. By 

exploring the persond narratives of residents I demonsüate the strengths and limitations of 

Aboriginaiity as it d a t e s  to healing. 



Cha~ter Three 

ActuaHIy, al1 my life I ask myself, "When will. when am 1 going to fwl better? When am I 
going to heal? When am 1 going to stop feeling Iike this?" 1 asked those questions al1 my 
Iife - waiting for myself to heal when it is not coming. 'Cause WE just sit around - do 
nothing. If you don't y to mate yourself into something it's not going to come. You have 
ta uy to make it happen. When you sit around smoking [dope]. you go deeper and deepet and 
make yourself a hell of your Iife - that's al1 you do if you don? try to help yourself. But 
when you help yourself you could start to understand that somewhere dong the line in the 
funire - or in the funire 1 an be better. if you do things in better ways. But you have CO 

makc that happen; it doesn't happen Iike candy in a machine. You have to work for it. You 
have ro sweat. You have to even cry sometirnes in order to make yourself free. This pain 
inside you it's like . . . cysis and swollen things . . . that make your skin hurt and you have a 
needle or sharp knife CO get that pus  out And even when you take out that pus with a needle 
or a sharp knife, it doesn't heaI right away; it usualIy starts to get better with Ume, When 
that pus goes out and your body. your skin stacts to heal slowly. Same way with your sou1 - 
you have talk about it; cry about it so this pain will go away. Nat just tike that [snapping 
his fingers], Slowly but surely starting to Feel more at ease - do 1 make sense? That's how 1 
see it - life itself. You have to ralk about it [DW lnuk 10/09197 

For the men who come to the Nechi House with the intention of changing their 

lifestyles, to learn to control their addictions, and leave the cycle of criminal activity foliowed by 

incarceration, the experience of king at Nechi House can be an extremely diff~cult one. As this 

Inuk resident testifks, there is a great deal of pain involveci in making personai disclosures of 

the horrible events in one's p s t .  Among those residents whose motivations for coming to the 

House correspond to its mission of healing, the= are different degrees of subscribing to the 

discourse of Aboriginality. That is, some residents M y  immerse themselves in the House's 

rfietoric of a pan-Amerindian spirituality whereas others - especially two Inuit midents 1 

intervieweci - tended to distance themseives from it, though even these northem residents 

maintained a bemused and passive interest in the House's "Indian things". In this chapter 1 

wiIl discuss some of the notions about heaihg among residents and counseiion. Through a 

sampling of personai meanings of healing among residents 1 hope to illustrate that the discourse 

of Aborighaiity has Iimits to its therapeutic applications. That is, in constntcting their personai 

narratives, not al1 residents incorporate those discursive statements that essentialize and 

r o d c i z e  aboriginality; in other wotds, resideats make their own paths towards personai 

healing. 



The Notion of BeaIing 

Arnong counsdors at the Houe the concept of "healiag" has both personai and 

professional meanings. Professionaiiy, healing refen to a process of psychoIogicai change and 

emotional vitality bat resuIts from psychotherapeutic intervention. The counseiiors I 

intervieweci and those w b m  1 met over the course of my employment and fieldwork research 

were professionaily trained in a varieiy of counselling metbods and familiar with 

psychohrapeutic literatm and theories. Both couase11ors 1 intervieweci emphasized the point 

that the House serves as a kiad of safe space where residents could experiment with behaviour 

that was n e u d y  mirmred back to them over the course of the therapeutic intervention. Tbe 

personal counseüing style of a given counseiior appeared to be of linle relevame in the eyes of 

these staff members. What matters most to the chical team, they suggested, is that a counsellor 

be able to break through the sedimented behaviour a resident brings into the House, and which 

seerns to be the source of his negative interaction with others. 1 asked a counseiior about the 

therapy program in an interview. 

GB: In your opinion, how does Nechi House thcrapy program wotk? 
BL: mat's a very good question. I t  doesn't. 1 mcan 1 just talked about standing on a chair. It 
wouldn't rnatter if we stood on our heads; it's not us. We give the guys an opportunity. WC 
give rhe guys a space. And we give the guys some rote madelhg - a lot of mle modeling. 
And we give hem a lot of reflection in the sense that we reflet back to hem. But apart h m  
al1 that, that is a sort of opponunity. It's time out for rnany o f  hem; it's a place for surprise, 
I rhink, for some of them because they son of expect to be judged. They love it  the minute 
they break a rule and they are groun&d for something. They go, "Weil, see, 1 toid you so. 
You don? reaiiy love me." [BL Ml231981 

For this staff member - and I would suggest that other counseiling staff would Likely 

agree - rhe House is like a stage with the staff  acting as immovable props or rnirrors- The 

responsibility of staff is to increase the volume of the dialogue and rnagnify cenain f o m  of 

interaction among residents. Hence, the therapeutic mode1 of the House as a kind of therapeutic 

commimity composed of membets both permanent (staff) and temporasr (residents). A 

counseffor's interventions serve to confront a resident with an image of his own behaviour and 

present him with two alternatives: accept the reflection and wiIlingly change the negative 

a behaviour with their care and support, or reject the reflection and continue ihe behavim at the 



risk of losing their care and support. ui accepting the reflection, "healing" becornes a process 

of mastering the skiii of introspection and then achieving a state of bahce in one's Mee 

Signifïcantly, counseiiors help residents in creating and facilitating the sharing of their personal 

narratives. Group work serves as a venue for self-reflection. As discussed in the previous 

chapter, personai narratives are criticai aspects to a tesident's heaiing joumey. A healing 

joumey is a personai route of recovery and renewal through nanated tirne, In mon: ciinical 

terrns, healing can be understood as behaviorai modification and personai development iinked to 

one's interaction with ohers40 

On a personai levei, however, heaiing is intimately tied to the spirituai outiooks of the 

two counselIors I intervieweci; their personal perspectives cannot be easily separated from their 

professionai ones. Tbis is partly due to a restorative notion of balance in the thetaputic 

ideology of both counseiiors. This therapeutic stance essentializes the self. As discussed in the 

previous chapter, both counseiiors felt that the work of the House was linked to a greater social 

and spiritual movement, and is rooted to the counseiiors' views of the self as a source of 

spirinial energy. A male counsellor conceived of the self as a core of energy surrounded by a 

shell that blocked the nanuai flow of energy that every person is boni with. For him, cultural 

sociaiization and the traumas of life inhiiit this aaturai spontaneity. "Healing for me is startiag 

to try and get into touch with chat core and revitalize it and helping it break through the outer 

layer." [CC 06/19/98] Regaining balance, then, h p k  reconnecting with one's inherent Iife 

energy and aIIowing one's body to become a kind of spintuai conduit in the worId. in the 

counseiior's view, native ceremonies, such as smudging and sweatioàging, act as a way of 

cleansing the body so this energy wiii flow more freely. 

hportantiy, he&g operates at both personai and coI1ective levels. These ideas are 

linked to the counseiiors' hterests in native spirituality. Both counseUors are commitied to the 

latter's gmwth or, more correctly, regeueration: 

According €0 m y  limited undestanding of group psychotherapy gieamed h m  M g  Yalom's (1995) d e a k  
of dinical practiœ and reseatcb, the House's therapy does correspond to many of his observations. As I am 
neitIier familiar with the iiteranrre nor trained in group psychotheqy 1 cm only suggest rhat the similanties 



GB: You mentioned a while eariier. the spiritual aspect of the House was inc-g 
exponentiaily. What do you mean by that? 
BL: Weil, that everyone now is king made aware of - Iike evayone outside OC the 
counselling staff.. . iike. we do cenmonies at staff meetings. ï've tned to encaurage staff 
members who are not. who do not have anything pressing to do to come into the morning 
smudge and be pan of chat circle. And, surprisingly, few people have taken that up. We have 
smudges in the morning. 1 think we are re-innoducing people to spiritual cemonies in the 
sense that - iike at camp, [a Mohawk mident's] girlfriend. . . we invited his gidliiend to 
smudge the sweatlodge for us and he asked her if she wanted to come and join us. And she 
didn't know anything about smudging - which is peculirir; 1 mean. isn't it? A British woman 
and a South American woman intmducing a Mohawk woman to smudging. . . . once we've 
inroked spiritual help, it's there for us and for the [residents] and there's that sense of it. some 
of hem do it and some of them don't. But it's there. [BL 23/10198] 

Healing is spintuai. This point is criticai to this counseiior and her coiieague's 

involvement with the House. Yet a matter that appears to puzzle this counsellor is the seeming 

hesitancy among some staff members (many of whom are of native ancestry) to partake in 

ceremonies which, in her view, are or shouid be "naturai" to most native peoples. In particular, 

she is quite taken by the idea that she and another counseiior introduced a person of native 

ancestry - a Mohawk - to a native spintual practice. The question, then, that cornes to rnind 

here is, are these counseiiors simply (re-)introducing or are they, in fact, inventing culhirai 

practices for some of their native clientele and sta£î? 

Fially, both of these counseiiors related personai narratives that were inextricable h m  

their immersion in the discursive practices of the House. Specifically, thek professiond 

involvement with the House, in many ways, has made sense of the experiences in their own Iives 

and given them a strong sense of purpose in their futures. In the case of the counsellor h m  

the United Kingdom, during the course of the interview, she admitted to me that Leaviag the UK 

has created a deep sense of culhuai and geographic displacement - or in her own words, "1 was 

stolen by Gypsies and captured by Indians. 1 have temile trouble i d e n t w g  myseif." [NG 

06/23/98]. The counseiior discussed the expenence of being subjected to extremely hostile 

Ianguage discrimination in a homogenous and strongly separatist Quebecois town when she 

and her family first came to Canada These negative experiences cultivated a sense of affinity 

with an Engiish-speaking Cree community near the tom where she Iived - almost titeraily 

driving her towards it while she was volunteering with the community's social services. 



Since that time, and over the course of working with the House, she has witnessed acts 

of overt, sometimes even brutal, racism towards native residents by officiais within the judicid 

system, That sense of affinity for native culture and desire to wodr for the bettement of native 

peoples has becorne entrenched in her me, becoming a lifelong purpose. In short, the act of 

configuring the meaningful experiences of her past within a discourse of Abonginality and then 

reflecting upon the nanatives that emerge has helped the counseiior to situate herseif temporaIiy 

and given her a diction towards the future. The spirituai overtones drawn from her seif- 

reflections are, in my view, not ai i  that surprising. if anything, in a profession concemed with 

personai suffering (especiaiiy that of people who are politicaiiy oppressed and sociaiiy 

marginaiized) placing severe emotional and psychological burdens on a caregiver, the search for 

esoteric or spirituai meanings should be expected. 

Bealing Among Residents 

Compared with counseiüng staff, residents of the House demonstrate more varieci i&as 

about healing. hportantly, for a resident who does take the initiative to change his life with the 

care and support of the counseiüng staff, he must be predisposed to the idea that he can be 

heaied. Without this mindset and altitude a resident will, in aii likelihood, not benefit h m  his 

experiences at the House. in the quok from the Inuk resident at the beginning of this chapter 

we can see this pre-disposition to king heaied: he reports fiequentiy asking himself, "When 

am 1 going to feel better? When am I going to heal? When am I going to stop feeling like 

this?" Among residents the notion of heahg corresponds to the counseUing rhetoric. They 

leam the meanings of healing through group and individual psychotherapy. And they acquire 

the meaaiags of heaiing h m  each other. But it must be noted that residents have different 

degrees of cornmitment to the therapeutic rhetoric. Their definitions of and differing 

commitments to healing - 'respecting the mediches' - refiect unevenness h intensity. This 

ambivalence is seen especiaiIy in relation to those discursive stakments in the therapentic 

mtext  tbat homogenize their diverse religious and spiritual backgrounds. 



Wbat are ''the Medicines"? 

The Medicines - cedar, sage, sweetgrass, etc. - and the therapeutic talle that surrounds 

them are synonymous with "healing". To respect the Medicines one impiicitiy respects and is 

committed to a healing jouniey. One Inuk resident presented the medicines in the foilowing 

About medicine. It's a .  . . in order to . . . üke we here [at the House] because we have 
problem. We were sent to jails time and time again because we have pmblems oursehes. 
The way 1 understand it, we have - in earlier cime of our life - something happened to us and 
that's not normal. That what keep us going back to jail al1 the time. In O& for us to stop 
going back to jail and have probiems in our lives, we have to go through healing jouniey. So 
that's when the, the medicines you Say, when medicine, like you Say, that's when medicine 
got involved, have to be involved. [LB I0129/97] 

But this huk resident and the one cited previoudy did not show a great interest in the House's 

pan-Amerindian spirituality, partly symbolized in the rhetoric surrounding the medicines. 

Though they were willing to respect "the Medicines" and the pan-Amerindian rhetoric that 

surrounded it as a spiritual practice among their southern 'Indian' neighbours, these two Inuit 

cesidents saw this therapeutic practice as culturally foreign. In addition, bath of them seemed to 

be strongly infiuenced by Christianity. in fact, the father of one of the Inuk residents was an 

Anglican minister and he had even contemplated becoming a minister himself. Ya the 

counseiiing staff at the House seems to assume chat di residents, by d u e  of their native 

ancestry, are interested or at least open to their practices of pananAmrindian spintuaiity. 

An example of the tendency among Inuit residents to distance ttxemselves from the 

House's rhetoric and practices is an incident related by one of the huk residents which took 

place over the summer where a conflict of interpretation emerged between him and the 

counseiiors. He reported to the staff that there was a persistent knocking on his door and 

shaking of his bed. He was convinceci a fellow resident was playing a uick on him but found 

this aüegation hard to substantiate. Counseliors at the House offered him a different 

LB: Yeah, someone was nying to make me believe it was some kind of spirit At first, they 
said it was a bad spirit 
GB: Who was saying it was a bad spirit? 
LB: One of the counsellors. 
GB: A counseiior? 



LB: 1 don7 remember. And it m e d  i t  . . One of the counsellors say it was the spirit 
. keeper of the West doing that. Then after a period of tirne. another person was saying it was 

my dead brother doing that And after a period of tirne. that same person. she [a counsellor] 
told me it was - just ignore it. 
GB: So what do you think? 
LB: 1 don't think it was spirits. 
GB: You don't redy  believe in spirits? 
LB: No. [LB 11/5/97] 

The resident resisted counseiiors' interpretations and eventuaiiy the counseiüng staff reIented. 

His personal beliefs did not aiiow for a more esoteric interpretation. However, when 1 asked 

him if he was interested in the native spirituality of the House, he clairned that since he was 'part 

Indian himself' he thought it mi@ be good for bim to know at least something about it. But 

for the most part, his and the ottier huk resident's communities were still strongly Anglican. 

Both reported that much of the pretontact Inuit rehgious beiiefs and spiritual practices seemed 

fat removed. Simiiarly, the Inuk resident quoted at the beginning of this chapter made it clear 

fhat his willingness to partake in the House's native spirituaiity was motivated more out of 

compliance rather than a genuine interest: 

Medicines. actually, for being an Inuk, I'm not d I y  - how would you cal1 it? Well, there's 
a lot of names for medicines. 1 &y m ' t  say what they're calleci. 1 would have to hear it 
again in order to call it. To me, that's how it is; 1 don't know very much about Indian things. 
But to tell myself to respect how it works around here. 1 have to get dong with, with fairly 
strange things for an Inuk, strange things. . . . ai Krst they were very suange cause in my life 
1 never pnyed to God. Like they cal1 Him, Creator, and with this smoke [the medicines]. 1 
never prayed Iike this before in my iife before 1 came here. But 1 have to respect other cultures 
- how they pray and uy to understand that 1 mean try to see them just the same way as 1 
would pray. 1 respect believers in what they believe like myself. 1 am a beiiever to 
something greater to myself. So 1 have to respect people when they pray to this Creator. they 
call him. And myself. 1 just cd1 him God. [DW 1019197l 

For the Inuit residents mentioned above, the pan-Amerindian spirituality of the House is 

foreign to the cuihuai pnctices of their own communities, where Christianity has been a strong 

sociaiizing force for many decades (personal communication August 1999, Louis Jacques 

Dorais and Dorais 1999). Pan-Ame~dian spirituality is conceived of as distinctiwly 'Indian 

and southern' (ibid.). Nevertheless, these two residents, based on my observations, did commit 

themselves to a "healing journey". They simpIy distanced themeIves h m  those elements 

which appeared cuituraly incompatiiIe. However, ,this more passive approach to ttealing was 

not always evident arnong some of their southern cornterparts at the House. 



Jack 

For some "southern" residents, "the Medicines" as symbols of a generic indimess 

may seem culturaiiy familiar and personaüy relevant Jack, the resident discussed in the 

inuoduction. understood "the Medicines" as being an miportant part of an ancient but 

"suppressed" pan-Amerindian tradition: 

GB: When they talk about the medicines, what do they raik about? When they Say, "Respect 
the medicines." 
JB: 1 don? know. traditionai medicines. They talk about when you're srnudging and - I don t 
know - rnedicines could be even powerful words. 
GB: How do you mean poweriül wods coutd be medicines? 
IB: Words that move you. Words that mûke you fcel something. Those are powerful; that's 
medicine, It's ail syrnbolic ofeverything. 
GB: These things we just taIked about, are they important to you? 
IB: The medkines? They have, they are important to me. t don't know about if they 
~ C N ~ Y  have a physical effect on me. But they do have an emotiond feeling to them. ïhey 
belong io the way things ken  done for centuries. A long time aga this is how things were 
dont. And now they're stiII king done; it's part of aur past. It's the relationship with earth. 

[JB tW10197l 

Jack articulates a complex understanding of the power of rhetoric. Words bave a medicina1 

e ffect: a power to rnove the listener away h m  the source of his suRering, to hed him. Later in 

the interview Jack commented that he did not necessariiy beiieve that 'medicine men' possessed 

special supernaturai powers but employed a rituaiistic and symbolically nch form of talk 

therapy to empower the sufferer, a perspective aIso hetd by Jerome Frank (see Persuasion and 

Healing 199L)Pl Yet, simultaneousiy, Jack holds that these pan-kime~dian traditions are 

"ancient" and "naturai", these qualities being, in effect, the sources of irs power. That is, 'the 

rnedicines' are, pertiaps, more cuInualIy authentic than other forms of healing, especiaüy 

western psychotherapy. This cuIturai authenticity is mted in his perception of these p t i c e s  

as king traditionai or "the way things bad] been for centuries." Furthemore, these practices 

are seen as linked to a rdationship with the Earth and thus purer forms of healing. 

Among the residents I met with and intemiewed, Jack was among the most responsive to 

the House's therapeutic program, Jack had ken adopted out of his f a d y  and had iiüie or no 

contact with his Sadteaux community. His adopted He' he cepocœd, was vely troubled; he bas 

iittie or no contact with his adopted famüy, either. in short, Jack's He before he came to the 

Jerome Frank's main contention is thac a M e r  uses rhetonc to resuscitate the morale of the sufferer* 



House was marked by periods of aicohol and dmg abuse, criminal activity and transience. Jack 

spoke of searching for a Native identity and he wouId occasionaiiy travel and live with other 

Native people. He was admitted to the House afier k ing toId about it by a person within the 

correctional system. For the most part, Jack demonstrated a deep cornmitment to the therapy 

and had a great deai of respect for the staff. When 1 met Jack, he was in the process of 

changing his adopted last name - what he ceferred to as a 'slave name' - to his birth name. 

Jack was interested in native issues and was very politicdy active and committed to social 

change. He was even involved in the Oka crisis and felt that it was among the most significant 

events in his life. 

Jack's political sympathies for militant native social movements k a m e  the source of a 

confiict between a number of residents and the staff of the House. The issue was over the 

flying of the 'Mohawk Wanior' flag or the 'Aboriginal Solidarity' flag (see figure 1) on a pole 

at the intensive therapy camp. Staff reacted very strungiy and swiffly to its presence at the camp. 

According to the staff, severai years previoudy a resident bad wom a jacket with this same 

image into a nearby summer cottage tom. A local French newspaper sensationalized its 

sighting, claiming that members of the Heu's Angels and the Mohawk Wanior society were 

occupying the Iocal church-owned camp where the House holds its summer healing retreats. 

The House's board members and staff were forced to meet with mayors from the surrounding 

toms to respond to the public outcry that resulted h m  this ludimus media coverage. 

Foiiowing a group meeting, Jack and the residents who put the fiag up rehctantiy took it dowu. 

He related to me his feeling about &e incident: 

JB: Ye&, 1 got mad at that Because, people view it as a bad rhing. . . . and they didn't 
know what it was about it's just typical. It's tike lwking at . . . some bum on the Street 
You don't know where he's ken. You don't know what he's done. But you can classiS. 
him. You can make a judgment and say wcU he's nothing because he doesn't have a fucking 
job. He's a burn; that's ait heYII be and that's aii he711 ever be. But it's not that way. IF you 
at Ieast stop and ask that person how he is, what happened to him and how came he's that 
way and you'll get a whole different view. But no one wii  take the time to undetstand and 
appreciate b t  flag and what it's about 
GB: For you, what is that flag about? 
IB: It's about a pride. it's about a way. a dream that's been going on for a long the:  an 
intemnnection through you to others - uniting eveqbody. Unihg everybody; it's a great 
dream. It's a great thing ta accomplish. rit stand by it regardiess of whatever may happea. 

[JB I0103/9fl 



Aboriginal Solidarity Flag / Mohawk Warrior Society Flag 

(Photo credit: Michael Rice. Fresh Pine Productions) 

This flag is associated with the 'Oka Crisis of 1990'. The 'Oka Crisis' was a 
seventy-eight day standoff between militant Mohawk protesters and the Surete du 
Quebec and the Canadian Amy. The dispute originated over the proposed expansion of 
a municipal golf course into a disputed area known as 'the Pines' near Kanesatake / Oka, 
Quebec. On July L 1, 1990 a SQ tacucai team launched an armed assault against the 
Mohawk protesters. In the ensuing gun battIe a police tactical officer, CorporaI Marcel 
Lemay, was kiiled. The crisis rapidly escaiated when sympathizers in Kahnawake, 
another Mohawk community on the south shore of Montreal, blocked the Pont Mercier 
Bridge. Eventually, the Canadian Army was called in to relieve civilian police 
authorities. 'The Crisis' ended on September 26,1990. 

The flag is a facial profiIe of an iroquois wanior within the rays of the sun set on 
a deep red background. It is an evocative and striking image. 'Tùe Aboriginal Solidarity 
flag" is its officiai name, given by its creator, the late Louis Karoniaktajeh Hall, a 
orassroots Mohawk politicai activist, artist and &ter who revitalized the militant warriar - 
society in Kahnawake Mohawk Temtory, Quebec during the 19fOVs, 80's and 90's. Its 
more popular name, the "Mohawk Warrior Society flag", comes from the media The 
media associated it with the open show of armed force by Mohawks who belonged to thk 
milimntgmup. 



Jack's own narrated joumey is woven across a broad tapestry of Aborigiaality; it incorporates 

seemingiy incompatible statements of militancy and resistance with statements of healing and 

spkituaiity. Further, he admitted that through his Iate teens and early twenties he sought out the 

company of other native people and traveled to different native communities. He was ûying to 

acquire an "authentic" source of a native identity - something he felt was severely lacking in 

his own Me. As both of us were of Saulteaux ancestry he was appreciative of what minimai 

cuitural and historical knowledge 1 could share with h h  

One final point regarding Jack concems a ceremony, mentioned earlier, that 1 witnessed 

in which he twk part. During camp, the counseiiors conducted a ceremony they said was a 

Cree indian mourning ceremony. According to them, the ceremony was used to help peopIe 

who were having dificulty in overcoming their grief for a lost loved one. A boulder - or 

gravestone - was suspended on a rope and pulled between two competing parties in a tug of 

war. The object was to bring the stone to the gavesite of the loved one against the wishes of 

those who could not overcome the death. In Jack's case the counseiiors wanted hirn to address 

the ioss of his mother and confront his sense of failure and worthlessness. The counseiiors 

constructed a mock gravesite with a cross and plastic skuii and puiied Jack away h m  it. When 

it did not seem to have the desired effect - Jack was resisting the therapy - they reversed it so 

he puiied the stone towards the grave. Whiie he fought against the counseiiors, they mocked 

and humiliated hùn. Eventuaiiy Jack became engrossed in the action of pulling and was visibly 

angry. When the counseiiors saw Jack was tiring and becoming t w  upset, they stopped and 

began to console him. Jack buried his face in the grouud and cried for a very Iong tirne over the 

loss of his mother, the desertion of his adopted family and his insatiable thirst to be accepted 

and loved. 

1 remember crawling on the fioor when 1 did . . . that ceremony. 1 was crawting and 1 cm't 
remember why 1 was crawling but 1 knew 1 was crawting. 1 don? know where 1 was going. 1 
was crying and just letting go. i don? know why 1 was doing tbat Some people gave me an 
idex maybe it was shame; maybe it's part of that or something else. That's why it's 
i m p o m t  why 1 find out  Maybe something bappened before 1 was five. Maybe that's what 
made me cry - something when 1 was a Littie baby, Iooking for something. somewhece to go, 
maybe go and hide, maybe to go towards sotnebody. 1 can't 6gurt it out. Maybe if 1 do it 
again I'11 figure it out. 1 was thinking of doing it again. [TB IWI7/97] 



The 'figuring it out' is the prelimuiary stage to ernplotment Jack is trying to establish a 

sequence of memones of symbolic actions that wiii account for his Me in the present day and 

provide meanings h m  which to draw upon for the future. Jack's nanative of personal healing 

is unfolding within a pan-Amerindian spiritualism that borrows, contrives, and modifies the 

culturai practices of loci11 indigenous populations. 

The Prodigal Son 

It was rneet that we shuld make rneny, and be glad: for this bmther was dead, and is dive 
again: and was Imt, and is found. (Luke 15: 32) 

Samson is a Naskapi in his Iate forties whom 1 first met at the intensive camp r e m  

He had arrived at the House near the end of my fieldwork. He had come to the House Eiom a 

provincial institution after serving a shoa sentence for charges reIated to impaired driving and 

resisting arrest. He was experiencing prolonged withdrawd symptoms fiom dmg addiction. 

One aftemoon durhg a break in prograrns 1 was sitting in the main room of the dilapidated 

clubhouse where "group" was held. Samson walked up to where 1 was sitting and introduced 

himseif to me. He had heard 1 was an anthropology graduate srudent and wanted to taLk to me. 

He began by t e h g  me about his own work as an informant and transIator for a number of 

anthropoIogisrs and historïans who had come to his community to conduct ethnographie 

research. His earliest involvement as a translater began at ten years of age. Over the next three 

decades, he worked with many weU-known academics who exposed him to everything fiom the 

exploitative reIations the Naskapi experienced at the han& of fur traders, to the militant 

revolutionary writings of the budding Amencan Indian Movement in the late 1960's. For the 

most part, Samson was gratefd for the research opportunities, since they had provideci him 

access to culnirai and bistorical knowledge that he wodd not n o d y  have acquired on his 

own. Further, the exprimes had shaped him into a competent and broad-minded political 

representative for his communiey, leading to lifelong employment in govemrnent negotiations 

with his community. At the same time, however, the ciesponsi'bilities of this position fostered 



intense jealousy among his peers, some of whom vioIently attacked him for his work on behalf 

of the community and accused hun of "selling out" bis people to the 'whiteman'. 

Although Samson claimed to have had a good upbringing by respoasible but strict 

parents, and shown smng mouvation and self-efkacy throughout hk me, he adrnitted to king 

emotiondy and spirituaUy drained from the burdens of his political work. His fmt 

experimentation with dmgs occuned while iiving in Montreai as a young student, Living in 

Montreal during the early 70's exposed to the counter-culture movement active at this hme. 

Samson started smoking marijuana, then used LSD, and within six rnonths was fiequently 

snorting cocaine supplied for free by a non-native southem fnend who carne from a wealthy 

Montreai famiiy. Sanison suggested the dnig abuse and ensuing emotiond tol sternrned from 

what he referred to as "PCSS" - post-cuIturai stress syndrome. He felt ttiat the rapid 

movement from a traditional bush iife of hunting cariiu to a fast and intoxicatîng city life of 

defending native rights had been just too much to handle. The drug abuse became a Iasting 

habit following him through two decades and twk its toil on bis relationship with his wife and 

chiidren, At the time of our interviews, he was in the process of leaving his wifé, who was aiso 

struggling From alcohoiism and dnig abuse. Much of our conversation revoived around a 

blossoming love affair that had deveIoped over the course of tlae months he had been at the 

House, He became re-acquainted with a former Iove rhat he had met in Montreal in the eariy 

70's. The relationship showed great promise, as she was also a northem narive woman who 

shared many similar Iife experiences, ambitions and personal ûiiulations. Importantly, she had 

recently begun her own healing journey and was patientiy awaiting his successful completion of 

the House's program. Samson was deepIy enchanted by fbding this former Iove, but stniggied 

with ambivalent feelings for his estranged wife. 

Samson related to me his personai notions of W g .  In many ways, they p d e l  the 

cuitural ecIecticism of the therapeutic discourses of the House. He was aIso interesteci in the 

House's native spirituality. His own cdhrral background and upbringing in Naskapi bush Iife a 



predisposed hini to the search for spintuai meaning. He related an experience as an adolescent 

when he had his fmt hunting vision: 

Yeah, my Fmt time I visioned . . . 1 was in camp. I was with an elder. It happened ihrough 
that time growing up. I had to lave [university] just to hunt cause the [counter / dnig] 
culture 1 was caught up in. h d  this happeneci in October 1970 at the end of September. We 
were in a camp and 1 had this - a vision in my sleep. I dteamt I was carrying on a backpack, a 
yeariing. a Caribou, a one-year-old caribou. And I was that &y before the dream, 1 was with 
this elder. The other men were out [hunting] on the land and they came back that evening. 
They were on a Freighter, a boat. And the oext morning we were having breakfast. During 
the drearn - the ciream I had was very clear. So 1 told them 1 had this dr#m and 1 rold hem 
what I had saw. And they didn't Say anything. So after breakfzt we moved out and we had to 
walk. We took the boal a freighter. And we got off after about an hour - out of die Ireighter. 
And we walked about ten miles and we came to this place in the bush. And in the clearing 
there was a yearhg. And one of the men said, There's your vision." They hd killed a 
caribou the &y before and they didn't tell us - when they were out. So I wi say lhat - I 
consider that as a vision. Like hey had shoc a yearling too. [SS 111011971 

This narrative of a hunting vision corresponds to the ethnographie work of Adrian Tanner 

(1979), which shows that hunting among some northem peoples serves as a form of spirituai 

questing. Samson's own tiunting vision was culturaiiy appropriate to local Naskapi practices. 

Yet, Samson drew upon alternative discursive sources to account for his presentday ernotionai 

pain and need for spiritual redemption. For instance, Samson infonned me that during the 

1970's he Grst understood he had a probIem with drugs after listening to the Eagies' song, 

'Hotel Caiifornia'.J2 He aiso related to me chat he had recently k e n  having dreams which he 

felt were f o m  of spirimal instruction. During one of om conversations at camp he asked me if 

1 knew about a Song called 'Prodigal Son' apparently sung by NeiI Youngj3 He then 

proceeded to tel1 me about a dream he had had. He recalied an old wornan in the ciream. As 

weli, he remembers tooking at a compact disk by Neil Young. On its cover was an eagle. One 

of the songs on the compact disk was caiied ProdigaI Son. He asked me if I knew what the 

Prodigai Son was about. He interpreted this dream to mean that he needed to understand the 

1- to the song. Further, he believed that the eagIe on the compact disk cover, as weii as the 

rock band that first awakened him to his addiction, impiied that t6is animai might be his spirituai 

42 The Song offers a compelting d-@ion of the sense of enuapment caused by drug addiction. 
43 1 d e d  a radio station to inquire about Samson's query. The DJ said BiIly Idol. another popular rock 
musician. sings the Song. As far as he knew. Neil Young never recorded a song by that name. The Prodigai 
Son is a parable in the Ntw Tesment (Luke 15: 11-32) where a man witb two sons loses one to a wantan 
lifestyle. The 'blacksheep' of ihe f m i y  eventuaiIy men& his ways lad retms [CI rrdpm the h o n m  of hk 
father. Basically. it ïs a mord instruction rhat sometimes kdividuals must hit rock bortom ùi order to recover. 



totem. In consrructing his namatives of recctvery and mewai, Samson drew from a diverse set 

of discursive sources: Naskapi hunting culture, Christian f BiblicaI parabies and even popular 

rock music. 

Not unexpectedly, Samson was very receptive to the House's pan-Amerindian 

spiritualism, He was deeply committed to "the Mediches". And üke Jack, he was disturbed 

by the behaviour of feIIow residents who did not show respect towards the suffeting of others. 

Samson discussed a circie ceremony he attendeci outside the House that dernonstrates his 

genuine interest in pan-Amerindian spirituality. 

SS: And 1 rnmaged to brhg in my medicine wheel to the circle. At that tirne . , , there was 
a sweat lodp conductor lhere in the ci&. And she told the circle. when it was her turn to 
speak that I had bmught in my medicine wheel rhere. . . . first i bmught in the grandfathers 
and grandrnorhers. . . . and then the medicine wheel came in there. 
GB: What do you mean you bmught your medicine whed in there? 
SS: 1 don't know. When 1 was talking mmething came into die circle. This swe;irlodge 
conductor. 1 guess, saw it and se& it ifirough her power. And she totd me what 1 had in the 
four directions: in the eat, golden eagle: and in the souih, snake; and CO the W e s t .  an owl; ami 
10 the nonh a weasel; and that ï'm bear clm. 1 never knew 1 had these thinp. [SS 11/01/97] 

Samson presents these images as if they had been invoked h m  within him. The sweat 

lodge conductor is portrayed as a person gifted with spiritual powers that allowed her to draw 

these intemalized beings out of him. Samson demonstrates his receptivity to pan-Amerindian 

spkituality and incorporates those discursive statements rhat heIp to constmct a path towards 

personai healing. Yet, at the end of the quote he ad&, ''1 never knew 1 had these things." This 

comment points CO a pmdox: on the one han& pan-Amerindian spirituality is part of the 

discursive construction of Aboriginality; on the other, this part of the discourse powerfdy 

consûucts the world of its aboriginal subjects - an ethereal state of being in the wodd is 

experienced as "always" and etenially existing. 

In terms of nanative, Samson later reiated to me how this same sweatlodge conductor or 

Medicine woman suggested to him that the troubles in his life may be related to "bad 

medicine"; that is, he may have k e n  üving his He under a curse wiIied by an envious person. 

He referred to this curse as a %car Walk" where his spirit is under the influence of devoIent 

It iS cornmon for residenrs to attend self-help gmups ôeyond the House. The staff encoumges such activiry. 



forcesP5 Ahhough he is a w m  that there was certainiy free wiU in his life choices, i.e. who he 

mmied, the drugs he wed, the decision to Ieave his wife, the curse is one where danger and 

rrouble seem capabIe of finding him. In one instance he told me a story of one time when he 

went hunting during the winter. He and his hunting party split up to find an animai. After a 

long p e n d  of no luck he wenr back to their truck. He decided to shorten the joumey by 

anempting to scale dom a bluff and in doing so nearly feu to his death. On another occasion, 

when he and wife had spiit up, tie was working as a codtant  for other native communities. 

He used his truck to sleep in, often on the perimeters of the communities when he was 

consulting. One night as he was sleeping, he was confronted by a group of men h m  the 

community who accused him of chasing their women and threatened to beat him up. He 

m a g e d  to escape. He cIaimed their accusations were faise and he had not k e n  iooking to 

mate any probiems for himseif. But he wondered why these men went after him and how they 

found him. He gave many instances in his Me where trouble just seemed to find him. Locating 

these taies within a larger spirituai hmework of meaning served to partially exphin them. 

Throughout the tirne 1 knew Samson at the House he demonsmted a consistent and 

suong cornmiunent to the House's therapeutic program and immersed himseif in its rhetonc of 

heaiing. Since Iate adolescence and his exiy menties, pan-Amerindian ideas and themes had 

ken a prevdent influence in his life, Le. the counter-cuiture of the earIy seventies as weil as the 

American indian Movement. Arguably, the House's therapeutic program is a possible 

extension of the mmantic aspirations of that socid mvement which Samson was aiready 

sympathetic to. Nevertheles, Samson articdated a deep resolve to overcome the persona1 

triiulations of his He. This resolve has become a journey of persona[ heahg, a narrative of his 

past that projects into the future. 

45 The tenn "Bar ~ a l k "  as a caricature of  se^ others the pemn ir relar m. Firnher, a" wak" ruggcwr a 
sense of (narrated) movement acrws cime and space. 



Conclusion 

Residents and Nechi House staff have a diverse set of definitions and commitments to 

healing or 'the Mediches'. For huit residenis, pan-Amerindian spirituaiity is regarded as 

cuihualiy foreign but something they will respect insofar as it is a means to an end. For 

residents such as Jack and Samson, p a n - h e ~ d i a n  spirihxaIity appears to be more culturally 

devant and has greater personai significance. For them, the discourse of Aboriginality 

becomes a backdrop for their personal nmtives of suffering and renewal. Discourse and 

narrative serve to consuuct a sensc of selfhoai that, in practice, appears to escape the 

boundaries of Ianguage. One's sense of self is viewed as  having emerged soldy from intemal 

experiences, mernories and potentials. Identity is presented as something that needs to be 

awakened and brought forth. The social origins of identity are largely ignored Thus, the 

discursive sources of identity woven into one's personai narratives pass unnoticed. 



Cha~ter Four 

TM. [Flrom maximum to medium [fedaal institutions] the thinking is not different. But 
h m  there to here [Nechi House] it's a lot different. Because over there you wouldn't even 
tell on each other. Over here everybody tells on everybody - weI1. most of the guys do; they 
tell on each other. 
GB: In prison you can get killed for that? 
TM: Yeah. 
GB: Why is that such a smng mle? 
TM: 1 don't know. Some guy - probably the first guy thac went in to prison - invented that 
nile. [TM 10/18/91 

One of the residents here said 1 was a 'rat'. Apparently, it wasn't me. And [the counsellors] 
said one of the [residents] said that to one of the [ h g  pushers] on the street. fnie h g  
pusher] said, "We'll fi km." That was a laugh 'cause 1 had stuff happen to me in the 'joint'. 
It was sort of exciting 'cause 1 was like, "Pm back in with the crime! They want to play the 
game, i'1I play the game!" You know? FZM IOî22/97] 

For some residents at Nechi House it is diflîcuit, if not neariy impossibIe, to separate 

their experiences in prison, and the thinking that goes with these experiences, h m  the time they 

spend at the House. AIthough these residents may clearly recognize that the House is not 

prison, the problems of prison and the "ethicd system" among incarcerated populations - "the 

con code"J6 - (do) seem to foilow them into the House's therapeutic space. The narratives of 

the two residents above, both of whom came from federai institutions, reflect these concerns and 

tensions at Nechi House. These two residents subscriid to a set of discursive practices (forms 

of seif-surveillance dong with a set of ideas and practices) particuiar to a previous space. In 

other words, king a prisoner became their sense of identity, and they canied this identity into 

the House. 

This chapter explores how residents perceive and interact with the space of Nechi 

House. As 1 argued in Chapter Two, the space of the House may be understood as a kind of 

text comprised of metaphorical meanings that are invoked through practice. Residents and stafi 

read and Uiterpret that text through their repeated actions in that space. In other words, the 

space of the House represents a kind of readabIe text that is andogous to Ianguage. Interaction 

Generally, "the con code" is a code of conduct among inmates. For one, an inmate never discIoses 
information about another inmate to prison authonries. This act of disclosure is refeaed to as "rauing" and the 
person tesponsible is caiied a "rat". Second, one never asks anorher inmate about h e  nature of his crime. In 
fact most personal information is kept cIoseiy hidden hm othea. 1 c m  only provide a meager aniount of @ information m th s i a j a  For the mosc pan, the code b a form of ceshance among prisoners in the fk d 
ï h e  System. 



with this spatial text is a form of dialogue that speaks to the larger socid order. SpBcificaily, 

repeated actions within the House serve to invoke the symbolic meanings of a i i  its public and 

private spaces. By expIoring the metaphors containeci within vignettes taken h m  my fieldwork 

experiences, 1 will show how residents constnict conflicting interp~tations of the space of 

Nechi House. These con.cting interpretations are derived h m  the subjective experiences of 

midents and staff. As weii, it must be kept in mind that ail sesidents corne to the House with a 

diverse set of subjective experiences of prison. Finaliy, the construction of one's identity within 

the discursive space of the House can be highly contextual to it. In other words, the narrated 

seif that emerges in the House must carry forward into a similar discursive space in order for 

the resident to maintain a sense of coherency and continuity in their healing journey. 

What is prison like?" 

Among residents the experience of imprisonment has a wide array of meanings. Most 

reject the popuiar media images of prison: excessive violence, gang rapes, brutal guards, daring 

escapes by tragic heroes, etc. h t e a d  most residents discussed their experiences in prison life 

as daily exercises in deceptioa and monotony. Often they descnid  spending their time and 

effort trying to score some dmgs. Others learned to hustle feilow inmates by creating illegd 

gambiing rackets or made "moonshine" which they soId to their feiiow inmates, Some 

boasted about their association with "bikers" from the "Heiis Angels" or the "Rock 

Machine", two violent rival motorcycle gangs heaviiy hvoIved in organized crime. Others 

spoke of educationd and employment opportunities, such as Iearning a trade iike automobide 

mechanics or woodworking. Most of those fiom federal institutions were active with the Native 

Brotherhoodn chapters in prison and twk part in sweatlodges and ceremonies conducted by 

native EIders whose spirituai services were facilitateci by correctionai staff. Many of the 

residents had aiso participated in some psychotherapeutic interventions offered to them dtuïng 

their incarceration. 1 recaii some newly arrived &dents peppe~g their dialogue in "groupn 

47 ïhe Native Bmrhemoal is an association of Native inmates. mostly in federa[ institutions. They are the 
Iobbying voice for the concenis and needs of abonginal inmates and arc recognized by the pRson authon'ties. 



with psychological tenninoIogy, discussing their need for an "addiction plan" since they were 

"regressing", or requiring a course on "anger management". And soine residents did admit to 

experiencing or witnessing acts of brutal violence while incarcerated. They related that most of 

the time the perpetud and tacit threat pervading the prison atmosphere that some fom of harm 

could befaii them if they were not careful enough to watch themselves; this included being 

physically or sexuaiiy assaulted, even rn~rdered-~g But one pervasive therne among ai l  residents 

was a view that al1 penitentiary settings are hii of people who have some obvious personal 

problerns and have resigned thernselves to astate of misery. This state of rnisery is widespread 

arnong inmates. One huk resident shared his experiences of king in provincial institutions: 

DW. Oh, hard times. Prison is hard Iife. In prison you become rock You have to live by 
prisoner niles. 
GB: What are sorne of these des? 
DW: You don't whistle. You cannot whistle inside the prison. 
GB: What do you mean whistle? 
DW: Like - [cheerhl and expressive whistling] - like that. You whistle like that and 
anybody. somebody, can smash you in the face with no mercy. 
GB: Just because you are whistling? 
DW: Because you are whistling, it means you're a happy petson inside prison. 
GB: So ihey [other inmates] want to make you feel miserable? 
DW: Yeah. They donit . . . It's miserable inside prison. They don? want to see anybody 
happy inside prison. You kind of .  . . Well, if you see someone happy inside prison [other 
inmates] get jealous right there. right then. ïhey get mad. 
GB: For k i n g  a happy person? 
DW: For k i n g  a happy person [laughing]. [DW 0911019~ 

Counselling staff at the House reported that they h d  many newly amved residents to 

be extremely egotistical. That is, these residents seem to show Little empathy towards their 

feiiow residents and very much keep to themselves. Likewise, some residents 1 intervieweci 

spoke of cutting themselves off emotionaüy from f d y ,  fkiends and intimate rdationships 

when faced with the prospect of going to prison. "Doing one's tirne" requises an adjusment 

to a constant state of emotionai isolation. 

TN: 1 did my time on my own. 1 started my time by my own. And I nnished by my own. 
That's the w g  1 look at i t  1 don't want to do nothing to distract me h m  the outside. If 1 
was going to do time then 1 was just going to do time. 

48 Men 1 worked with the House 1 conducted prison visits in federai prisons. Some of ihe inmates 1 met who 
had a long career in prison did teport chat they expaiexpaiensed or wimessed a lot of vioIence. For instance, one 
inmate reportai to me that over the course of his sentences he wimessed nine & of feUow inmates. 
However, such self-teports shodd be taken 6 t h  a p i n  of sait since 'sutviving the violence' of prison for some 
persons can be a source of personal identiry. 



It's hard to do time when someone is fucking arwnd with your bead from the outside, you 
know? 
GB: Like, what would somebody do to do ttiat? 
TN: Well, if you had a girIFnend and you wwe insi&, she could play with your head - say 
something, some unpIeasant ihing. Or even your brothm. Your bmthers, if they Say they 
want to do something and you're stuck. And chat thing never coma - that tirne never coma - 
and it's very upsetting, you know? 
1 would rather cut everybody off and do my tirne. 1 only cal1 home when 1 just need to speak 
to them. But 1 never ask them anything. 1 even totd hem, 'TF you're ever going to promise 
me things, send me things. Don't tell me. Iust send them to me if you're going to senti 
them to me. If you don't want to send ir to me, then don? send it to me. 1 won't be 
expecting it. Just that I'II have a surprise that day." Things Iike that. 
GB: How long did it take you to do that? 
TN: Right away. As won as I got inside. 1 knew that 1 was going to get time, that's when 1 
smed pushing everybody away and cuning off with everybody. IJN 11/97] 

The impact of this emotional isolation can be quite devastathg. In order to mentaiiy adjust to 

and s u ~ v e  this situation. an inmate must concentrate on rPading the spatial text of prison. That 

is, he must abide by the subrnerged code that dictates social interaction in the prison context. In 

the above case of the resident he became involved in the risky practice of making "moonshine" 

in the institutional kitchen, selling bis brew to feIiow iamates. Eventually, he was caught by 

institutional staff and spent tirne in a segregated isolation unit. Later, he started an illegai sports 

betting and gambling racket. He used the money he made from these projects to buy hiaiself 

ciothing and whatever amenities he needed while behind bars. As much as he hated prison and 

wanted out of the system, "doing his time" and the relative personai success he enjoyed in this 

environment became a source of pride. This hardened attitude seemed to carry over into the 

House and afiected his relationships with other residents. He found that some residents' 

scories of k ing separated h m  family and cornplaints about the system of incarceration to be a 

"bore". 

TN: WeIl, if a guy - this is the same guy - if he taIks one day about his girifiiend wants to 
durnp him and he aies about it. And the next day he couldn't get a weehd pass he cries 
about it in group. And then the next &y he doesn't N e  the system - the correctional system, 
the federai system, or the provincial conectiond setvices. Like, these things bote me. 
GB: He doesn't accept the consequences of what he's done? He cornplains about it? 
ïN Yeah. That's what 1 told him, Why don't you stop compIaining? Why don't you just 
do your time? You're the one chat got yourself in this systern. You're not going to be in tbis 
system the test of your lifc Jwt because you're not happy they're not going cttange the 
whole system.. You're not just thc only guy h m  who's a fèdcrai. There's a Iot of guys 
around here that don't cornplain." ïhings üke this. But 1 try to like put some sense into him. 
"You're not a baby. You're a big boy. You're the one that gat yoursetf into this shkW 

Fr 11m 



"Doing one's the" is a metaphor for accepting the consequences of one's actions 

and finding ways of deaihg with the monotony of incarceration. It also stands for a liminal 

state outside of a normative social existence - away h m  famiy, fiiends, a home, a job - in 

short, the world outside the prison. In many ways, this resideat seems to completely miss the 

point of psycbotherapeutic interventions. Group psychotherapy is a bore and one should 

simply "do his time". For some inmates, as another resident from a federal institution relate& 

prison and "doing one's the" cm becorne a normative existence. When he began to 

experience his incarceration as  king "normai" he began to worry that he may spend the rest of 

his iife behind bars. 

MM: Not pride. It's just that 1 can do my time. It's no longer a fear no more. 1 could wake 
up tomorrow and they could Say, "You have to go bacV 171 go back. In that case, 1 don? 
fear i~ After that experience, 1 don'c fear nothing 'cause 1 chink that was the worst that could 
happen. Like it's sad some people take it to hm and keep on doing it and doing it - never 
seem to lem. ïhat's what it does ro you - you don't fear it no more. ïhere's nothing left to 
fear in the world - nothing. They [prison sraffl teli you to do this and do that And 1 used to 
hate it but after awhile it didnrt bother me no more. It was like an outside wodd - I'm going 
to camp; I'm going to work. Iust following that routine, In a way this place was like - it's 
home now; it's getting kind of homey. 
GB: You were getting cornfortable? 
MM: Yeah, Right It was saange how it hqpened. Belote 1 came inside [prison] 1 worked. 
1 got up every morning and went to work. And an of a sudden hm 1 am - back in the joint. 
getting up, having my coffee, going ta work do my eight hout shift; that's it right; go home 
have supper. But it was strange how it conrradictcd the mind. Where [prison] was reality; 
this was it. This is your choice now. If you want to live it the rest of your life or only a kw 
more yem or only a few more months, That was a hard choice. [MM 22/10/97) 

This resident speaks of becorning famiIia. with the text of prison space to the extent that the 

prison 'script' became progressively easier for him to read and to foiiow. "Doing his time" 

became a set of familias and routine discursive practices to which he subscribed. Like the other 

residents, prison and its economy of discourses became a source of personal identity. 

According to him, shedding the identity of a ptisoner was a "hard choice". 

Based on my observations and interviews, the expenence of incarceration seems to v q  

among residents depending on whether they served a sentence in a federai or a provincial 

institution. One obvious ceason for this is that resideats h m  provincial institutions have been 

incarcerated for a briefer period of time w h e w  resideats h m  federal institutions have served 



federal institutions, theu experiences of king incarcerated did appear to be more impacting. 
- 

That is, these experiences had become a strong source of personal identity. Specificdly, these 

residents appeared to be more consciou of obeyhg "the con code" - a code of ethics among 

incarcemted populations. In conhast, the residents h m  provinciai institutions 1 inte~ewed 

tended to observe tbat residents from federal institutions had an attitude of king "tough 

guys". One Inuk resident [LB 30/10/97l suggested thk was probably becairse those h m  

federal institutions had no&y witnessed more violence while in prison. Fmally, residents 

fiom federai institutions had more experience in a number of different institutions. A Mohawk 

resident offered this reflection on his irnprisonment: 

TM: A lot of things happen. ïhere's a lot of fights, stabbings - stuff like Ihat. You get 
lacked in your ce11 al1 day: it drives you nuts: it's like putting a dog in a cage and leaving him 
there. 
GB: How many hours a &y would you spend in your ceil? 
TM: When 1 was at [maximum securityj 1 was spendiig 22 hours a &y in my ceil over there. 
When 1 got to [medium security] they let us out at 7 o'ciock in the morning then we have to 
be back in our cells at 9:30 till lunch time. Then after that you could go to work or go to 
schoo! over there tao, And in the afternwns it would be the same things. 1 think they lock 
the cells at one oklock. And open thcm back up at 3:30. But a k r  ihat - after 3:30 they're 
opened till I 1 o'clock at night. 
GB: But you're aIways regulaled by the locking of the doors? 
TM: Yeah, it's a lot different like from [maximum security] to [medium securityj; it's just 
like you're walking h m  one worid into another. And then h m  that world you get into [the 
House]; it's totaily different 
GB: What do you mean by wortds? 
TM: Like you notice the Gcedorn. After you've k e n  locked in your ce11 so long you notice - 
Iike you get to [medium security] and you say. "AIright, rm €ree now!" It's tike you're !ire 
again. 
GB: But you're stili in prison? 
TM: Yeah. you're stiIl in prison but you're not in your ce11 as much. And then you get over 
[to the Housej and you're d l y  Iree. [TM 10118/97] 

According to this resident his sense of fkedom was relative to a series of instinitiond spaces, 

each of which tightly constrained his movement. Within the systern of incarceration there exist 

gradations to one's pra~tice of freedom. For the resident the Houe represented an extemion 

of the system of incarceration that provided the greatest amount of W o m -  1 observeci h t  

residents h m  pmf0Jincial institutions could not date  as much &rail about their i nca rced  

experiences as residents h m  federd institutions. Whether residents' differing experiences of 

incarceration influence the effects of therapy was not cIear to me, and clinicd staff codd noe and a 



seemed reluctant to offer any evidence based on their own observations. Fdy, 1 stiouid add 

-and this is important - that residents from federal institutions tended to underiine their sense 

of "hard-tirne" distinctiveness h m  other residents. 

Actuaily, 1 feeI more comfortabie with other fideral guys 'cause they know more about the 
system. Like they do respect more - rhey have respect towards you and you got to have 
respect towards them. 'Cause iike the provincial guys it's not the same or they don't care. 

Fr 1 1 m  

Residents from federal institutions do care about their incarcerated biographies and the 

perceived status it brings them within the House. The issues of divemty and constructing 

senses of distinctiveness are important for al1 residents. The counselling staff is willing to 

recognize some sources of ciifference among residents, such as culture and language. But they 

will not tolerate a sense of distinctiveness founded on criminal activity or the biography of 

one's irnpnsonrnent. 

Not surprisingiy, al1 of the residents 1 came to know at the House, whether from federal 

or provincial institutions, detested king locked up in prison. The House was a much welcome 

relief from the monotony of king bebind bars. The issue, then, becomes how residenis make 

use of theu time at the House, which is Luiked to haw residents interpret the space of the House. 

For some of the residents, especiaIiy two of the federai residents cited above, the House seemed 

to be littie more than yet another institutional stop in their incarcerated biographies - a physical 

space to "do their time". This is in direct contras to the residents Jack and Samson discussed 

in Chapter Three, who saw the House as a venue for personal change and spiritual renewal. By 

exploring two vignettes taken from my fieldwork expenences we can see how the text of the 

House is read by residents. The House is read rhrough the repeated actions of both residenis 

and staff and determines how they interact with its d i s d v e  practices. 

j9  As much as the staff detestecf the practice, residents dàd hold certain ideas that a mident h m  a federal 
institution was doing thne for a "more serious" ofince. Staffdetested this practice because it created a hierarchy 
of offences among residenrs that referred more to the system of incarCCcation than to the mission of the House. 
Funbp. thu pra:tice undanined one of the printipai goah of therapy vhrh was to levd the identities of 
midents to one where al1 wete equalIy in need of hdhg. 



My First 4 6 G ~ u p "  

When I began my fieldwork, the first group psychotherapy session 1 sat through was an 

emergency dialogue "Circle". The purpose of this session was to tallc about the suspected 

presence of natcotics in the House. As 1 had not sat in on "group" before, 1 could not attest to 

anything musual about it; group was a completely new experience for me. But as 1 would later 

learn this one session was unusual insofar as the executive &rector of Nechi House was leading 

the group, something that rarely occurs. He was the= principaily to deliver threats and 

ultimatums to those residents who were bringing in and using dmgs in the House. He told the 

residents that he would "lock down" the Houe and keep them in for the entire summer. As he 

was the executive director and ail the residents were in the legd custody" of the House he did 

have the power cary out this threat, This warning dso extended to the intensive therapy camp 

that was coming up later in the summer. Most residents were Iooking forward to this excursion 

out of the city. He then proceeded to ask residents one by one what they thought about the fact 

that some residents would put their own need for dmgs ahead of everyone else's needs. Not 

surprisingly, aIi residents who spoke expressed their frustration and irritation at the 

"unfairness" of this behaviour by feliow residents. M e r  the group had gone about halfway 

around the "Circle" - and had clearly yielded no new information - one of the residents, Marc, 

from a federal institution, began confronthg and even pointing out those residents he knew or 

strongly suspected of using dmgs. The accused residents vehementiy denied his allegations. A 

few of the accused residents had just moments More convincingly testined that they were not 

responsible for the h g  probIem. EvenMy, other residents joined in on the attack on these 

defensive residents who were overwhehed by the assault from the group. Soon the accused 

residents confessed. A series of moving and powerful personal disclosures followed. 

One of the fmt accused residents to speak was Gera14 a resident h m  a northem 

community. Fmt, he told the p u p  how threatened he feIt by the accusations, and tbat he was 

sa The cihicai team of the House preferred to use the term "caren venus "custody" when refeuing to a rcsident's 
kgal status at the House. Technicaiiy anandgal1y. the Boue ùad ootody ova its raidents. However, custody 
implies that the House is mote like an incarceraihg instihition rather than a healiag I therapeutic community. 



tempted to mort to violence. He even warned those present that he could h d  any object in the 

room and tum it into a weapon. After he caImed down, he rationaiized his drug use by saying 

he was lonely for his family, whom he had not seen in many months. Dmgs took away the 

emotionai pain of missing them. He riietoricaily asked the group, "You think you are feeling 

bad, how wouid you feel if you were me and the oniy coimction you had to yo& family was a 

telephone?" After he said this several other residents disclosed their use of or traff~cking in 

drugs and the pain they were also feeling. 

Marc, the resident who pointed out the other residents tesponsible for the dnigs in the 

House, became very apprehensive when he pointed out Mitcheu, who had recently amved fiom 

a federal institution. He told Mitchell that he was not afraid of him "even if he was a 

murderer". However, his body language betrayed his fear - he climbed into the corner of the 

couch and held himseif in a fetd position. 

When confronted, Mitchell maintained his composure and readiIy admitted to 

trafficking in drugs and occasionally using them. But he cIaimed that he gave his dmgs to a 

resident who recently went A.W.O.L. from the House. He said he was surprised by how easy 

it was to confess to the group. He then re-assured Marc that he shouid have no reason to be 

fnghtened of him since he had been under the influence of alcohol when he committed his 

crimes. 

Mitchell then began relating the nanue of his crimes. He had served two separate 

sentences for manslaughter. He recded that during both violent assaulis he was filly aware of 

what he was doing and knew rhat his actions during the altercations could lead to the deaths of 

the people he was fighting with. He reported that he felt very bad about causing the deaths of 

these two individuais and fiequentiy thought about what it did to the deceased men's families. 

Mitcheii then wondered out loud if he had an "anger problem" and may need to do somethmg 

like "anger management". As weü, he said he felt that he rnight be "regressing" and that he 

needed an "addiction plan"?' According to hmi, irafficking in drugs provided a way for him 

IL 1 s u p t e c i  at ui. point that WtcheH W Lan h u g h  a secies of psychorherapeutic pmgrams rhie 
mammed in féderal prison. In later grwp psychaifierapy sessions I noted that he occasionaIIy resorted to 



to make ends meet while incarcerateci. He used the money to support his own dmg habit and to 

buy the things he needed to ded with the monotony of incarceration. He said going back to jaii 

was easy for him: "Iike crawling back into a hole as long as he had a TV and a way of passing 

the boredom" Ironicaiiy, he remarked that the next time he got out of prison he wouid have his 

property insured so he could hang on to it better. Crime, based on bis experiences, was cyciical. 

He stole fiom other thieves, fenced what he stole, and used the money to buy his own things. 

Someone in tuni would steal from him and the cycIe would be repeated. On one occasion, 

however, he caught the person who was stealing h m  him and subsequently beat hirn to deah. 

One huk resident caved into the emotional heaviness of the group. He told the group 

about his ambivaient feeling towards his father. He said he loved his Iate father dearly and 

missed him. However, he remembered the way his father treated his sister when he was a cMd 

At the moment he was about to disclose what his father did to his sister, he paused and repeared 

several rimes, "My father, my king" thereby raising the stature of his father before the group. 

ïhen he toId the group about a memory that he had when he was about ten years old. He 

watched his father k a t  his older sister. Blood was pouring out of her mouth. Through an open 

bedroom door he watched his father mount his sister and sexuaiiy gram himself. The images 

of this incident sickened him and for most of bis life he stniggled with intense feelings of 

ambivalence and shame. 

An Algonquin resident reIated a similar traumatic story to the group. He was about 

twelve years old at the time. He recaiied standing on the porch of his house with a baseball bar; 

Es mother was inside the house king sexudiy assauited. When he thiaks of the memory aü 

he can see is a littie boy standing on the porch holding on to a basebali bat. He was too 

fnghtened to stop the attack and stood there listening to his motfier's screams. 

psychoIogicai terminology when discussing his personai problerns. 1 fek rhat he musc have I e d  this jargon 
h m  psychotherapists working in the cocrectionai system. At the rime of his cesidence MitcheII had spent 
about fifteen years in federal institutions. Aher complethg my fietdwork, 1 ieamed h t  he voiuntariiy went 
back to a federal institution. 



The session Iasted for at least three hours. A number of other residents also made 

discIosures. h retrospect, withh my entire summer of group this fint session was quite 

powerfd and remarkabk. 

In the fall, at least four months after this group 1 asked a few residents about i~ Some 

of thse  residents did recaü it or were familiar with some of the events that transpired 

afterwards. In pzdcular, I was interested in Marc, the resident who had openly accused the 

other residents. He reported to me that Gerald, the resident who feit threatened by the group, 

caused a lot of problems in the House. The problems stemmed h m  the fact that Marc 

disclosed infomiation about the other residents in group. Apparentiy, Geraid told bis dnrg 

supplier on the outside of the House tbat M m  "ratted on severai of the residents and he 

shouId suffer the coasequences. This h g  supplier began c o h n t i n g  Marc on the Street and 

accused hlm of king a "rat". According to Marc, the staff of the House k a m e  very alanned 

and were concemed for his safety. Consequently, Gerald was immediately sent back to prison 

for threatening violence agiünst a feUow resident. Marc discussed the problems this situation 

created. 

GB: Did the staff know how to deal with it? 
MM: No, 1 don t think so. 
GB: It was a prison pmblern that [ume into the Housej ? 
MM: Y&, son of. Like. ihey were asking. "So are you -ed or pannoid. . .? Do you 
want to go outside?" "If they're going to confiunt me, let hem confmnt me." [I totd hem]. 
"Like, they already did and the oext time". 1 pretty weU told the guy [the h g  pusherj, 
"There's no point" He might be big but he was a big time piece of shit. And so 1 uied to 
avoid him on the sneet And he would see me on die sueet and he wmld be yeliing. And I 
would conhnt him, n'gbt And tell him to shut the hl1 up and ht, 'This is none of your 
business." And me. t was snrck in the michile. And it just blcw over. There was no 
repercussions. i'm not womed about it. Whtever somebody t k y  said They wers 
uying to deny it and ihii and that and they think ï'm uying to deny it. That's what the prison 
Iife witl do. It could be dangernus. if you couidn't beat it. So other conhntations, 1 think 
was the kt .  FIM 22/10/97] 

Marc felt bat he handied the situation very wen on his owa. He also believed that there was 

little the staff couid do Little to aüeviate the situation beyond what they had aiready done. He felt 

stroogly that he was abk to ne@= the simation because he had very similar experiences 

while incarcerated in a faderal institution. Accordhg to him, accusations and potentiaiiy vioIent 

conflicts ariw on a hquent b i s  in federai institutions; thas, you learn to be c m f d  and you 



Iearn quickly. In order to "beat" this situation, he told rrre, he resorted to tactics he leamed 

while incarcerated, i.e. aggressive diplomacy, avoidance, h t s ,  "staring down", yelling, and, if 

necessary, physical force. 

There is an interesthg spatial anfagonism reflected in the above quote. Marc implies 

that the House is a specific type of space that is not prison, and where one shouid not be subject 

to the prison code of ethics. Therefore, he did aot "ratt* on bis feilow inmates. Yet, the 

conflicts that took place between hirnseif and the dmg pusher took place on the street - beyond 

the bounds of the spatial domain of the House. importantly, he reports he was "stuck in the 

middle" of a conflict of interpretation over the meaning of the space of the Home. Further, he 

was literally stuck in a limùial space between the House and the street; his personal safety was 

genuinely at risk. His response to the dnrg pusber was that what goes on in the House was 

"none of his business", In other words, the custornary discursive practices of criminal 

behaviour had no place in the House. But in this instance those discursive practices of the 

prison setting invaded the space of the House; in fact, the conflict originated in a group session 

when Gedd  felt that a cenrrai tenet of the code of ethics among prisoners still applied - one 

does not "rat" on others. Accordingly, he sought out the appropriate means of punishment in 

an incarcerated setfing: violent terriiution. The confiict subsided with Marc and the drug 

pusher yelling at each othw on the street, a kind of discursive no-man's land Fmaüy, Marc 

admitted he uitirnately resorted to the practices he leamed in prison, itself a spatial text. 

The centra1 connict of inkrpretation in this vignette is that of "discIosure" versus chat 

of "ratting", both of which have metaphoricai meanings. On the one han& Marc was acting as 

a community member by confronthg his feiiow residents. In a sense, he may have been 

coming to their aid and acting on the principles of sharing, caring, honesty and respect. 

"Disclosure" irnplies a revelation or the act of "the truth" being reveaIed. In this sense, 

"disclosure" is linked to maintainhg the spirimal integrity of the "Circle" and supporthg the 

"Nechi Comrnunity". On the other han4 h m  the perspective of those who were coafronted, 

Marc was being a "rat". He had bis own personai and sefish motivations for betraying b r n  



a to the authority of the House. Thus, "ratting" implies an invasion of one's limited personal 

space by a f i y  rodent. This act of betrayai upsets the interna1 emotional closure one must 

maintain to "do one's tirne". The spatial meanings of the House cm be seen here as follows: 

in the first instance, the House is a therapeutic cornrnunity where residents come to the support 

of each other and try to help each other overcome their personal stniggles. in the other, the 

Houe is merely an extension of the prison system; one respects the privacy of others and th& 

ways of coping in an emotionaiiy deprived setting, even when those methods of coping, Le. dmg 

use, make the experience of incarceration more difncult. 

At the moment when the above incident of disclosing 1 ratting took place, the House was 

in a turbulent state of flux; it momentarily vacillated between healing and disciplining poles. As 

weli, it mut be kept in mind that the executive director, (whose office resides within the House's 

administration area and who, arguably, embodies its authontarian charmer) who rareiy Ieads tk 

"group", was threatening the residents with punishment, Further, residents were sharply 

reminded that they were in the House's cutody - that they were involuntary clients and had no 

other choice but to obey. Still, for some residents, the ethics of imprisonment eclipsed their way 

of thinking and interacting with others whiie at the House. Even if they successfully r e m  to 

their communities and their famiiies, some of these residents will undoubtedly continue to live 

within the shadows of incarceration. Consequentiy, they strongiy beiieve a "reputation" for 

king a "nt" wiii foiiow them everywhere and for many years to come. 

CiB: So that meeting we had - in that community circle d one of the residents went mi 
poinred out the other guys thnt were using [drugsl - prison] he probably wauld have been 
ded. 
TM. Yeah, for sure. 
GB: It's that dangernus - that sort of thinking? Why do you think it's different - the thinking 
from the pen to here? 
TM: 1 don't know why they think iike that, 'cause they codd end up back in the same place 
in the pen and they'll go back with that reputation - if they tell - becuse lhat witl foiiow 
hem everywhere. 1 don? understand why they're thinking Lice t h a ~  Like, you have to te 
carefiil al1 the time. You can't let your guard dom. 
GB: So for you [not disclosing is] son of like an insurance policy? 
ïM: Y& just in W. 1 don't know what's going to happen. 1 don? know what ï'm going 
to do when 1 get home. Something couid, some kak accident could happen and rii end up 
back in the pen. And 1 don? need something Like that [being a c d  of king a 'W'l 
foUowing me there. As much as 1 hate the drugs and evexything too, I'm not going to go ;nid 
ter1 on somebody about i t  [TM 18II019~ 



Many residents, like the one quoted above, are very pessirnistic about their h m .  The 

prospect of king sent back to prison at some point in ihe near future is a very hard reality to 

face. Coasequentiy, they maintain a guardedness that in aii iikelihood amtributes to the 

probabüity of returning to prison and is central to theu resistance to therapy. That is, they resist 

the care and support of the ciinicai staff and are deepIy suspicious of the altniistic motivations 

of "professionai caregivers"; these residents will maintain their idation and wiii iikely remain 

troubled about their pasts. Disclosure implies emotiond vulnerability; in a pend setting that is 

too geat a personai risk. Life behind bars has taught lhem to protect themselves through 

emotionaliy distancing tbemseives from other inmates. Therefore, these residents maintain a 

prison identity and are faithfui to the etbics of imprisonment; mentallyv they have not really left 

the experience of incarceration behind them. This state of mind influences their reading of the 

House and cdtivates an interpretation of its space and its pnctices that make it feel üke an 

extension of the incarcerathg systern, except that one enjoys a m e r  IeveI of "freedorn" in 

cornparison to prison. The remit of aü this is that these residents begin to interact with the 

House as if it were a prison space - experiencing it as monotonous and having to mort to 

practices of deception- 

In conclusion, depending on residents' subjective experiences of the House, as a spatial 

text it can ùe interpreted in Mering ways. As such, the text of the House refers to the world 

beyond itseIf. For some, 'disclosing' serves to carry the House, and the narrated self 

constructgd withinit, towards a path of healing. For others, ratting (as opposed to disclosure) 

serves to maintain the statu quo, thereby keeping the House and the imprisoned self within the 

institutionai boudaries of corrections. 

The 'Ziffle Peopley' 

About ihree weeks into my fietdwork 1 sat through a Wednesday morning Nechi 

Community Circle. 1 had become accustomed to group by this time. On this particuiar day it 

began in the usuai way. kEach NCC kgan with i lot of d taik, uSuaUy not veq intense; 



generally the dialogue seemed to fiit about the mm. Eventuaüy, a counsellor wouid take hold 

of the group and begin the discussion for the moniing. This particuiar group was no different, 

except in tenns of the delighdulness of the topic: mystical visitors known as the "Little 

People". 

In my own SauIteaux community and from whai 1 have heard fiom famiiy, extended 

family and acquaintances about other Native communities in Canada, there is a widespread 

culhuai rnythology surrounding a beiief in an alternative world of miniature humans. However, 

1 have encountered few if any mentions about the "Little People" in the relevant North 

American etbnographic iiterature. 1 did leam from Dr. Ian Dyck, an archaeologist at the 

Canadian Museum of Civilization in Huii, Quebec that in the Plains Cree communities he 

worked in throughout his career, stories about the "Little People" are sometimes associated 

with certain archaeological sites (personal communication, spring 1994). However, he couid not 

provide any greater elaboration. In my own farnily, stories of the "Little People" are associated 

with individuais who seem to be spintuaiiy gifted. That is, if a person encounters the "Little 

People", that person is considered to be endowed with special powers, i.e. good fortune, insight 

and so on. Stories of encounters 6 t h  the "Little People" are not located in the distant past. In 

fact, they exist in present day discourse and specific living people are mentioned as having had 

contact with the "Little People". Cross-cuiturdy, a bdief in the "Little People" couId be 

iikened to European foklore about elves, goblins, gnomes, fairies or even uish leprechauns. 

In this pacticuiar group the head counseilor suggested that at the upcoming camp we 

couid expect to have encounters with these smaU visitors. in the pst, there had been reports of 

unexplained "mischiel" at the camp. The effect on the residents of the counselior's opening 

was stunning, Most of the residents were eager to reIate stories about things that they had 

heard about or even experienced personaliy. One Inuk resident, Simon, who usudy said very 

liüie, shared an experience of when he had ken hunting in an unfamiiiar location. He told the 

group that one tirne he and his hunting partner came across a smaU village of stone igloos. He 

said the igloos were perfectiy formeci, just very mialL However, the vùlage looked as if it had 



been abandoned a long tirne ago and seemed ancient. Upon retuming to his community he told 

some older people about what he and his partner encountered These elders verified the hd,  

saying it was the place of the ''Little People". AIso, they were advised not to disturb it since 

there had been stories about this place and that it should be respected. 

Another resident, a Mohawk, told a story about a inan in his community who had an 

encounter with the "Little People". According to what he was toId, the man was walking h m  

bis cornmunity dong a trail to another town (this event twk place when there were few cars and 

roads in the community). Though the trail was familiar to him, he somehow became lost. He 

came across a family of the "Little People" who were mashg a bird to feed their baby. The 

man sat and ate with this family. During the feast he had a conversation with the "Little 

People" and they told him how to find his way home. Apparently the man has iived a very 

formate me. Some people in the community attribute his good fortune to his encounter with 

the "Little People". Another Mohawk resident reported that his own son encountered the 

"Little People" and they told him their names. The names were ail in the Mohawk language, 

Kanienkehaka His son told him the names. He beiieves his son was tellhg the tmth since he 

does not speak the language yet was able to pronounce the names and could not have made 

them up. A resident from a northem Locale told a stocy of a man in his community who iived a 

long tirne ago and was said to have had an encounter with the '2ittie People". He was given 

hunting magic and was a successful hunter. 

Over the course of the moniing the group continued its very affable discussion. Some 

resident began sharing humorous hunting stories. One Aigonquin resident told a story about a 

large brown bear that he saw scratching its back against a dead tree on the side of a hiII. The 

weight of the bear caused the tree to snap. The bear d e d  d o m  the hiIi and ended up in the 

lake. Another resident reported becoming very fiighcened one tirne while hunting in the woods. 

He was wallang back to bis camp and couId hear someching foiiowing him. Every tirne he 

huned to look back the noise wouid stop. When he fïnaiiy got back to camp feling very 

O 



nervous, he discovered the noise had been caused by ô baby porcupine that had becorne lost and 

begun foilowing bim, 

The dialogue of the gmup remained upbeat and playful. Some residents told scaner 

stories but there were no interpersonai conflicts. And ahost every single group I attended 

before and after this session involved some inrerpe~~onai conflict. Generally, 1 found the 

discussion to be very "culturai" and most residents seemed to enjoy the discussion. 

During NCC members of the staff and residents wili occasionally Ieave the room. As 

the sessions ofien Iast for at least two hours - and it is not uncornmon that they can las& up to 

t h e  or four hours, depending on the intensity - people may need to go to the ba-m or 

want to F i  up their cups with more coffee. I did not notice anything unusual that momhg in 

tenns of residents entering or Ieaving the mom. Since I was doing fieldwork 1 made a 

conscious effort to stay in group and cemain focused on the diaIogue. This particular day 

group ended at lunch, after about two to two and a haif-hours of discussion. 

Mer this particuiar group session ended 1 was compkteîy caught off guard by what 1 

saw next. Upan leaving the living room where group took place 1 saw posted on the doors of 

residents' rooms notices on white paper. The notices indicated to the resident of the rwm that 

adminisvation s ta f f  had searcheci his room and property. Importantly, not every room had been 

searched; specific residents were singlecl out, The notices - and their gIaring public presence - 
seemed to have had a strong effit an ail of the residents. The group which just moments 

before were revehg in each other's culturai stories grew very silent. Particularly, the residents 

whose rooms had k e n  searched appeared very suIlen; not uneqmtedly, some were visibly 

angry and became bethgerent towards staff. 1 made my way up the corridor and went &O se the 

executive director. On bis desk was an assortment of items found in some of the searched 

rooms: piastic bags and tinfoil stained with cannabis min, small quantities of hashish, and even 

a hash pipe cmed from soap Stone. Within a fm days or a week, a couple of residents were 

sent back to prison. In discussing the events of that morning with the head counseiior who 

opened the p u p  1 lemeci k t  she noticeci something mat I had not The &dents whose 



rwms were king searchi during the gmup left the Living rwm through the course of the 

morning. According to the counseilor, it ssemed tbat these midents were able to comrnunicate 

with one another during the group - in spite of the enthusiasm of the dialogue - rhat the 

administration staff were conducting m m  searches. To understand h e  impottance of this 

group session foliowed by tbe search one has to undentand the spatial distribution of the 

House. 

The Space of the House 

The room in Nechi House where the goup therapy takes place is at the end of a Iong 

corridor that runs down the Length of the House. This r o m  also acts as the living r o m  where 

the television is Iocated and some exercise equipment is kept, Since it is open and spacious, it is 

the main socialiung rwrn for residents and staff. At the opposite end of this corridor are the 

administration offices. The administration area is neariy the same size as the k g  mom but is 

divided into a number oftices with permanent wds, and cm feel cramped within. Only the staff 

is aüowed access to the administration ares; it is compIetely off-limits to residents unies they 

are going through an in-take pmess when they first arrive at the House or have ken invited by 

staffto sit in this area The counseiiors' offices, and the "one-on-one" room where individual 

counselhg takes place, are concentrated around the living room area. For security reasons, 

caunsellors' offices are also closed to residents. Aiong the length of the corridor are the 

resident's rooms. Mid-way dong the corridor are the kitchen and dining rooms. On the 

opposite side are the bathroom and laundry rooms. Two public pay phones are locaced here. 

These spaces are the public spaces of the House. They are accessible to aü members of the 

House. Beyond this area there are more resident rooms, then the administration area. The main 

enmce is adjacent to the administration area. Residents must check m and out with the 

secwity personnel when entering or leaving the House and have to use four flights of stairs. 

Staff, on the other han& usuaiiy use the eleva~w, which is located m a m m  that cm only be 

acassad with a secwity card tbat staff c q  wiîh them at al1 tmur. The staff washmoms are 
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located in this area as weii. This room with the devator and staff bathrooms is situated about 

midway dong the corridor. 

Figure 2. Map of the House 
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The physical placement of the administration offices and therapeutic areas at opposite 

ends of the House was not, as far as 1 know, a dehirate choice. However, it does, in my view, 

IiteralIy reflect the vacillation of the House's practices between "healing" and "disciplining" 

poles. The decision to conduct room searches and the execution of this decision originates 

h m  the administration area; this is where the administrative and clinicaI staff usuaiiy meet. 

Further, the rooms of residents are accessible to staff, whereas staff mms, for reasons cited 

above, are never accessibIe to residents. Residents' access to spaces in the House is Mted, 

whereas staff access is genedy unlimited. Obviously, within the "community" of the House 

there exist asymrnetricai dations of power, and tbis power is practiced through access to priva& 

space; it is aiways clear to residents and staff who exercises supreme authonty over the space of 

the Houx. During moments when the House waven between authoritarian and categiving 



practices the coumehg rhetoric of "Circle" and "Community" may come acmss as 

ambiguous, if not altogether meaningless, to some residents. 

When I was emptoyed with the House 1 participated in a general search of the rooms of 

residents. Only the staff were asked to take part in the search, Based on my 

experience and lirnited knowledge, counseiiing staff do not conduct the actuai sezuches. They 

are, however, a criticai part of the decision process, likely because in cornparison to the non- 

clinicai staff they are the ones most aware of what is going on with the residents. However, ttx 

location of their offices and where their ciinicai work with residents always goes on is at the 

opposite end of the corridor. On the occasion when 1 participated in a general searcb, aii 

residents and clinicai staff were concentrated at the ''therapeutic" end of the House. There was 

a noticeable solidacity of resistance among residents as administration staff 'swept' the House; 

we did fmd a number of clues that dmgs were present in the House. For clinical staff to openly 

take part in room searches would likely damage their crediiity as caregivers in the eyes of 

residents. 

The group session discussed a'wve reflects starkly the arnbiguity of the House's 

mission and the difficulty of the position in which clinical staff frequently f i d  themselves. 

CiinicaI staff do genuinely want to support the residents who come to the House for therapy. 

Yet, drugs and criminai activity are a fact of life in the House; and this fact must be iminediatdy 

confronted. The captivating group session seemed to have a very positive effect on aii of the 

residents, But what immediately foUowed the group -the evidence of selective r o m  searches - 
appeared to completely devastate the positive effects of that session for most residents. 

Regardless, the message was universal: the House exercises absolute power over ali of its 

spaces. It was a reminder to clinicai staff and residents - the permanent and temporary 

meinbers of the Nechi Community - that the House was stiü operathg within the suict and 

unpleasant disciplinarian confines of CO~" 'C~OUS.  And, unfortunately, the searches did bear 

Eruit; in kct, they aiways do. 



The spatial text of the House is open to interpretation. As I discussed regardhg 

Maore's view of how space may be read, her argument is that tepeated actions serve to enact or 

unfoid the symboIic meanings of space. However, when the symbolic meanings of space are 

Uivoked, they are open to subjective interpretation. My argument here is that searches are 

among those repeated actions wbich take place in the House to "activate" certain kinds of 

symbolic associations witbin its bounded space, and the divisions therein. Specificaiiy, the 

m m s  of the residents are supposed to be their private space. The residents bave keys to their 

doors. Ciinical staffeven informed me that newiy mived residents wiU sometimes refer to their 

rooms as "cells" and sometimes ask what time "lock down" occurs. Eventuaüyl these new 

residents adjust to the space of the House and the fitedom it offers. Their private space is no 

longer a ceii but a m m  and the House no longer a prison but a tempocary "home". One's 

rmm, however, cm serve as a venue of nesistance to healing. The repeated action of staffs' 

rwm searches changes the meanhg of ttie space. ï h e  resi&ntsl mms, representing 

'privacy", "home", even "independence", revert k k  to ce&, the House back to an 

institution, and residents back to inmates. 

Narcotics in the House have competing metaphorical connotations. For members of the 

community who subscnie to the discourse of Aboriginality and heaiing, narcotics are 

metaphors of pollution and vioIation. They are a form of spiritual pollution that offends "the 

Mediches". Drugs are also a violation of the House's therapeutic integrity which damages the 

clinid efforts of staff. As a whole narcotics jeopardize and undgrmine the Nechi communiry. 

For residents who subscni to the discourses of cgmind identityl narcotics are a form of 

resistance to ''The System". Trafficking narcotics is king sneaky; it is a thriII to "play the 

game" of crime. Fdy, using narcotics is a fleeting escape h m  the monotony of "doing 

one's time" and the persona! misery of this lifestyh. 

The chicai staff of ihe House is forced to negoriate these conflichg interpretations 

among residents over the meaning of its space. They do so through the therapeutic rhetoric of 

"Community" and the "Ciick?. Residents are focceci to make a choice bctween the dirinive 



sources of their personai identity. Those discursive sources reside within the respective qatid 

texts of prisons and the House. On the one hanci, rhe discourses of crhhality are located 

within the correctional system. Consequeatly, the House may be seen and experienced as a part 

of or an extension of the spaces which represent that system. On the other hand, the House 

can be a distinct spatial rupture - but in a positive sense - for some residents. That is, the 

House is a space for personai heahg and spirituai renewal; it can become a surrogate 

"aboriginal" community for those residents who subscribe to the discourse of Aboriginaiity 

and the rhetoric of healing. 

Narrated Self and Discursive / Spatial Context 

In the Introduction 1 discussed the issue of the contextuality of meaning drawn h m  

narrative constructions of social reality. As Edward Bruner demonstrateci, stones are dways 

subject to change and vacy according to audience, politid and social conditions, and the 

intentions of the narrator. in short, the (discursive) context in whicti a story unfolds determines 

iis meaning. From this point of view, it foilows that if meaning is contextuai then a aarrated seIf 

is likely to be a transitory form of identity. Among residents, then, it is probabIe that the 

personal meanings tfiey draw from their narratives of seK developed whüe residing within the 

discursive and spatiai context of the House may be ümited io ihat sociafiziug müieu. 

Furthemore, to sustain that narrated seKand the personal meanings cirawu from iî, the resident 

must search for similar discursive and spatiai social dieus which carry this contextual and 

m i t o r y  identity forward in tirne. 

The issue of contextua1 meaning, a narrated self and transitory identity is a suggestion, 1 

acknowledge, that 1 cannot fuüy substantiate here due to limitations in my 5eIdwork (my 

fieldwork was mostly coostrained to the Home). But my obsemtions of some residents and 

from what others discussed in our mmviews demollstrztted to me that their senses of seif were 

vexy much dependent upon and linked to discursive and spatid contexts. Severai residents did 

strongiy believe that they (sometimes radidy) changeci theV identities depending upon 



whether they were at home in their communities, amongst family or fiends (even depending 

upon a family member's or fiiend's gender), in prison, on the street, or in the House. Identity as 

formed through personal nanatives and constrained and infiuenced by discursive practices 

within a given spatial text presents a self that has a kind of charneleon quality that adapts to and 

changes with the sociai setting (Kerby 1991). 

During my fieldwork 1 experienced an event which forced me to consider this issue of 

the contextually dependent nature of a narrated self as a transitory identity. 1 Iater debated this 

matter with two House counseiiors, both of whom strongly resisted my point of view. in the 

last three weeks of my Eeldwork, Jean-Marc, a resident from a federal institution, was sent back 

to prison for his continued use of narcotics while at the House. He had come to the House with 

a history of chronic drug use. Yet, while he was at the House he seemed to demonstrate to 

counselling staff that he had a genuine desire to come to t e m  with his addiction, had ma& 

progress in the therapeutic program, and wanted out of the system of incarceration. Eventuaiiy, 

he was returned to the House. On the day of his r e m  to the House a close family member 

died under tragic circumstances. The counseUing staff decided to let bim travel to his 

cornmunity so that he could attend the funerai. 1 volunteered to mort Jean-Marc." 

Something that struck me about our visit to Jean-Marc's community was his interaction 

with his family, his friends, and other community members. In the few days that 1 spent with 

him in his community and among his family and friends 1 understood that Jean-Marc had a 

place, a roIe and a set of experiences in his community and beyond it. As weii, he had a 

designated place in his famiiy that he had been removed fiom since he had been incarcerateci. 

One &y, if he SUMved his incarceration and escaped its cycle, he might retum to resume his 

This cesistance among the coanseIlors can be seen in the introduction where one of the counseIIors declarad 
". . . that would have you beIieve there is some magical quaiity about the House, and 1 don't believe that We 
don't cast a spell over hm." Iristead, these counseIIoa heId a view of theirclients, as 1 have argued thtoughout 
this thesis chat essentialized and romanticized their cuItural identity as "aboriginaisnn The "abonginai" in these 
men was portrayed by counsellors as some hainsic elemcnt to their king ihac had to be brought forth. 
53 Jean Marc required an escort since he was a iederaI inmate in the House's cusmdy. F m  what 1 uuderstood at 
the time, the House was reqtmed by corrections to escort fkkd inmatcc if rhey w a e  mveling more han 

eSCOd was mandatory. 



phce there. In ottier words, in spite of his forced md prolongeci absence, he stiil enjoyed a 

coniinuity in tbe life of his comnunity and in the lives of hiç farnily and friends. In short, he 

had a spenfic persond history that was entangied with and intrinsic to the personai histories of 

I have two mernories of this experience which stick out in my minci. The fmt one I 

d was while standing on the side of a road with Jean-Marc and bis fende cousin. As w 

stood there calking a community police miser drove past His cousin jokingiy remarked to 

Jean-Marc, "Heh, there goes your taxi." Jean-Marc thought it was quite fumy and took it in 

good stride. The joke was in referme to his cousin's observation that in the5 cornmunity 

JeamMarc w a  a chronic law breaker and was kquentiy k ing  picked up by the police. knce, 

the police car was more üke a taxi when it came ta her incarcerated cousin. My point here is 

that in his community Jean-Marc had a collectively recognized identicy as king a criminai - a 

social deviant - hat was faunded on a set of past experiences. LikeIy, whiIe he was in his 

community it was dificuIt for him to escape this identity. 

in addition, Jean-Marc, iike rnany prisoners who bave been incarcerated in fe&ral 

institutions, had a welGmuscted physique and many tattms. L i g  weights and tattming one's 

body whiIe incarcerated is part of the culture of imprisonment. Jean-Marc was cleariy very 

proud of his body's apparance. He enjoyed walking about the community without a shirt on. 

On at iteast t h e  occasions, I recali Jean-Marc recouating his prison expenences to peopIe he 

was acquainted with; some of ehese acquaintances had also k n  incarcerateci. 1 would iisten CO 

him systeaiatically List the various Cederal hStitUti011~ wbeiere he had done t h ,  and emphasizhg 

the security tevel of each one: minimum, medium OF maximum. Occasionaiiy, be would point to 

his tattoos and indicate which institution he had ken at when he had the tattw done. It was 

clear to me that his biography of imprisomnt mattered a great deai to him and was an obvious 

source of personal pride. The tattws were handily used as points o f  refereuce for his story 



The point here is that it wouid be highiy unlikely that Jean-Marc would ever walk 

around the spaces of Nechi House without a shirt on and proudly nanate his prison 

experiences, e~pecialiy if his audience was a counsellor or other residents in a group session. 

For Jean-Marc imprisonment became more than a set of intemaiized experiences; he i n s c r i i  

its correspondhg discourses onto his body (in kt, almost iiterally, the tattoos etched on his 

body traced a kind of symbolic biography of his trajectory h m  prison to prison). Most 

importantly, once he left the therapeutic context of the House and was immersed back into a 

context that had probably contributed to his prior sociaiization as an outlaw / pnsoner, he chose 

to narrate the "hard time" he did in various prisons. It apippeared to me that Jean-Marc 

constnicted an entirely different set of personal meanings fiom his incarcerated experiences 

that, undoubtedly, contradicted what he may have constnicted over the course of therapy in the 

presence of courisellors and the group. 

Aitematively, based on what 1 had been told by counseiiors, as weU as by sorne of the 

residents 1 interviewed, arnong some residents there was a rnovernent in the opposite direction ( 

as compared to Jean-Marc's behaviour ). Som residents attempted to foster opportunities that 

would M e r  the narrated self of recovery and renewal they developed at the House. For 

example, Jack, the resident discussed in Chapter Three, becarne very active at a local community 

organization that supports the needs of urban Native peopIes. He and a group of peers formed 

a support group for Native peopie who had been adopted out of theu communities. SimiIarly, 

Samson was preoccupied with cuItivating a romantic relationship with a Native woman who was 

aiso going through her own heding journey. Staff also reported to me other instances of 

residents who successfulIy compIeted the House's therapeutic program and then later renuned 

to their communities to develop awareness and support groups for peopIe in crisis. These 

actions by individuai residents serve to widen the therapeutic meanhg and applications of the 

House's discourse of healing, moving it beyond the individuai and into the global. The 

important point here is that these midents are trying to expand the discursive practices of the 



House, possibIy to ensure that their natrated seif will c a q  forward in time and space on a 

joumey of healing. 

My observations demanstrated that ttie narrated self of some residents, whether on a 

path of healing or continued impnsOnment, appears to be linked to context. My fieIdwork 

experiences suggest that discourses and the spaces to which they are associated influence the 

configuration of personai narratives; thus, the meanings drawn h m  these narratives are 

dependent upon those contexts. Unfortmately, my fieldwork observations generally did not go 

beyond the setting of the House. As a resuit this conclusiou must remain ody specuIative. 

Conclusion 

In concIusion, 1 have discussed the meaning of space arnong residents as it pertains to 

their expenences at Nechi House and incarcerated settings. By looking at space as a kind of 

text, 1 have shown that it can be read and interpreted in a number of different ways. When 

space is viewed as text - and thus freed h m  its referentiai moorings - it is open to the widest 

number of readers. The space of the House is rPad through repeated actions (e.g. therapeutic 

pcactices, but also disciplinary ones such as searches) of the agents who occupy its space. 

Residents and staff mut constantiy negotiate alternative and confiicting interpretations of its 

spatial text, and attempt to darify to themselves and for each other whether the House is a 

therapeutic cornmunity or an extension of îhe larger system of incarceration. Yet in the House's 

day-today practices, it is clear that the= exist asymmetricai relations of power within the Nechi 

Cornrnunity and this power is exercised through controlling, giving, invading, and withholding 

access to private and public space. Fdy, 1 have suggested that the narrated self constructed in 

a specific discursive and spatial social milieu may be degendent upon that space to exist at ail, 

In order to cany forward in time and space the resident must consciously advance into familiar 

social tenitories that wiii continue to nurtlrre rhat sense of self. WMe this argument canaot be 

pursued futther here, this issue is criticai for the qyest of successfui therapeutic intervention. 

ûthemk,  as 1 bave shom in the case of Jean-Marc, the former narrated imprisoned self 



appears to reemerge once it leaves the socializing milieu of the House. Seifhood, as I have 

argued throughout this thesis, cannot be essentiaiized, nor is it something that is awakened and 

brought forth; rather it has extemai sources and is iargely social in origin. The seif as 

constructed through personal narratives is contextually iinked to discursive practices located in 

the spatial texts of social settings. 
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Conclusion 

One of my prirnary intentioiis in this dissertation has been to provide some illumination 

through socid theory ou aspects of social experience - "reality" - as it pertains to Nechi 

House. in a larger concern 1 have demonstrated the constructed and negotiated nature of al i  

social relations. Thus 1 have not argued that the sense of self developed by residents at the 

House is inauthentic. Instead 1 bave tried to partiaiiy show how this authenticity is achieved. 

This authenticity of self, 1 have argued, is primarily attained through the meanings drawn h m  

personal narratives nItered through discursive statements presented by clinicai staff at the 

House. However, 1 suggest chat because of their discursive sources and location withh a 

problematic and symbolicaiiy compIex socializing qace that can be read as a kind of text, these 

meanings may be contextdependent. The narrated self of residents, then, may be specific to a 

discursive and spatial context and thus a highly transitory form of personai identity. 

In particular, I have argued that the discourse of Aboriginality as a historical social 

construction and body of knowledge about cuitUrai "Others" has become a broad tapestry into 

which residents can weave a narrated self. These acts of articulation, both to one's seif and 

before a group of residents and staff lead, hopefully, to the graduai transformation in the 

meanings of personal narratives from ones initially concerned with pain and sadness to, 

ultimately, stories about healing and renewal. From this experience of sharing and Iistening to 

each other's stories, residents may Ieam to reflect upon and confiont forms of behaviour and 

ingrained attitudes that possibly contniute to the cycles of alcohoiism and substance abuse, 

criminai activity and periods of incarceration that have faced them throughout their adolescent 

and aduit iives. 

Clinicai staff, 1 have shown, through their therapeutic ideology and practices, as weii as 

their through own attitudes and persona1 commitments, tend to essentialize and mmanticize the 

abonginal identity of residents. In some important respects, 1 have demonstrated, they are 

foc& to do so. For exampIe, the Canadian State's own bureaucratie application of 



Abonginality does not hily differentiate the hdigenous populations withuz its modern national 

temtory; as a segment of the national population aboriginal peoples are mainly a legal (and 

statistical) category. Currently, men of abonginai mcestry comprise an over-represented 

segment of the incarcerated Canadian population. Thus, on a daiiy basis the staff of Nechi 

House must confront a signincant degree of cuitumI, geographic, and linguistic pIuraIism 

among residents that makes the delivery of effective and culturaiiy sensitive (or relevant and 

specific) therapeutic interventions and programs dificult. As part of their therapeutic approach, 

the staff homogenize the cuItural identities of residents and conshuct a sense of (aboriginal) 

communi~ among residents. Residency at the House impiies that one is and desires to act as a 

temporary member of the Nechi community. This surrogate aboriginal community is founded 

on the principles of carîng, sharing, honesty and respect. In order to sustain this cornmunity, 

ciinicai staff deploy a series of rhetoricai devices - "the CircIeVt, "the Community", "the 

Medicines", "the Medicine Wheei", "the Sacred Fi" - to cuitivate a moral imperative to the 

therapeutic interventions, as well as to invoke a cornnion spirituai purpose among residents. But 

this moral imperative and sense of spirituai purpose appears to go beyond the professional 

goals and practices of some ciiical staff, becoming highiy personai in nature. 

The issue of the space at Nechi House is fundamental to the construction and 

negotiation of meaning. When space is considered as tex4 coataining both a sense with 

reference, action informed by meaning, the repeated actions of residents and staff create 

competing interpretatiom of the space. As 1 have shown, because of the presence of narcotics 

and the persistence of criminaüzed acrivities among some residents the House seems to 

penodicaüy waver between a space for healing and a space for disciplining, it can be at once 

"the House" - an autonomous therapentic comrnunity - and simultaneously, an extension of 

the system of incarceration - an institution. Consequently, the symboiic meanings of its spaces 

are open to iuterpretation. 

The subjective experiences of residents iufluence îheir interpretations of what the House 

@ means and determine whether they w u  s u b m i  to or mist the clinEcai team's discourse of 



healing. if a tesident sees Nechi House as a space for healing, he wiIf likeiy begin to consmct 

personal narratives through those discursive statements presented by staff that are Wed to a 

pan-Amerindian rhetoric which essentializes and romanticizes his aboriginal identity. However, 

even those residents who respond favourably to the chical interventions of staff (as in the case 

descriid of two huit residents) seem to maintain a distance from some of the rhetoric which 

may appear foreign and incompatible with their own culturai backgrounds. On the other han& 

when the space of the House is perceived to be too much like an extension of the system, some 

residents remain suspicious of the staff and their feiiow residents. Consequently, these 

residents maintain a guardedness and will resist the healing discourse, withdrawing into an 

emotional and existentid state of "doing one's the". Thus, the narrated self of these residents 

remains imprisoned within the correctional system. Fiaüy, 1 suggested through my discussion 

of the resident Jean-Marc, that a narrated self founded on contexnid meanings may be 

transitory, adapting and changing to discursive and spatial venues. 

In sum, 1 am suggesting that selfhood among residents at Nechi House is deepIy 

entrenched in language and Iargely socid in origin. But 1 am resistant to the fom of self that 

appears to be advocated by some of the clinical staff, one which tends to essentiaiize the 

aborigind identity of residents. This vision of self appears to fix the meanings h t  comprise it, 

thus rendering selfhood as a rigid and static product as opposed CO an imaginative and refiective 

pmess. Possibly, the fluid and narrated seifhood 1 argue ttiat exists among residents 

represents a kUid of (coiiective as weii as personal) strategy of survival; this narrated and social 

self genecates meaning that aows it to adapt and change according to the context in which it is 

existing. 

Katherine Ewing (1990) offets a s ida r  argument that is usehrl to my own 

observations. She suggests that the struggie many anthropotogists experience in reconciling the 

inconsistencies in their informants' representations of their culture m y  be understood by 

appreciating the contextua1 nature of cultural imagery. Fernandez (1986) offers an analysis of 

some Afncan religious movements whicli strategicaiiy dep10y imagery to create priodic xnses 



* of wholeness, showing that culturai imagery must be understood contextuaiiy. Similady, Ewing 

contends that this inconsistent culturai imagery and strategy to create wholeness is experienced 

at a personal level as weii. Her Pakistani informant, Shamim. presents a series of distinct self- 

representations that at first glance appears as a highIy fiagmented vision of self- Y& each 

image of self - scholar, obedient daughter, goad wife and so on - is experienced internaiiy as a 

whole. In other words, selfhood is a semiotic pmess, 

People construct a series O€ self-represeniations that are based on selected chah of personal 
memories. Each self-concept is experienced as a whole and continuous, wirh its own history 
and mernories that emerge in a specific context, to be ~p1ace.d by another self-representation 
when the context changes. (t990: 253) 

Throughout this dissertation 1 have taken a position similar to that of Ewing: representations of 

self, whether an image or a narrative, are context-dependent; meanings drawn from nanatives of 

self are subject the influences of discursive practices and symbolic spaces in one's social 

environment. 

Imagined Aboriginality: Flag and Teepee 

In conclusion, 1 would aIso Like to point out chat this adaptive and contextuai nanue of 

personal identity is probably m e  of coiiective identity as weli. 1 draw upon two incidents both 

tied to the intensive therapeutic sumrner camp. The fmt experience began on the k t  day of the 

camp. The eadier mentioaed male counseiior initiated the building of a teepee. Being of 

Sauiteaux ancestry, a Plains Indian cultuni group, and having worked one sumrner on a heritage 

project with a Plains Cree Indian band at a national historic site, 1 possess some cuIttrral 

knowledge about teepees and how to construct them. When the counselior suggested rhis 

activity, 1 drew upon my personal memones and expectantiy looked for the raw materiais: 

debarked lodge pole pines, a large properiy cut ~if~lvas tarp and lots of strong rope. The 

counseiior had none of this mated. Instead, under his directions, residents scattered into the 

bushes and dragged out whatever pieces of faIIen and twisted logs they could fhd. Soon they 

had the conicai structure up, lashed together with M e .  Stiii, they did not have a canvas tarp. 

Again midents disappeared, rhis rime oit0 one of the buiidings. They rehieved tattered sections 



of moth eaten cloth and pieces of lefi over construction paper. They began sewing and tying 

the pieces of ~10th and sections of comtruction papa together then lashing them to the logs. 

Within an hour or even sooner, a small, listing, and weli-ventilated patch-work teepee was 

standing in the common ma of the camp. It stood there for the duration of the camp. 

Mer the intensive therapeutic camp ended 1 leamed fiom a counseiior chat many of the 

residents, including some of the Inuit residents, preferred to use this teepee to conduct their one- 

on-one meetings between their counselior and rhemselves. It had a c o q  atrnosphere, perhaps a 

bit culturaüy famiiiar. Despite rny initiai cultural puritanism, 1 thought the teepee was kind of 

nice, especiaiiy at night when we had a fire burning in there and the wind blowing outside was 

low. The earlier mentioned resident, Jack, and 1 had a good conversation in the teepee where he 

disclosed to me the sad circumstances of his adopted He and what had happened to his 

biological parents. 

For me the teepee represents the heaiing mission of Nechi House and its reiiance upon a 

discourse of Aboriginality. Under the directions of staff, residents enthusiasticaiiy adopted a 

pan-Amerindian symbol of what it means to be an aboriginal h m  North America: the generic 

but irnmonai teepee. Residents and staff seemd equdly comfortabIe with the teepee's presence 

at camp. From what 1 observed of the residents who built the w, tbey really enjoyed the 

task of constructing it. But most hportantly, the teepee served a vital purpose: a spatial venue 

for the discourse of healing ihat had a vague cultural familiarity that a i i  residents and staff couid, 

for a short Ume, enter into and gather around. Ch two simuitaneous ieveis, then, the teepee was 

both a personai syrnbol that residents and staff adopted as a location for healing, and on a 

collective Ievel it was a culturat symbot that focused them as an "aboriginal" community. Yet, 

because of my own experiences and knowIedge - probably linked to a personal dedication to 

mïntaining 3 kind of cultural purity - 1 'mitially hesitated to accept the "authenticity" of the 

teepee. Eventuaily, however, 1 did accept its icouic status and indulged in its pcesence at the 

camp* 



The second incident cornes h m  an interview with a Mi- redent This tesident, I 

kit, succinctiy idenufed the Iinks and pardieh ktwîro personai and coiiirove identity. He 

reiated to me an observation made by a friend of the similarities between an aboriginal person's 

individual imprisonment in a federal institution to the coIIeCtive confinement of abonginai 

peoples on indian reserves: 

MM: Oh, another thing -about prisons and the reserve, it's almost the same. 
GB: Prison and reserve, why 's bat? 
MM: Well, you've got your area. nght. like we do [in prison]. We'ce always k i n g  watcbed 
Just about everything is the= [in prison and on the reserve] - what we need right. A friend of 
mine said that. 1 laughed about that [analogy]. 
GB: Do you think that's me? 
MM: In a way, yeah. You think about the boundaries - we Bass them. it's iIIegd. Like. for 
one instance, we were working, we were cutting [nees] and we passai our boundary. They 
charged us for illegally cutting. But we won [the court case]. So in a ways, 1 frnd (prison and 
the reserve] the same. FIM 101971. 

The resident, a logger prior to the time he was imprisoned in a feded institution for an 

unrelated "crime", points out some parallek that exist in the relations between the Canadian 

State and the collective and personal experiences of aboriginal peoples. In his view, the 

personal trauma of king incarcerated to a confined sociaIizing space reserved for crlminals - 
[egal and social deviants - bears disturbiig similarities to Native peoples - Iegal and cultural 

devianuits - king forced to Iive out irnpovenshed existences on small plots of "reserved" land.54 

As weil, he poignantiy adds. "We're aiways king watched." In other words, aboriginal 

peoples, whether living out a condemned existence in a prison or on a m e ,  are under some 

form of constant state-sponsored surveillance, sucb as by prison guards or forestry officers. in 

brief, he is suggesting that rnany abonginai people(s) are forced to Kve their Iives under 

confinement. 

Following this point in our conversation we began to discuss "the poiitics" of the 

House, a topic which interested hun because of his farniIy's and community's direct 

involvement in aboriginal fishing and logging Bghts, in particuiar, this resident shared his 

views on the incident when the 'Warrior flag" or "Aboriginal Solidarity flag" was raised on a 

fiag pole at the surnmer camp. At the tirne, as mentioaed eadier, staff reacted strongiy to its 

@ Y Imillcaily, this resemd laad is beld in fiduciary trust by the bcederai Ciovenunent of Canada the same 
b u d c  smcaire that ope- the comtional system. 



presence and demanded that residents take it dom, which they did after a long group 

discussion. This Micmac resident, like Jack, who also discussed this incident (see Chapter 

Three), was angered by the attitude and reaction on the part of the staff towards this fom of 

militant political expression of Aboriginality. Wbat bothered him, be told m, was what he saw 

as a fear and passivity on the part of staff that prevented some of the residents from expressing 

an image of Aboriginality associated with resistance and stniggle: "1 was sort of pissed off. 

Felt like the repression - it was back! What the fuck, right, this is our land! We can't hide 

just what's on a fiag! We can't hide as [aboriginal] people, right!" 101971 

The WaniorIAboriginal Solidady flag and the teepee represent distinct and separate 

statements in the discourse of Aboriginality: the latter is a romantic statement thai depicts the 

abonginai as belonging to a former way of Me gone by; it is an image largely controlled and 

promoted by the dominant non-native society of North Arnerica. On the other hand, the former 

image is a statement of resistance organic to the militant politics currently expressed among 

some southern aboriginal populations. As a symbol of milifancy, and its association with m e d  

abonginais in violent conflict with the Canadian Srate, such as the Oka Cnsis of 1990, this flag 

can corne across as very threatening. The fact that both discursive statements appeared 

simuItaneousIy at Nechi House's intensive therapeutic camp is of interest to me. The clinical 

staff fostered the more passive symbol, the teepee. Arguably, it presented a more endearing 

portrayai of the "Whiteman's Indian", as Berkhofer (1978) wouid argue. They rejected the 

more aggressive symbol, the flag. 

As discussed earlier, a few years before a resident h m  the House wore this image on a 

jacket into a local tom. Consequently, the association of the Bag witù Nechi House's 

therapeutic camp caused a negative and worried (if not ridicutous) over-reaction h m  the local 

media and elected municipal of6cials. In tùeir paranoia, they suspected Heil's Angels and 

Native militants, or Mohawk Waniors had occupied the camp. Administrative and clinicai staff, 

then, had just cause to be concerneci abwt what image the House's therapeutic camp was 

pmjecting to the locais. 



The reaction on the part of staff to the flag's reappearance at the camp rnay be 

understood by looking at the camp as a spatial venue. The therapeütic camp was about healing; 

in other words. it was a context. It that seems in the eyes of the staff, the hvo discursive 

statements - teepee and flag - in this context were incompatible with each other. On a collective 

Ievel the clinical staff was trying to cultivate an atmosphere of or a space for healing among 

residents that demanded they selecrivefy draw statements - ideas, images, themes - from the 

discourse of Aboriginality. As Bateson (1979) suggested the context of certain images, like 

narratives and self-representations, fixes their meanings. Altematively, when a specific meaning 

is beiig sought, sometimes certain images, narratives, and seif-representations do not fit the 

context; they are inappropriate. 

Arguably. in order for Nechi House to survive, the staff must present a self- 

representation of the House and its mission of aboriginal healing that is non-threarening to the 

bureaucratie forces that sustain it. That is, Nechi House is nested within a specific historicai, 

political and social context, and it is attempting to exist as an autonomous "aboriginai" 

community within the hegemonic regime of the Canadian State. The microcosrnic aboriginal 

community of the House through its deployment of genenc symbols of pan-Amerindian 

identity, then, projects onto a Iarger interpretivdiagined community of aboriginals residing 

withh the nationd tenitory of Canada (Anderson 1991). At both Ieveis, 1 am arguing th these 

"cornmunities" are attempting to maintain a sense of autonomy and boundary - thereby 

protecting a self-determined intemal coherency or "sense of wholeness" - to survive a certain 

historicai, politicai and social context of state-sponsored oppression. For persons and peoples 

denoted as aboriginal, the cuiturai imagery, penond narratives and seif-representations are 

(contextual) means to an end, not necessady an (essentiaiized) end in themsetves as some 

clinical staff rnight believe. 

In cIosing 1 wanted to offer the words of an Inuk resident. This resident reported that 

throughout his He he struggled to make himself understood to others. He felt tbat the 



representations of self h= sometimes projected onto others were ambivalent and contradctory. 

DW: ActualIy. I can be a lot of things. I mean. well, I am one penon and, yet, I can be a lot 
of things. For example, woff is an animak it eats other animals and. yet. [it is] very carehi. 
Wolf is kind of an animal thas is very carefuI, very sensitive, and, yet, very dangerous. 
Thetefore t can say I've been that [a wolfl in my rebd young life. I know now that 1 couid 
consider myself - i've been dog and woü. 
GB: h g  and wolf? 
Dw Dog and wolf. Dog is tame. Dog is usefiil. Dog can be used on sieds - to pull the 
sleds. Dog can know the danger lhat man doesn't how. But in the past - al1 our wild life - 
more likely. in [our former] nomadic tif% we've al1 been Iike wolves. Therefore, to descrii 
myself to be unders td  I'rn more Iikely b e e n  dog and wolf. And yec. just a rabbit at 
hem. But I have to be king Iike an eagle to see what's ahead of me. 
GB: So, you're al1 these thing al1 the tirne? 
DW: 1 can be al1 k e  things. I c m  k vulture, you know, greedy - money hungry. I can 
look at animals for what they are and tearn of myself, even trace hem to be Iike them so chat 
1 survive in lhis wodd. PW 10/09197] 

This inuk resident speaks of his own apparent inconsistency of self-representations. 

Over the span of his life, he t ek  us, he has changed his sense of seif. Consequently, he 

presents a multi-faceted identity tied to a cultural irnagery of animals; likely, he has partially 

drawn upon an Inuit cuitural discourse about animais through which he can consvuct a sense of 

self. His identity is a process of negotiatiag the areas of ambivalence in his Life and reconciling 

very distinct aspects of his self. In the end, whai he speaks of is a highiy personai struggle over 

meaning which he and his feliow midents at Nechi House have shared throughout their time in 

the space of the House. 
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